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.4 OVER THE SOUTH AND WEST
PADUCAH. KY.. TUESDAY MORNING. APRIL 30, 1907.
TERRIFIC STORM SWEEPS
•
•Considerable Damage Done at Memphis---Storm Raeches
• Cyclonic Proportions in Western Cities--Many
Wires Down and Reports are Very Meagre.
is reet:\ Cti Up 1,4, g IgtC 11U4L:
Is )1sbt showed a terrific storm
e wag istesiesli throve* the tio-th and
WPC but as many wires were- down
s t Mb meager information could be
• secured
lerIttgett04 seemed to be teeeivine
the fury of 41w storm, but bayonet
the fact that it wee a avers one, no
details could be learned as to the
damage.
Paducah received her touch of the
general storm yesterday wetting Is
the shape of a heavy dowepow of
ain iirthant 5.7 peonoeneed aeons-
panwitent of either lightning a -wind.
At ti!so p. in. Iln-mtlisay wee fined
wield er until that street had the
Apo eggearstice of a creek and the
wbseli of moving lenge cars splash-
.' water hie a party of chileree




&seas Qty. Mt. Aarti
maker m's later blizzard prevailed hers
lloday, aeow end sleet glebe our
Ones, appeersnee of a Desimber
day.
l, Mo. Aped ap.--At 
us. Nile ...city was visited by severe
blizzard 'with sleet accompaniments.
•
Little Rock, Ark., April ass.--A se-
vere wind and rain storm has waged
over this entire section all day.
Memphis, Tenn, April a9.—A se-
vere wind and rain storm with cy-
clooe tendenciai is prevailing over
North Mississippi and Eastern Ark-
epees at the present time Much
damage is feared but deteils are dif-
ficult to secure
Memphis, Tenn., April ag.—At It p.
se reports of severe *tont continoe
to reach here from scatty North
lifiissiesippi towns, but massy wires
are dowu details are scarce Eastern
Arkansas is also suffering from a-
vert wind and unto storms While
reposes are reaching here of storm*
in West Tenn., and as far north as
West Kentucky.
local situation sbows a heavy
doimpour and rather 'severe wind..
which has blows Sown wird all over
the city sod eultsdas tusking tek-
plume edhanuohodion sad sweet car
service uneeliabieJoin
FORCE BENTON MERCANTILE




kat the referee the
Stows the property Oast tee
hero to looked le for the ommey.
whisk eismot be 'flues out a the
prooteds.
• Tahoe Him Little Trip.
Colonel Gee. G. Skagleten leaves
nate Friday for Lewisville to be co
inhed at to o'clock Saturday moos-
hy!"thltheited Suites court room.
rib to Judge Walter Evan's
sola ordering hos 10 Appear and 41"
eirsse why he *MS nee be penished
lee ameepot of ecooft by olloribir to
troller whelliver Ian W. F.weeded the leshimpf Rome-
same tri firing. the day die Iteldeolli
Protterties weft being soft% at the
COW, cosragloporbr Thomas A. IL
Eispil of die "Mose isElkikal be11/4.
mot estate. the mint
in. allsraeps Wak him and we-
oral witnemes to dhow thee he did
not !stated with Eie trustee while
the lame was performing his day.
MAYOR SCHMITZ MAKES PRO-
POSAL TO PROSECUTION
IN FRISCO CASES.
Declaim That He Will Resign, From
Office and Join Ranks of Re-
formers if Not Prosecuted.
San Francisco, Cal., April a9.—It 141
learned on good authority that May-
or Schmitz is seeking an easy way
out of his troubles, sad that through
trusted represestatives has made a
proposal to. the graft prosecutors.
which hi now under consideration.
The mayor's proposition may be ac-
cepted at any moment. but last night
Rudolph Spreckela and .Nsvirtant Dis-
trict Attorney Francis J. Heney de-
clared themselves tattiest giving the
indicted ateentive say of the isonninl-
ty baits he craves.
In brief, this is what Schrnits has
°erred to do:
To resign his 44fire al mayor of
San Fratteilfo.
To melee a fun :,rafessioit to the
grand Jury of his Imowledge of me-
Property Tosenfored.
Property as MINIM boulevard
hew been soid by Andrew P. Ham-
burg to Begone and Kele illoore for
S67e and the deed bodged yesterday
with the meaty clerk.
Mike. Inman bought from W. if.
Ease ;sr Von properey on Jack-
son between TweWth and Thirteenth
*rents. •
'Engine Moore 'transferred to Kate
More for 111 sod other conaideratioes
pjroperty lying on Harshest boule-
wird.
Mike 'Tamen oold to E E. Buck
for Woo property on Preteens 'trete
-.William Katterjohn and wife trans-
ferred to Roy Katiterjohn and wife
Potteetty on North Settle between
Jet/inane and Monroe streets, the
coomiderstion being- $t and love arrd
Samuel H. Len- sold to Jesse Ti
Law for and other considerations
property On Broadway and Form-
ren,/ avewee.
Land in the musty was bought by
mom, maybagsk from C. All"
for Seo.
Property in O'Bryart 'addition was
sold by W. C. CrItryan to C. T. Allen
for ht,teo.
Begone Tettfe bought Bachman
,istreat property freites Cora Bryant for.
VOL. XXIII. NUMBER 313.
“THE TRAyEuNo dwinhere ohdiynnesetrerdwaays aservsed at sumptuous hiwoedme-ITHE PRESBYTERYof parents, where the
couple visit for several days before
MAN" PRODUCTION going e to Gttayle o is thdaughterbtridere
of Mr. Mert Reeves, while the groom
is foreman of the bridge construction
GREAT INTEREST BEING MAY- 
crew for the Illinois Central as Gall.
IFESED IN THE COMING Married at Metropolis.
Miss Lola E. Johnson and Mr. J. L.
Copleand went to Metropolis Sunday
.ind were marled by Justice Liggett
in the presence of- several friencls,
th coterie relining that evening.
Thr bride is the beautiful and accom-
plishrd young lady who cease Mee
one year slake and resided with her
sister, 'Mrs. H. I. Newman of 1719
Clay street, while the groom cam*
here six months ago from his old
home in Metropolis and bought the
John Terrell livery stable business
on Jefferson between Fourth and
Fifth streets. He is an excellent
beanies, Man who has made many
friends dining his residence here.






To join the essialt of the reformers,
The -e 'is enefoidnedly tomb that
Mayor Schmitz might tell the graft
progenitor* white they would be de-
Iisigsd to learn. There ireenasy r_
sailed caves which rest ItertelY• On
euseidon alone and toot even as
questionable toefesaaes, leit wheth-
er full details and evitletiee, desirable
as ic,woald be, is worth the price of
innow* to one of the arch coospi--
Mem the ipso** is a matter
of grave doubt.
This ia•srliat Rudolph Spreckels
had to say when asked whether grace
was to be emended in the cast of
Schmitz- 'As far as I pa coecereed,
you may say that I am not is favor
of graolise any insestpilv to Meyer
Schsnits.-
Honey is enenewkat evasive in his
sarrirtse to a direct question as to
whether he will ream' immunity to
the mayor. He aye: "I will tell no
oat whether humanity will be grant-
ed to Maya Schmitz except dm !Iv-
or himself. In my position as a pros-
ecutor I cannot do otherwise.'
Selma: was out of town teeight,
which is of itself significant, es he
cannot leave the city without consent
of the prosecution
A complete eastlession from Mayor
Smits would undoubtedly taroive
lora/ of those "higher-sips " which the
graft prosecution is knows to be anx-
ious t„) bring to the bar of justice.
chief since, those against whom it is
cleared to obtain :merimisetng evt-
drat beng William F. Herein and
Patrick Gelber's:1. Rut as smelt as
the graft prosecutors desire to bring
'hese whom it regards as the prime
sources of corruption to justice, the
wishes of the people of Saw Peaecieco
mast be considered.
If Mayor Schmitz is as corrupt an is
MISS KATIE REEVES AND MR.
W. WYCOFF MARRIED,
HERE SUNDAY.
Mies Lola E. Johnson and Mr. J. L.
Copeland Went to Metropolis
Standey mid Married.
Nei rr was such interest nraiiifest-
ell in thee city in an amateur prodoc-
ties as is being shown regarding the
eggeoadeter Oltesoltatfoo" ot "The
Thaveling Man," for hetiefit of the
Charity club and Humane natty.
The sotnig people taking port are get-
ting their line* well in hand and evi-
dence appree:able talent that will in-
se a most attractive and amusing
Oar to the pleasure of lover, of Ps-
awls.
Um Devitt Flottraoy will take the
Wilding rale. :he will :ring rim-
ing "Tile Reason Vie Lore,"
and Miss Liberty"" Mies Nellie Het-
MN. oho takes the soubrette part of
folly Snow, hew tete oi the hit. of
the show in "Sahara Steibli." a num-
ber with the entire compqg and very
beetstiftd ittsataiose and Janet. effect.'
Was Mona Drerfues a Deis,
Wal Molt "MSS Hortense." a
rare origami theanher. and iir:1 he as-
ebbed by the Village Belies. Wes
Aan Beadebee will tine 'Dixie
Misses." a ewe he.
Mr. Richard Scott's ad* is, 12p
Dag See," and those who parlitipate
in Nis aneiher claim iti, better then
!he very popular 'S'o Lester Mary.'
1k. Emmett Dagby as Plait Wars
the Westerner, he. a pretty snag in
"Daisy:" riekh has a melody second
to none the ploy.
Mr. Revree Thompson alai.. "No-
body Stales at Me.' Me,sea.
Yeiser, as the Coop Porter; Braita-
ton, as the Jew Drummer; Wee Red-
dick the bell-boy and Mr. Wofffolk.
the *other, aim have sate. -
The special teatimes of the show
are tas malty to enumerate. and
seney novel effects will be shown.
Chore& Zetertabintent.
The Junior Leave of the Trimble
Street Idetheillst church the evemng
emeetsies at the Aura, building, the
poises& to go to the Chinese fam-
ine sienna Th entire public is cor-
dially i lh5o.tte., a fine program
having bees
Osaphie Oa.
The Delphic dub getliers this tame
rat at Cosa& library. Mrs Masai.
Duras* rmionieg no 'The Rapid
Maretens;" lett Ma•ed F. Davis-on
"The Rose/ Palace and Royal Farn-
indicaaed by the confessions of the ar.'
supervisors and others, it is doubtful
whether public opinion would tolet-
ate the granting of inernanity to him
foe any comideration.
C OUNTRY HOME.
Mayor Yeller Experts to Move Out
Within Next Two Weeks.
Mayor D. A. Ire1ser expects to nsave
-sometime the last of next week or
the eheek following to his country
home in Arcadia, to remain during
the warm period. He will dose his
North Fourth street residence until
late fall. Hie brother-io-law, Captain
Frank Brown, occupies the country
piece the year round, the roeyor md
family going foi- the summer months
Many people have already moved
out to their summer homes, while
within the next few weeks all will
Whist inigrleed to thole soot real-




OWNERS CITED TO APPEAR IN LOUISVILLE MAY 7 AND
SNOW CAUSE WHY THEY SHOULD NOT RE FORCED INTO
RANICIIRI1PTCY. Al REQUESTED BY CREDITORS—ATV- I.
NEYS 'Amcor CLAIM Se.men MORTGAGE LAWYERS 1,11119
OUT OP IGCNEOPT SALE PROCEEDS—OTHER COURTS.
101 1101P: Vibe $tales fah. *St of the moiety gates the
WWII AM" yelieregy meet eel
Rods. sell served Oipeas epos tie
Beatede Moraine& ceseraorty. caned
ltemporellee to snow before
Moe Waiter Weirs of the 1Juited
Seats. court at Louisville, as May 7,
and show came why the geimpsey
should ant he foreed into beakreptcs,
a petition to that effeet hieing beets
Sled with the judge by creditors. Ma-
mas Bros., Liedecer & Co. andjoise
.1. 'wigs & Co.
Wgsopi week C. C. Row, one of the
it hr. In the someway, banded
eaer holders of dock and
they illnilielieltdos in the elm*
• Gorr at *was *moth lion. Mihe
Oliver, asking that a receiver be se-
lected to she charge of the busies*
sod wind it up. The stockholders set
up the pleading that the company
president, F.. A Strove. practiced
*SW open them when he ongassised
the company end varied the bad-
ness At the* request Judge Reed
selected his son, Cecil Red, as r-
ceirer for the company, but now other
creditors go is the federal tribunal
to lotto the convertor into hank-
rePter
The compeer, is one of the largest
in Massititl county, Presides* Strow
also being presidieutsof 'The Model,"
but this pomading does toot affect
this second stistiestioo.
Limiters' Big Fee.
Referee Bagby yesterday decided
that the -mortgage claim of $2,000 of
Lawyers Crier. Rate and Campbell
against the E. Rehdropf 'Meridenl
bykrept esene would have to be got-
ta Of Air property, and not out
of the sale proeeeds...,,gelihopf lad
,theite lawyers to cis some legal wort
for him, mud executed a 'sow mart.
pee covering his property. Reitkopf
was afterwittles indieldulely forced
into halskruptcy and his property sold
by the benernee trustee. The Isla





The music department of the Wo-
man's club met yesterday morning
with the chairman, Mrs. James Weille
of North Eighth street, and decided
to girt a "Musk Festival" during
rext month, the exact date yet to be
chosen. Many leading attractions
will be fornhhed. one being Inne's
celebrated band with four vocalists
Lnd an egeal number of instrumental
soloists, all standing pre-eminent in
the artists' world, includiug the fam-
ous tenor. Shaw.
The details will be worked out
i








Miss Kate Reeves of Maxon's Mill,
this county, and Mr. W. Wycoff of
Gale, III., were married at 9 o'clock
Sunday morning it The Palmer by
Rev. W. E. Cave of the First Pres-
byttrian church, the happy pair be-
ing accompanied here by Mr. and
Wes. Richard Reeves and buss Jean-
ette Maiiren of the comity.
The party returned to Maxon's,
Two Weein From Yestereby the
Southwestern Society Meets—
County Body Gathers Tonight:
The doctors of Carlisle, Ballard and
Hickman counties are mann ar-
rangements for ie joint meeting some
tire ies the neer, feture. probably
shout the an th and Mei of May. For
several yew* the Carlisle and Ma-
nses county doctors have been bold-
ing jont meetings and they have be-
come popider and interesting that
it was decided to enlarge the field
and admit the Ballerd county medicos
to the cleft/roma that these meet-
ings inspire. The abetting will be
held on the lakes in the western pot'-
tints of rite comity.
liestaweeters Maio&
Two %tette from yesterday the
Southweetern Medical society will
hold its anneal iptiveriog here in this
dty. the costemittee in charge of the
arraogestieree having prepared to
hold the ecesion at the Cary Hall gen-
eral aeserribly chamber, while in the
evening J swell banquet will be
LARGE CROWD
ON EXCURSION
THE CENTRAL LABOR BODY
CARRIED DOWN 65o IN
PATY.
BODY MEETS FOR THREE
DAYS AT FIRST PRESBY-
TERIAN CHURCH.
The Air Ship Sailed Over legyptina




REV. WARNER ROLLING SE-
LECTED AS ORATORICAL
CONTEST JUDGE.
Enjoyable Social Seaton by Wo-
man's Home Mission Yesterday
Afterneon--Churck Matters
l'he Paducah Presbytery convenes
this evening at 7:4S o'doelt at the
First Presbyterian lurch, and will
be participated in by delegates, pas-
tors and elders from every church
included in the Presbytery. The
opening set most wit' le preached by
the retiring moderator. Rm. Benja-
min Aedrews of Marion. Ky, after
which the business will be entered
into.
The gatherieg oedema in measles
up to and deloding Thursday eras-
ing while tomorrow evade,/ the
remit ladies of the church will give
a reception to the Presbytery. eons-
bars of the church and the Sraigay
; 4
The Pri:sbytery jadeites all the
churches berweeti, Henderson and
Fulton anti Ohio viver and Tennessee
state line, there being fifteen cougre-
gations.
The *elision wit/ be If urn 9 to la
a: m., and 2 to 5tp.. • and before
adjournment there will be dimes
two commissmaree, a eatoistet and
an elder, to repreemat the Presbytery
at the general asenaltlp the Pres-
byterian church May flaiSlridog..
hat, Ala.
The First Itesbyter ChUrch
delegate is Mr. • M ltrunson, the
florist.
. The roc Paditcahans who want to
Cairo Sitilay on the encursion given
abased the eeramire J. S.. by the Cen-
tral Labor both% had a fine time, the
croft fearing at 9 o'clock in the morn-
ing end re:ening at tco„30 p rn The
plemuie eckt•re were treated to an
unitte-' it being a sail up
in to ñe n!r by an aeromet in his
air sh p Li started.fecens the top of
a building and the ship
car Item hundreds of feet up in
the air, where he remaind all after-
moo tailing arciiind over the sur-
taunting rormery. going as rainy air
four or hi' e twits, away and then re-
turning to hovering place above
Cairo. .
The- nesiors cleared several hurid-
remi" ilnr4 with their excursion,
which. Milled to the SIM made by the
Teiand Qiteets Outings of 'aist week,
rneke quite a large amount. '
, The organized bodies expect to give




One week from seat Tuesday the
mural council of the *octet for
Kentucky Episcopalians wig con-
iene at Louisville in three days' &ti-
tian Rector David Wright and a lay-
man from here attetakng, while the
Woman's Auxiliary of Grace church
will probably stud a delegate also.
Right Reverend Charles Woodcot.-it,
bishop of Kentucky, will conic from
looniville to dedecite the Gould
memorial alledhstre at deate cliiirch
preaching Monne' and evening.
Oratorical Comsat Judge.
Rev Warner T' Redlisg. of tiet
Broadway Methodist aura,' Friday
grate to Dyersburg, Tenn., to officiate
as one of the judges in the oratorical
contest to be given by the Delighted
of the Confederacy. Mao 17 he de-
livers the baccalaureate sermon foe
the' Milan, Tenn. college. From that
cif* he 'nee to Missits;ppi to visit his
daughter fort ten day-
a
Miledess Sand.
The C. W. Al. M. meets tuunowow
-afternoon at 2 o'clock at the First
Christian church.
Dellibehd Time.
Many ladies thoroughly enjoyed,
the delightful soc al session held
yesterday. afternoon with Mrs. J.
Martin of to35 Harrisott street, by
the Woman's Home Mission society
of the Trimble street Methodist ,
church.
Laprobee Resists at Chun%
While services were being ,con-
dilated Sunday night at the pen.-
view Baptist church, three miles from -
this city on the Mayfield roada
thieves made a raid, stealing nillaft-
laprobes left in buggies hitched esee..










WHAT LESSONS CAN BE
LEARNED FROM THE LIQUOR
BUSINESS IN POLITICS
EXCERPTS FROM SERMON OF REV. CALVIN M. THOMPSON
SUNDA Y NIGHT.
Just precechng tlae sermon the
choir sang with fine effect the fol-
lowing song:
DOWN IN THE 1.10EINISED
SALOON.
Where is my wandering boy tonight?
Down in the licensed saloon.
Down in a room all cozy and bright,
Filled with the glare of many a
light,
J3eautifol music the ear to delight,
Down in the hcensed saloon.
CHORUS.
There is my wandering boy tonight,
There at my witaticisag boy to-
night,
Down, down, down, down, down in a
!teemed saloon.
!Where is my wandering boy tonight?
Down in the licensed saloon,
Learning new vices all the night
long.
Tempted to all that is sinful and
wrong.
Listening to the harlot's foul song,
Down in the licensed saltx,i;
CHORUS.
Vetere as my wandering boy tonight?
Down in the Ilegased saloon.
Little arms same were thrown round
my seek.
Look at bins now,
will break.
Think of that boy tonight, a bad
a reek,





N1 here as my wandering boy tonight,
Down an the licensed taboo.
Brothers, I guess you would
'Ifs fight.
If it were your lteiy down
tonaghts
Ringed aod wrecked by the
. • lieloafite.




Rev Calvin )4 Thompson. pause
of the First Baptist chi preached
a powerful sermon last Sunday emit-
` Mg on the euliect, "Whet Lessees




lie said that for years the liquor
llestinssa ks4 mmuolled the policy of
ale national remintutent as well as
/be affairs of nearlj. every state and
lity. This cantol was main-
by manor it the supreme
:ientseideretiess Ist all elections and in
oil pessary cogreations, The lee*
!sot Ss the Velar beehtess saw tow.:
Abet So mad, no matter how
for the worst required. eyelid
'Amore a plate on the ticket of :ether
deinnterat or republican party, an-
known to be favorable to.tbar
nosets; and, further, that no mat
•thos weak a candidate might be
• in other respects, nor what his tonna-
'Aloes if be was their man be was
• by a said pot*.
d. 3e it made no difference which
party wow as election.
liquor business was in the hands
• id its friends.
The .liquor business is the ally
boniest that li.ts had aeytbing to do
the affairs of government. Stich
a thing as dry goods merchants, gro-
score, or men of any other °eta's--
attempting to control political
entions, a a thing unheard of.
Their business succeeds on the merits
of tbe bosine.s teelL
Happily, the day of such supreme
:donainaticrn .on the part of the liquor
. men, is ended, but a great work has
; 'yet tab be done before this business
fmffl be driven from land.
Fur the right to prevail in the af-
. inks of government, whether na-
elk•ratinal, state or municipal, the same
methods moat be pgroted. the same
'solid frdnt Moot be'esresented on the
"aide.of right.
Another method of success with
the horror men is to strive to. meet
.their candidate, popular. if front any
came there is danger from that'
. sower. The liquor men see to it
that tle;r candidate's name is ever
kept before the -public and always
favorably presented. No opportunity
is lost to land bis merits, snaking
all the capital possitOe of \the stock
on hand.
e" Another means of suecesia with he
,1 "- liquor men is to be sere to attend
election. No bueinese engagement
• of any other character is of suffic-e.
fent importance to keep hint away'
'from the polls. No storm can be
•i so severe that he will not brave it;
et • Sand not only does he make it a, point
: to vote himself, but he sees to it
;• that every other man on that side
ee, shall be on hand also. Should it be
tdifficult for his friend to leave his
business that long Or should he be• „ ma invalid, a carriage will be sent for
Sr.#y Aim with "No Charges" annexed.
- y studious observation it will beArociskii .tbat ags a *SIC SUCtrli no,
matter how triiial, that may increase
the chance of an election of a liquor
candidate, will be omitted.
As on the western prairies the set-
tlers have learned to fight fire with
fire, so must the opponents of the
liquor traffic and friends of good
gvernment, imitate the vigilance, the
energy, the wisdom and the tact, so
long exercised by the men forming
the whiskey ring.
Let "Down with Whisketyr be the
war cry of every Christian voter. It
is worse than foolishness for Chris-
tian men tpeesitune that they are too
good to "dabble in ponees" and then
whine after, jetties is over about
the corruption in politic*.
If there is corrupton in politics it
is every Christian's duty to do all
he een to purify the current.. Let
him roll up his sleeves and go to
work. Nothing is ever gained by
delay. If the Christian men, the
Christie* citizen, of any nation or
any city would Present a solid front
in favor of good government and ail
that tne words imply, the enforcement
of law with no exception of favored
classes, the charge of corruption in
pobties would scam bomb* a 'thine
of the past sod the grant Slinolgt of
good goeeenment, the limier bedsit&
chat has so long been sock a numace,
SHOOTING USE
AGAINST WOMAN
KATE SHAW GIVEN CONTINU-
ANCE UNTIL NEXT
MONDAY.
George Lendler, White, and Noah
Stewart. Colored, toth Given
Postponement,
Kate Shaw, white, was before Judge
Cross in the police court yesterday
mtorning on the charge of shooting
Budd Nance, her sweetheart, several
weeks ago during a losser's quarrel
• at the home of Ida Nes* a negrsea
• on the banks of itplassi. *reek The
judge continued thi men over until
next Monday Minting.
The maligions e older charge
against Gears' Lendler, white, and a
breach of psage warrant agait.st No-
ah Stewart, colored. weer continued
ustel next lamilay. The two fought
at Sue Eggleston's house near Fourth
•and Elisabeth streets, when Stewart
went there and found his wife, the
Nord migresi. Lendler cat Stewart
and the negro downed the latter with
a chair.
• There was dismissed the disorderly
viaduct charge agajogjoist Lowe.
charged with disorderly
Ruby Harris, a • girlyenelrealt 
t. was
ordered sent to the House of the
Good Shepherd at Loisinrille for
propert
The court dismissed the warrant
charging George Etobbielitlt col-t
ed, with cursing and shisaltg Ellenwoisid be blotted out.
. Stubblefield.Is Slot such a blessed condition
poworth our highest and beat efforts Clara Leese was ford d costs
as Christian men and voters?
CHURCH WOMAN
SLAPS AT STATESMEN.
Caracas Esainelty Delegate to lin-
den Caolowate Who Tains nag
at -ilihisoda.
enter 'Houston, Taw April na—The first
• business semion of the Woman's
Home Menton Sound of the bletho-
tirtuEtimbei-titereb. South. was heldsr..langTritesjecreedingi ware
gabby op the reports of
theii/Setra, all of whack showed a
gratNying advassoesesnit of the work.
At the last seasins, the preshlktit.
Mks* Bell •It Itemett. of Richmond,
KY-, war critkiring else reikoade for
their Tassel to graitztona to the del-
egates. when Miss Mary Helen, 0,1
Nashrilie. Tesn., editor of Our
Homes. SW society's eficial,lipidka-
don. said that the criticiabis emalMilse
better • natal at several legislatures
Who wetc trying to manage the roods.
Gentian Itamtgelical
Faribasit, Minn. April /IL—Visit-
ors are arriving in Faribank to at-
tend the anneal sate conference of
the German Estregelical church,
which will he in aitgelaii here dosing
the next several days Bishop S. C.
Bragroorl. of Reading. Pa wall pre-
side over the conference, which will




VALUK OF SECURITIES IS NOW
PLACED AT Sko.oso.
What Has Become of the Money
Raised by Prisoner and Derwteet
Unexplained.
New York, April 40.--The bee Wad
robbery m which the Trust Company
Of America was she cloths containers
an absorbing subject in the filo-octal
district, where every develnprneot 'it
eagerly scrused.
The robbety, as first put down as
a Ssomoo affair, has steadily grown
until tcday it appears that securities
aggregating $floo,000 Lit valor have
been taken by Wm 0. Douglass, the
bond cleft now onder arrest. These
figures are reached as the result of
an interview gives by a member of
th executive committee of the trust
convpany, who said that so took ;tile.-
coo to rettem the securities hypothe-
cated erith brokers for loans to W. M.
Dennett, who is under arrest is, con-
nection with the robbery. and the
!activities were pledged for lose than
one-third of their vahoe. lie also
said that it was Syste000. and not $2,-
(00, worth of secaritiet that were hid-
den in Broker Dennett's bed at the
Manhattan club.
Tekerr at the executive committee-
Mars's own figuring that Douglass and
Denise, realized only a part—less
than d third on the average—it can
be seen that the $1153,000 that the
worst company has lost on the ore-
'handing eccurrties represent a value
of nearly $wami. Adding the tam.-
000 found in the beenof Braker Den.
mete makes liSotwoo. What has be-
come of *be money Douglass and
Dertnett raised is unexplained. The
trustee who talked yesterday said that
vett& he was of the opinion that much
of this had been lost hi specination,
he fert mire that the pais had a snug
tectad mat coacatrizttx,
for being drunk and
The judge 'Despoiled • .today a
trial of the drunk sad disorder!,
chhrge against George Broaddee.
Tom Ross and George 24after we,.
both Awed Si and costs for be
drunk.
Politics and Politicians
Untied States !senator A. J
Lawny aseasimesta lboa he will delft-
er a sueohes of liticaJ aiSicerae. in
Mississippi on sational mil state is.
gees *la summer
MISonspoisli and St Peel have
joined Mods en an effort to secure
the own Democratic weeteetai
treaties.
Judge W. H. Mann, of Petersburg.
has announced that he will again' be a
capitidate in, the Democratic semina-
l:ow an of Virgini.a.
e. ohimen of Mistesota has to-
ellepled as invitation to deliver the ad-
to the graduating class of the
Utalversity of Pewasylvaais at tile
eoemismeesprat exercises in Pbiladel-
fhb
lii11111or sosiod Proctor. of Vet-
mont. is see of the largest holders
be emilieipal real estate is the cone-
try. He owns dean:Me ssonter lots
in many cities tbreolslhont die retin-
al.
George E Baldwin, United States
consul at Nurentlearge who died re-
cently in New York. was puseAcd the
most intimate Irate& at Pliteldest
McKinley. and eonstrimei Molasky
for his first peithe diet, that of pros-
catalog attorney.
+teary B. Howell, an el tie found-
ers of the Restiblican party be New
Jersey. and at whose house lila meet-
ing for the organization ordhs Part',
was held, is still living halo and
heany in Trenton If he. Rees until
new September he will he git yeses
olt
tale life hietory of Jerry Simpson is
being written by his widow. assist-
ed by Mrs. Annie I- Diggs, one of
Mr. Sormsoo's en-laborers in the
Poptilltst morentent. Mn. Diggs
will rem& , a part of the soneroar at
Mrs. Sterson't home in Wichita
'wafting on the preparation ail the
history.
Some papers thronahont
ern states are getting togatbar am
exploiting' tbe name of John W. Dan
tel, the "lame lion of Lynchburg." se
nior member from Virginia is rh
United States senate, for the perm
dency. Several papers of Viegioi
and Maryland recently have coin
out unreservedly in their editona
columns for the Virginian.
One Washington corresponden
says the prospective Densocialic is
sue, rather than the candidate, la, the
burning question with the Democrat
and the radicals of the west and th
conservatives of the eolith and ea,
will fight it out in convention, Th
particular Wad of tariff to be advo-
cated and the scope Of federal con
trol of Rubric ntitilles will he the
hard proliterna to be met by the e'en
vention, and on these the eamertra-
tives and radicals will divide.
As the list now *OW& there ac.
fire candidates for United States sen-
ator in Oklahoma, three candidate
for the gubernatorial nomination. tw,
for lieutenant-governor three fo
*tete treasurer, three for state super-
liner's:feet of public instrOction. one
for secretary of state, three for state
aticht0r, iewo for attorney general
five for railroad commiesicmer a
corporatiou commissioner, and one
fro state time intpector. Severe
more aspirants for state office ma
enter the lists before the time for en
tering die race expires on May 4.
The Republican aspirants for offi
aXC fever in *limber, waisb M taell
The Equitable bile.
Assurance Society
OF THE UNITED STATES
 PAUL MORTON, Prosideat• 
OFFIKS TO TIM PUBLIC TIM
.1w
New Standard Life Insurance
Policy
Prescribed by the New York State Law.
THE POUCY has been tamed to insure to each *policyholder the Meet
protection, and every appropriate bemetiv.
It is UNCONTIESTABLZ and .UNRISTRICTIED after the first year..
DIVIDZNDS are paid ANNUALLY. Liberal loan and surrender values are
graded. Policy mai, at materity, either in CASH or INSTALLMENTS.Or the mosey may be lett with the Sodety at. interest.. Or the haannance maybe converted into analusaity
THE COMPANY The _i—dal strength of the Sodety; its promptness
Mind *Wing with the public; its many Wanes; the coseervalism makecomenny with which hi affairs are adalaistered, guarantee to its policyholders
insurance that. nsetes—potectica act. pct (t
FOR. FURTHER. PARTICULARS 'APPLY TO
St
HENRY J. POWELL
Equitable Buildinsr Louisville, Kentucky
to indicate that the chase's for Re-







A. A. U. boxing elrompiensliip
the United States at lisents. -
WEDNESEIVY.
liptch show of Mississippi Viggo
Kensittleb at St Loafs Coatioses
low
is, Ohio and Meryl
leammitis season.Y.
Western aselIallinla of Baseball
Chao opens al gloiao.
Animal golf osorsoisseot at %%Am-
ex asy, N. 3. Canalises ;ire
days.
FRIDAY,
tisirer si ty of hater-
scholastic tennisiP la =ip tour-
Anneal trash meet of Cars Belt
Athletic arsoehtisis itbchigd.ld, Ill.
SATUEIDAY.
Atlantic Baetiall Isogne opens its
seaman.
Harvard weiversity interscholastic
ten Mu elimmionships at Cambridge.
Mats.
Yale intersebilastse teams thane
pianist's at New Haven, Coon.
Colombia University interscholas-
tic seitais cliampionabrps at ,.ew
Toth city.
:Race of Yale 'varsity and Anoapo-
hs first crew at Amapa*, distaste
two sales.
Track and field chaorpioeships of
Smithern dhatociatioa A. A. U
Nest Orleans.
Psemsylvama-Colismobia teach and
field meet at New York.
Cornell- Princeton waek and . field
meet at Ithaca, N. Y.
Ilarmed-Dartimonth track and field
meet at Cambridge, Mass.
Brown-William' track and field
meet at Wanianmetown. Mass.
Annual interachebanc track and
field meet to eleaveri state anieenfirl•
ty.
-THIS IS MY 65TH BIRTHDAY"
—Charles S. Fairchild.
Charles S. Fairchild, who was sec-
retary of the treasury under Presi-
dent Grover Cleveland. was born at
Cazenovia, N. Y. April 3o, 11142. Ile
graduated from Harvard university in
tekt and from the law departmnet of
the same institution two years teem
bagn the practice of taw in Al-
bany, in 0074 became deputy attorney
general of New York and was attor-
ney general in 1876 and Axe He (es-
tablished a law practice in New York
city and in 1885 was appointed as-
sistant secretary of the treasury de-
prtriaent. In s8R7 he was. made sec-
retary of the treasury and filled the
office for two years. Since hit re-
firemen* from public office he was a
leader in the famous "anti-snap"
enovemeot iii New York to &Mire the
nomination of Mr. Cleveland. He
was • importer of the gold wing of
the Democratic party and was a twee-
bet of the monetary commission ap-
pointed by the, teeentive committee





Read ihese Prices they will help
you make your bed moms look
fresh and new.
GET vow' ORDERS IN BEFORE THE RUSH COMES ON
$ cent teglipsoor going at pc per roll
I* cent wpm asks at   ac per rell
is ea Verge piss at tit per rail
Pillow SAM sPt Tx par roll
rade papers IN proportion. We Save on band a good
lot of claw asd la: lkilikag and liniog papers and picture frames
and vstodow shadaa. . at So
C. C. Lee
315 13ROHDRIFIT
•A _STACK OFa FAVORITES
'limb 11,1~ 
11• .14i 'NNW a Pun La
contain Pea
• yon tired of ming
? Are yen sot























SMALL JUDGMENT GIVEN LEGATIONS/STONED
(IN JEWELL-SPENCE CASES
BOTH THROWN OUT AND HURT AT TENTH AND TRIMBLE BY
STREET CAR CRASHING INTO VEHICLE—COURT GAVE
PEREMPTORY INSTRUCTIOE; FOR DEFENDANT IN SUIT
OF "MAYNARD V& TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY—
LITIGATION AGAINST PAD UCAH SADDEMAY COMPANY
CONOOLIDATED—CIRCUIT COURT MATTERS.
' The jury in the circuit court rioter-
, gave judgement of Os to Sommei
aplotee, sod a hire judgment to S. H.
jewelk in tbeir suits aosnist the Po-
*kith Traction company for damages
on account of personal injuries. The
' two were driving along at Tenth and
Trimble 'insets April, tom, when a
tee crashed roto thcir, soincla, threw
Both out and pain 1 ullj ( injured %hest).toAbele sued for $2.6to damages, and the
. att. exkoing in both actions,
e t fed together and gives to:„... jury st once.. .Both. hod
Hiss hitoladit by the mishap,- Spence
.,t, hod hit left kg fractured and painful
body iniuries, while Jewell was badly
hurt Pvvy the body also .
The Caen instructed the jury to re-
tam a sordict for tkc defendant in
do stilt of James A. 5ifirysiard against
Emst Tennesse44 - Ttoephone coin_
ploy, and thib wag done MayeArd
was employed by the company as a
lissome and ohilc working at Fourth
sad Broadway. a spiked wire came
*fort and the weight of one end
of icir him with such force he was
Inriockett borkword - into is *et of
w ' • es. twenty feet above the aide-
iss:s. Hc claim to have been injured
4 lad sued fur dt,toci, but the courtiontriKted against the plaintiff
' A conthoutnce until the hin term of
court was given in the lntgoition of
Helen Seitz against the Paducah
Trectiso company. kfay is, too& Au-,
Lcagey, father of Wes. Seim. vas
. ing her horse up North Twelfth
eet %ken a street car orock and
y iniorest the animal, The lady
for Sops., on the ground the
t is permanently disabled.
F.
as 
•The plaintiff having dMII, tbars waw
abated the pint of J, M. GAWP 1101101mn
110 Todmah Tendon emopmay.• Tho
plalatiff claimed in his pialtdkata
tint Oetolter 44. 1906, he hOarded a
oar at Fourth and Broadway god it
stetted tap said thett stopped so quick-
,4 withal, strorising to OM passengers
he W1114 thTnivill against the frame
, and badly Mort. He wanted
Si asetstiontoges.
The mart osikend the action of the
Lonitelffe Litihogroph company
5
arst the Padocalt Saddlery corn-
aussolidated with the litigation+
itined agaisit the ketterworking
..ritallithyosat by the Gish* Sant and
Trost conspirer sad The Pee/teak
Bonlong rompasy. The lithograph-
hot company alai other creditors sod
stockholders serail Os, have a receivor
a selected for she ogIlidb aorta; while
‘r-tlie hanks one the podiatry mcorei for
oboe* "two due as harrowed motley
loword bylbe hook to the saddle pm-
*
There we. left opes the .oit oat
for yesterday of the Commellateigler
Machine company against the McKim-
Me Veneer and Pulkovo compasty.
Plaintiff claim. mosey for modtioery
sold defoodent
Thomas W. Alien semi Stewart
Dielie for mom husdreas of dallses
, doe on arettsot, bat the court dead-
od agalowt 'Meet on the groundthat
the eh" —s fees are oist suh-
ject to'ssietstiow
- Tke idiom ensparreled for this teem
ore IL A. Walt, H. C. Reniet. J. M.
Hart. irsook f.. Scott. WI:1km E.
Coduso. Jolts R. Hall, Chris Liebe!.
Robert Mitchell, A. C Hargrove. Jo-
••%,,,111 Worth, Finis S. Look. A. Ewell.
), ' : Clock, Louis Rapp, W. S. Pm-
4Is A A. F. Darien, H. C. Hines, C
' G Rabb. T. E. Ashhy. L Thompson.
'Fred Nagel. W J. Eaglert. E. G.
,Illortne. M M. Manning. H. W. WM-
log. Ifixtiry Culp, Fr og& EMMA
- W. Boldry, J. A. MeCartY. rod
. lemii Hall.
Today's
The suite set foir'Ottoday are
the' H. and I.. Chase Rog company
agaitot The Southern Peet tom-
-pony: Clareoce Glesolea against Bort
Chol•ort; "f'. Ki, Rumen, adatiniotra-
tor of Joh* T. *Moen, misinst I.. R.
Spann; W. R. Hendrick against Solon
•Gilien.
:The Chase people vie for tam
clamed due tor mow boos sold the
Padiscah peseta towirpony. '
Clo-ence Gmenles was driving
' • along Tiro/okay near Ninth street
rliirine November 1906. when Bert
Gholson came driving along that way.
Gitnloso drove into Greenlee's rig
knocking the horse down, •breakin
'Edgar W. Whittemore
'
Real tState Alf iity
1Paducah Real Estate. Western Eon.
.tucky Finns.. Easy Monthly Pay.
ment Lots for Ismatmostt. Westars
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Price List Froa to Everybody. Seal
tee It. OSes Froternity Bsilding.
1111004".R W. ITHrrrinton, Pada.
offfka "It bi,MisBiA410k2..r
1
 the buggy and causing other dam-
age-4. Greatiti sues Ghlson for Paso.
T. E. Rowell daises that on March
24, Olga, L. B. Soma totsecuted notes
to John T. RuseeU, whose estate is
befog administered on by T. E. Rus-
sell, who mostenthr Spann rover paid
off the sotto., hems Legit for their
value, Shettalm• -
W. R. Hendrick's horse got out of
the -stable in rear of the Hendrick
home ott Etrostbray, between Seventh
and Ninth streets. A colored boy
caught the Naito& and was :idiot( it
tcf the public trough at Third and
Jackson streets when Soloo,„Gilics
came &thing in his bum,
the shaft of tho latter 'striking
the Hendrick homy in do ividg, from
which the tojoned animal died in a
'few hours.. Ilesdrick sots Gilten for




Boltimore. Md. April og.—The
spring term of the cirsoet wart to
convene next week in Charles canoe
ty, this state, will be called upon to
try a case in which the defense in all
probability will plead "the onwritore
law." The case already has attract-
ad widespread ate:num' mad moo
moot. It it that of Mrs. Mollie Lowr-
ie and her son, Henry Bowie, who
we chained with having shot 14
death IMO* Fuser last imvaarY.
tiMiaetIklitiaey, the victim of the
tragedy. Beill with his porontc ova
sad mach of his time was
spent at the home of Mrs. 'Millie
!bowie,. mar froseides, and it is said
that Miss Primal* Bowie, or "SW
Bowie, se she was known, was the
award°, . It to said also that tiler,
was an intimate relationship
hetwees the young loan and Pie
sweetheart Wheo it became &ppm-
est that the yeast, womanhad beet
wrested Posey was called prdis to
tight the wrong for which he wow al-
leged to hare hem, responsible,. awl
It la said made a promise at moulage..
The time for the marriage was tot,
the wedding feast was prepared ,aod
other wrintgements made. At the ap-
pointed time the lialdisted iii si
hand to tie the hoot, bit. Poory fad.
ed to appear. -
A doable _marriage was to have
been performed thee night. hot the
Imitate of Pettey to appear reseloati
the ministed hsviag to per IA*
iris memoir. 'Ski" Bowie nay tm-
tolod4 disheartened WI-
ds am" Att realred flea
hots 611.01 bratiger had eri idea of
itiond his promise she be-
came II At the home of het widow-
ed mother the fatuity dammed' rhe
affair and Ikon, Bowie. it is &Begot,
determined !hot the betrayer of h $
*tor should not lire. His conduct
toward Posey wag such that the latter
procured a peace warrant, and young
Bowie was placed under bond
keep tha peace.
It was mid at the time that Posey
would have married the young wontas
had not his Waft strosinoely
jetted. When he' had .POieftell
her. Mrs. Bowie dtMondsto As
would avenge the doable wring. Her
alleged threats, were comonunicated
to Posey and his friends advised him
to leave the country.
He declined Ite, Islet the advice
and .renunned. On January t9 hire
Bowie mei her son met him on the
road while he was on We way hontz
from work and, shot him to death.
it is claimed. 'The mother is laid
to have used a „revolve*, itrui the son
a shotgun, Young Posey was tahen
mortally wounded so hti•pe.iii' in
Washington. whore he died. Public
•rmpathy wwere extended to the
mother and woo who were at once ar-
rested aid almost immediately oe-
leased on hail.' Their attorney has
rectified to• rneke known the line of
defenae. hut it is said she may' ap-
peal to the unwritten law. Then
again they may set up a plea of sr:i-
-defense. the statement having been
made that when the mother and
son met roseir, on, the road. the
mother with a revolver in her hand
and the son armed wi h the air, he
struck Mrs. Posey,
.1111116
Wino- Way Men ALM Plan.
Washington, D C, April u.-At
their initial meeting. which has been
called for today, Chairman Burton
Ind hie ageociates of tfie inland Wa-
terways commission will map out
their plane for figure work. With a
trip down the Mississippi frnm
source to month and visits of inepee-
ono to several other parts of the
count," the commission eittweta to
keep exceedingly busy dories the
eciasieg mime mouths.
• City of Mexico, April aia —The
most extreme indignation, and wild
excitement has been caused here by
the report that the American and
Mexican legations in Guatemala City
looe been stoned by a mob of sev
eral hundred men, instigated to the
aet by President Manual Estrada Ca-
brera of Guatemala. There is evi-
dently a strong iodination to give
credence to the report, and no official
cknial has been made, though the
federal authorities refuse to confirm
it.
Mxican Mows are beim mobilized
on the Guatemalan frontier, which is
believed to be highly significant, al-
though the war department has stat-
ed that the mobilization of troops is
nothing more than a move to pro-
tect hiexican interest* against any
remote danger from irresponsible,
ingtooding bands.
The emebilized forces in the south
will be imam command of Brig. Gen.
Antataio R. Flores, directly a'ssigned
ito the duty by the war department.
Hie wt11 be aided by Captain of Engi-
tseeralaias. who has already left here
for the isthmus of Tehauntepoc.
ittPortio are also cement here that
'Minister Gamboa, representing Mex-
ico in Guatemala, has left that coun-
try and crossed into Mexican terri-
tory as the remit of friction with
Cabrera's government ;rosin*, out of
telegrams: 'est from this country to
Guatemala relative to the aaawsain.a..
tion of Geo. Manuel Flatillas.
Rs:sports are said to be in prepa-
ration for Minister Manuel Ghost.
Goetemehie eepresontative in this
addrail, for his return to his own
coOntry.
Vest indignation was given express-
ion here so the malt of the towillsr
of Barillsx, sad IN, has Weal 
it
ai
a red bat hi of tt




US Ras bees re-
ceived here that the Mexican govern-
ment has determined to fortify the
Part of Witte Cravand the two ter-
osisalo of theNTokanigarie National
railway. For this ralitat Geo. Man-
uel Mondrago has already left Mexico
City trod will arrive bora 'titbit!!
few day+. With him aro high offic-
ials of the, military engineer:leg corps.
He will draw op plans mei spectates-
dom, and the atonal work of fortify-
ing the parte AR Ita boss at no dis-
tant data.
The exact nignflactosee of this move
Ii not tmowo tom but it is believed
to have simply gown out tot the no-
akitial policy, pow‘ibly opittod on by
the Omen& America* troollos and in
etoposse to the strums pomplar do-
mes& wont-the issiumstioo
the isthmus rogi„lbetIlkotiema of the
terminals were osath ergel, bee shirr
the inauguratioa the popohir demand
ha' become very strong
WILL CLAIM DikANITY
Spriogfield. Mo.. April sta—The
ate of Garland Moore, the y•nit4
nag carrier who is charged with :lc
murder of his sweetheart. Clara West
last December. was called for trial
is the ormainal court here today. The
defendant is barely at years of age,
while the girl he loved and kith' be-
cause she would not marry him vas
att After three years' coat iog they
had been engaged. Doting their last
quarrel More -stabbed bee eight cc
ten times with a large Imother knife.
The defense, it is annotioced, wit be
insanity.
CAPITAL STOCK INCREASED
Baltimore. Md. April Po.--At a
special meeting here today the rtoelo
holders of the Merchants' & Miners'
Transportation Company took knew-
-We actios on the propoii&low to in-
crease the capital stock from &loon.-
ono ti $5,400.000: and to Issue 53.-
t5o4aoo 4 per ow* z$-year deliestate
bomb. The increases are made to
consummate the purchase of the
Boston .8t. Philadelphia Stesmoshio'Co,
Bryan in Maine.
Portland, Mc.. April a.—Mite as
to candidates but voluble on the is-
sues of the approaching presidential
campaign. William J. Bryan today in-
vaded Maine on the final lap of an
extensive two weeks' tour of the New
Engle's, stoke. Tonight Mr. Bryan
is to be entertained here at a banquet
under the,aimicee - of the Melee Dem-
ecritic chth, for which elaborate Pre-
parations have been made.
NO TOBACCO -Mr teog
Pool This Year's Product. Raise the
Price, Than Grow None.
dit•Fommiumi.
Senator J. W. Newman. of Vet--
one of the most enthusiastic
delegates to the Burley Tobacco
Growers' association meeting, held in
this city Thursday, *radical step by
which he believes the tobacco grow-
ers will win out in the fight with the
American Tobacco company.
Senator Neventie said to a Gazette
reporter: "When T gay what T am
going to tell you, I believe I voice
the ftentiment of the growers, and
that is, Pool the tobacco crops for the
year vice'; advance the price from re
in in cents per pound and grow no





IN THE TRIAL THAT WAS
HUSTLED WEST CONVINC
ING THE PINEERTONS.
Purports to Be an Exposure of the
Methods of the Celebrated
Agency.
'New York, 'April aft—With the un-
usual admission that a "trial edition
has been bustlia West." crone an so-
souricement today of the publication
of what purports to be an -exposure of
the methods of the Pinkerton detect-
ive agency. particularly with reference
to the Moyer- lia) wood-Pettienue
case.
Its publisher is the Wilshire Book
cornpiiny and the author, who gifts
Mm name as .Morris Friedman, as-
serts that he was for three years a
stenographer to James Me-Perth:ed.
heed of a branch cif the deteeive agen-
cy in Denver Colo., who heought totot the evidence coon which the
Three officers of the Weste're Fes:tril-
lion of Miners will be tried on
charge of complicity in the murder
of Gov. Steuntnberg of Idaho on May
so in Boise City.
Thia rial edition" evidently ,s to
be rushed to the part of the country
most concerned with the Wail, bat
for what purpose is not announced in
the book.
Robert A. Pinkerton, prientipal of
the agency in New York. sad. Otis
afternoon that it woo only an oiler
manifestation of a pwpaganda .3f the
falertion to arouse sentiment for Ihe
amilused men.
"They are treing it West,
Noes, and South, wherevor they th-olk
it will do the most good." said Mr.
Pinicerton. "They are tr,yess it is
every way possible. We have Mathis(
to say about the book, of worse, now.
If it exceeds legal limits that is no-
other router. I do not know Fried-
man I do not recall the he was to-
m an employe. I have not read what
he has wrings
"These men are beginning to see
the baker drawing closer, and they
are hoginOng to realize that the fate
of tbs.* folio are accused is to be left
to a ivy id a courtroom and they are
trying to Shope the trial."
Stripped of the conclosiows draws.
all of which are highly favorable to
the men and condemnatory of the de-
tective agency and of assertions
which do not swat to be supported
by docnowotary eirMmact. the book is
a thrilling picture of die labor trouble
in the mining district of the *est
during the years of Popo to mos k
shows the titanic struggles between
the employers and employes in many
Mdastries is Nebraska, Colorado.
Wining. Idaho, Arizona and Cali-
fornia,' It details the agitate. hilt •
estploriom. wrest* amilitssassi-
asthma. the arrival of tileaps, the Col-
orado boll pens and Sadly the ad-
vent of the secret operatives of the
Pintilletoo showy It describes the
malt of 'trend of these men, and
although it criticises them in the se-
verest Memo it admits they accom-
plished the purpose for which they
were hired.
FINDS FATHER'S BODY.
Son Carrying Diaper to Parent Dl,.
covers Hint Murdered.
Waycoxis. Ga.. April m.—Accord-
ing to the verdict of the cottages jo-
ry,-John Grantham, is yews old. was
murdered by unknown parties at the
sew Atliotic Coast List shops here
early today. The body of the dead
man was found by his little son at
noon yesterday when he went to the
shops to carry- his hither's dinner.
The body Was about ;tI feet from Ow
buildings is 'which Grantham's pitted
was found, with one chamber eolOty.
The dead man was watchman at the
shore and It was fleet thought that
he heti xecidentally killed himself.
Wives Go With Thom.
San Francisco, Cal, April ae.
Members of Congrees from the East
and West. North and South, many of
them accompanied by their wives and
families, are gathered here prepara-
tory to deporting on a jaunt to Ha-
waii. The party has been given per-
mission by the war department to go
on the transport Buford, which sails
tomorrow with famine relief supplies,
for China, and which will carry the
congressional party as far as Hon-
okk. The party will return to San
Francisco early in June
Soft° GOLD IN STUMP.
Fortunate Find of Shelby County
Farmer While Clearing Land.
e•wril 24.—John
Jones. a stonemason. who rieently
purchased a small tract of land near
Simpsonville, eight miles west of
here, is in fine luck. While digging
up an old stump on the place he
found gold coins aggregating Vahan
The *ell-rotted remnants of a cedar
bucket where the money was found
shows that the money was placed
with the receptacle in the ground
many years ago. The identity of the
person who buried the money and the
reason for its being hidden .remain
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Capital . . . . . .
Surplus and Undi-
vided Profits . . .
Stockholders' Lia-
bility 








W. F. iradsbaw. J. A: Row Louis F. Kolb, H.4.. Patter. C. W. Mike. Itascoe bersett, Geo. C.Thompson, President.; T. J. Addles, Vice-P';
1. L. Atkins, Cashier.
GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capital stock $100.000
Sartain . $34.000
interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attentio• &Am
to business intrusted to us.,
G. W. ROBERTSON, Preto. N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier,
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
$o* nab* No. Sm.
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/ the force's of evil. Not only the
evils of the liquor 'reek, but the
evils of lawlessness of every char-
PUBLISHED BY THE t r. The Anti-Saloon league s
illagiatar Newspaper Company, throughout the state are 'specifically
(11bcorporeted.) f charged with combatting the saloon
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ZS: = Sem high places in our public of fairs will Ile
'Mee Mostar  
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sLaw and Ordor Convention.
When the hews- interests of Ken-
tucky poured their motley into Rich-
mond, and by cortitpt means carried
the beat option election held in that
little city less don two months no,
they struck a blow at the liquor traf-
fic in this state that bids fair to put
the saloon oat Of business in this state,
at at least to compel the few that
rennin in betimes to obey the
law. Richmond it me of the fines:
link cities :n Kentucky and com-
posed of the sery best people to be
-fiwund anywhere. They have wealth,
culture, education. hospitality and
everything else that goes to mike
a most desirable place lit ybich to
live The good people desired to
rid the community of the saloons and
a vote was taken on the question. The
liquor interests with money and cot-
erupt methods, and by the aid Of the
eiff-rafb and negrocs defeated the
willies of the good people. As a re-
mit of that election a movement has
ben laranclied by the people of Rich-
mond. basing for Its obJeut a. state
organization of the friends of law
and order throughout Kentnelly. Os
this page will be tonne the 1 for
a convention to bc assembled at
1.otaiseille on May eete. and also the
program for that occasion and
wbich we invite the attention of every
• mender of this article In the list of
liyeakeet 7fe ‘,1. found the names of
mos of national repute and we doubt
U suer a Lapwing has been held in
ilimmucky at which such a large nuns-
"her of dietiampshed men addreseed
the people.
• For twenty years the liquor inter-
„awe in Kentucky as the chief head
and representativ• of the lawless
Class have been organised and wield-
else a powerful influence in the affairs
Of this cerninonwealtb. Feeling se-
'eseire in tie power enjoyed by reason
• Of being agonized with branches inI
- every 44r is ambulate they have each
year grown *bolder and bolder, be-
stoat *ntolerable and insolent
with tin puking of time, until at
last the good people *woke to _the
I danger that menaces the peace of "the
' state and began -to give battle to the
' enemies of law and order Election
after election has bee” held and the
saloon wiped outcif enmity by county
and city by city, bat tualliffilalaadyIn
some places like itichonosiaeraili And
Owensboro The good people were
overwhehned and the victories went
to the lawles,. class. litecognizing
- Ike valuirageddieerrganization state-
wide in ists scope the good people
• of Richniend have sounded the bugle
_I., •
IF can to sirs. atkif ask the forces
bar ad order tsroaghout Kentucky
- - .to rally ife one commod standard and
enlist.itt, war that will be waged
wherever!' conflict arises between
' the force0 of IAA les,- Ress and mew/
• verernment.
That tilt people of . this .C.ity and
-41sewifere „in the state may know
'▪ Oat the ,movement is backed by earn-
'est men, e havc but to .call atten-e
eision to tlso'sfact that the men secured
address the ameproPoser c " on
:ore not to be had for the asking.
41:11ey are men of affairs and have
Irterlatations for being speaker" from
Afbnylatform. This convention means
outlay of Mire $2000 to the people
-Richmond and they can afford it,
' •
lel no such expense is incurred for
-t• there child's play or to heat a few
NOW speakers and then straig'htway
At and forget about it. They mean
tea and they mean it for the
of Kentucky, and have adopted
Only practical method to combat
speciel informat:on on the subject
we are of the opinion that the scope
of the proposed organization will be
rather sweeping in its nature and
appeal to every patrotic citizen.
For years we have .urged the good
citizens of Paducah to get together
and organize so as to be is a position
to resist the encroachments of the
lawless cleanest headld by eliandful
of liquor dealerrend brewer*, and to
stand for good government. Slower
but snirely the sentiment in that diree-
tion has been increasing until now
we believe this city to be ripe. fur
a revolution in matters of city govern-
ment and the enforcement of the
laws. While thia city has its so-
called business organizations let us
ask by whom e those organizations
dominated? And we will further tele
has Paducah advanced or retrogated
in an industrial way? If not, then
in all candor may we not attribute
it to the domination of our affairs
by the liquor ase meliorate interests?
If this be tree, What are you going
to do about it? If the liquor interests
dominate the cities by reason of be-
ing organized, .aurisly the good citi-
zens will learn of them and dd like-
wise.
To the citizens of Paducah we sae
the time is at hand for you to take
a stead. It will not be long before
the conflict opens in this et,' is real
epruesa Emery good cinema can af-
ford to stand for law and Orlin- and
every *se can afford to feecookte iden-
tified with the movement to organize
the state. The opportunity will be
afforded two weeks hence at Louis-
ville. Many of the public °Niches of
this state are in league with the law-
less element and are prostituting their
offices to the service of that class.
204 while individuals hesitate to go
Mier them, when backed by a cons-
pact °rumination it will only be a
matter of time before every dishonew
office'? Mid those whom he. protects.
will feel the hand of the law upon him
a.ed the public service rid of such
men. let the good Teeple of this
oily see to it that Paducah is well and
truly represemed at the Louisville
meeting_ The convention is to be non-
partisan and non-sectariein. It is
called for the good of the state and
that means the good of Paducab. .
A Grefeisig Manor.
Now comes the intelbgence that
Mayor Schmitz of SAls Francisco. who
is under many indictaneets for graft:
isle, accepting bribes and general cor-
ruption, is ready to make a lull and
free confession if granted immunity
Irons prosecution. Here is a case
wherein a man could not withstand
temptation and steer clear of the
multitude of pitfalls spread out be -
lore the mayor of every city of any
size. Schmitz was an bumble music-
ian and perhaps bring comfortably
with his family in a modest way._ lie
went into Ake on a popular wave
eild though his salary has been but
ketto a year be bee siece eved like
a prince. His house is on the order
of a palace and Elle& with costly
art treasures. He has a touring car
and made a trip to Europe spending
oney 1. lie A itioltenvieionaire, and
while in foreign lands he was iridicted
by the grand jury at his home. Ile
at ince hastened back to this country
end. .when be reached American soil
he at once gave out an interview
to the press cleineing.that he•was in-
nocent and that the indictments were
but a species of political persecu-
tion_ ile assured the American pro-
that be would clear heinerli on
his arrival at 4aii Francisco, lout in-
stead he now pitifully asks for im-
munity and to gain it he proposes to
become traitor to his associates in
crime and betray them. This in brief
is the history of Mayor Schmitz of
San Francisco who is now notorious.
as one of the most conspicieus graft-
ers of America by reason of the
greattiess of the cey which honored
him with the highest office in its gift.
/Schmitz fay have be-en an honest
man before he became mayor of San
L. Oak, Ky., April ne--At the meeting of idle antioaloon /segue Us:
of McCracken county at this place tonight, the following resolutions ss
were unanimously adopted:
Resolved, That we heartily endorse The Paducah Register in its *
stood for morality and sobriety; in the fearless war it is waging is
against vice and crime and in the ;tiering, enlightened and uplifting au
*clitoris's on the moral revolution now going on in this county and is
mom; it se IR)
Resolved Thee we recommend this paper to the careful cassideau-
tion of our and-saloon leagues as safe and sound on the ammerenee
qin one&
W. J. NAYLOR. Pena.
KEENER RUDOLPH. Sae a
1:00 11 IS titan it it it Si It 1$ 11 11 tl 11 1t111111 1: IS 11 1:11131111 St
it is quiti clear that be was
for a short while onlyebefore be 
fell'.4 victim to tits wiles. of the elapora-
tion. the liquor, the immoral and the
crime's{ interests of that city. -.They
came to him with their bribes and
he took them. He betrayed the. trust
of the people of that great city, and
by the power vested in him de its
chief 'executive be sold out his con-
stituents and oday he faces the peni-
tentiarse but rather than ?ay thaTen-
shy for his crimes he- now prilpmes
to betray into the hands of the law
the men from whom he obtained
the riches, that they may suffer the
penalty while he goes seobiree.
Schmitz may have been a grafeer.sail
a corrupt man before he enteral pub-
lic life, bus be that as it may, the
fast that ho- stands ready to .isialte
a clean breast of it U granted ism-
ttittnitY leaves na room to doubt the
fact that he betrayed his 'crostini-
esti-accepted she brims and. lived
like a prince-and now would escape
the penitentiary by having his (onset
associates in crime convicted. _
Every man wito reads this aeticle
may learn a lesson from thee ease.
We care not if he be a law sing
citizen or a lawless saloon 'Mew
willing to pay for protection--
whether he be a sine of amuse-
tee and integrity or a 'imatbliag htfl
keeper ready to pay 'tribute ter clirtuot
ofecials-whether they be men
indy a sentare deal or estegotation*
ready to bribe pubPe officials for tin
lawful or under privileges. Schmitz
iii not the only Externs isen is the
floury bolding milk aim or
asides the people to elect tarn
to office. There are others. stud tt4y
are all like Schanitz--ready to sell
out the people 'and then "rhea detect-
ed they will be ready to Maar the
very men from whom they aceellited
the bribes. They efinocrt be trusted
by leanest people nor the ditilioacet
one; vilio give the bribes. Hew.
ever" man, both battiest or diskisisal,
should steer clear of grafters. breve-
seekers and bribe takers, for the
time will come wheel the Infirovnan
well see the laws, trageiled wader
foot, and the dishonest Mos may *et
the corrupt official serteing to shift
the coils .of the law from his own
pemon to that of him who has paid
the bribe money. The grafter and
bribe seeker is a dangerous Inas MS
should be is the penitentiary, MA
those who vote for such clear:Ones
may live to see the day. e.
UN12111UUt121:21t1tUttuttittl




epee-Chevalier Bayard killed while
defending the passage of the
Sesia.
1623-Francis Xavier de Laval-Moat-
=eraser, first Canadian Rom-
an Catholic bishop, born. Died
in Quebec May 6, leo&
1745-Battle of Footenoy.
zecillt-Navy department of the Unit-
ed States established by act of
congress.
1803-Count von Root), Prustriati min-
ister of war in the Fran°.




tees-Sir Henry Bishop, composer of
"Heine Sweet Home,' died.
!Set-Rey. Phillips Brooks elected
Protestant, Episcopal bishop of
blassachusetts.
tiles-Ferdinand Ward's term at the
Sing Sing prison expired.
ifeee-eleciwager Duchess of Meribor-
ough and Lord William, Beres-
ford married in London.•
zooy-Dedication of the Louisiana
Purchase exposition at St.
Louis
W. T. (BOB) REED
In the race for city jailer none of
the candidate; have any brighter
prospects of winnieg than Billy Reed,
the popular grocery clerk. This is
not the least surprising, when you
consider the feet, that in a Kerma'
race he was a close secoud. •
Mr. Reed has a host of friends
In the city, who are doing everything
in their power to seeing the nonsina-
tins for him. Amongst the forces at
week to this end, not the least are
the ladies, who for years have traded
with a* and received polite sad
peounglitioa to their sants at his
bawds.' lailuence is one not to
be despised sod is Mated a
any man ahead be proud atria=
eeeding as it sloes from
who for sairty- matey rank IMO
known kno sad ics111$4 from eiyeri7
once OK honesty of she man





The diet Si iaderrowares a man
oi mood brines, Meese. ashiemisinti
probity and both Cameo and Peltie
Oval. That BiNy a good hienneas
inaii of animpeachable homeely
Realties all of these qualificatiens is
shown by the liiet tket for heady
Years he has MIA a panties hi one
rotate through two or three changes
of the firm. T2tat he is both polite
east firm is shown by the fact tbat
his oldest customers pre his ben
friends.Mr Reed is a lifelcmg democrat,
always staunch is he support of she
ticket. and steadfast ishis conviction
of the truth of the doctrines of his
Party. And if sommedeted will add
mach to the streia. of the ticket
and aid in 'waist' the r4ctory for
democracy is November
Rabeffy Peaks Gleesome in
(Chicago Examiner )
Itasliway °finials are combinin
bad to knee up freight
g
fight in the federal cdertlir"M
remlegliebtiosi in a member of slat
reducing passeager fares, last week
the president of the Baltimore
Ohio road gave out gettatenniit
aiming to justify increase in railway
rates.
The main reason advanced for
higher charges in the trate portanion
of railway materials and general rail-
way operation is let greater now than
formerly..
. Shippers wiser are organize,* to
tombat the carriers show that inc-ea
ed facilities its manufecturnor
equipment more than offset the
adviser its the cast of raw materials.
periinenary report of the income
account of railways in. the Vomited
States, issued* the Isiloat, tom-
niers* comaissiosi, rettale that the
sestamets of. the -bigeteimpanies are
not based upolefacts.
Thus governess:est report thews that
in the history of American- railways
no earnings in any previous year com-
pare with the record of igol.
The operating expensel in ice6 left
a net earning for the combined com-
panies of leef0,506.1,77.. -11te average
profit per mile to the companies was
$3.Selo. These are the carriers now
protesting against :arrying American
peeeengers for !'we cents a milt.
The federal report else snows that
the operating .ex senses in Mae ASV
mated a 'Mater per cent. o: the etreise
eernine* than in 106 and that-the
eel. gain wolf. over $96,006 ooet eraser
Mk year in the year.
Moreover the railways in 1905 en-
joyed profits' greater by teHINSON SPRINGS HOTEL. the 
eneo rao
m in the year before. '




Francisco but from he developments Springs, Term t11. 1
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-A State Organization To Be Formed By Friends
Law and Order in Kentucky.
, -•-•ete-emeeeseirees-- • 2.1.'t̀
The letter, call .and program printed below was received yesterday by
the editor of Tbe Roemer and it is medley to tlef thAt 2100 howlikr 
dome the nitrelentint got we believe the nisi- bee come wheel the good cid...A
imams of this some most inset organisation task orgesisatim. The city of '
Perianth 11100111 foraish aoso members for sock an itagesimstion.-
• THIS LETTER
Mellowed. E.r. APO tee?.
Pear larhtliwit 1141tar: I hid aaammolIn the Worm.
lids* el lin mad dis asd baser inmedidann
samally and Cosserreidli. * I Orrefors de
Lillw sad Order cos/rendes jadicklihiltootila ibly*
assered that I
hsolease to ask that semi and °blest a this
is Louisville
glut menth. I hope yen knew. sae VIP 41100.6 to
tread ask oodles( at yes bands Which I myself would Est frosty give is
rollers for the mpliflisg01 oar cidest The plea is the rapt some
for good Surerament tempt Its especial filecdes is he
by publicity. Publisity is the most ef admit policemen. The
therotert our dila protectors. I cell elYoet aim
came which asedm assiesame. Frateenally.
Miter and Maier Of Witfpnwid.
CALL FOR A
01 Friends of Law and Order
Never have such splendid victimise tor. rig
tacky as those pat ea reserd isthe peat twelve
b.
al torus of thi mate have rede hetemed 0 a t
are brag treated is others with 'wrong elimbluicee
abaft at dem eplosald victories is hot the Maid slip







die in argumest he krill option asid for every al* awe
In to be toopponsd by legal enactment and mile 
em 
Wet Z des.
Weireapieg of the tre ofks d victories wee wear, be that
emtrantes to the smalidel and law-shiding chaniner id *Do eseeisoimilties
allatited. if a usited Awe of an isteressed in do oiderosswas 0 in is
spesdilly seri Alden* made it will give a messine and yerwroarace to our
work the will inure to the abiding welfare el the eras. •
To this at& we, cremes of Kenteclw. being weedy desirous a anis-
te &sing the home 01 our seats and sines he a reponseies he the riget-
sun esionmeseet of the law, do herby c arm al Shift 4 srn and sr
des' to assemible at such a time sad place as iney berespir
fee the posperse of during imps and omens of meurteg • raktiJ1UlS1 
foromenset of eor local optics Jews, and each ahem as the ceiteslilish moy
see fit to comelier. Ratrombelly. -
c.S. WOODO.11.7si laragiaat Er.
Temporary tboirman.
L. C. KELLY. Edam 'The freemcity
Teseparely Secretor,.
We, the obiereigned. homily epyr eve thin cell and ceasenend it to you
coniderados:
H. K. TAYLOR. Presidia*, lreellsdar Wedge' Colloglo, Wischlomr-
ORO. W. SMIPHICRO, Prom Richmond IWO, Chareh.
C. A. TAGURt Pow, Rialmend Medea* tilimak.
. HUGH licLIALLAn Pastor. Richased Chrinepe Cher*, -
W. 0. POSTER, Parer. Second Chanties
J. ADDISON surfs. Plant, First Preolipterbin Church. Schimmel.
▪ waavaa. Perot Illmasid Presbyteries Moth, •- .1
J. A. DAVIS, Paaser, Report Cburds. iindlessi County.
C. P. mown, Preaftlik Omer al Ky. Carriage Co_ Ilichammi.
N. B. DMATISIRISMK en-Sherif and Preadult Lam ant .0eilier Len-
of Mien maw.
NM. IMIDWARID SROADDUS. Passer, Calmed Reps* Que-da.. Lek-
-4. Ky.
altItir. J. T. GAIL Paster Colored theisedist Clip*
away STATE CONVIIMIE117r.
ALL MENDS OF LAW
The coieventios. Mil be held at the MASONIC THRATRI,
LOUISVILLR. aloft Night. Tuesday Meralag. and Night.
MAT and 14 aggo. 1 fel e
One fare plum es ears for round trip all over Esessultik Os week
of Nay is-t6, on accuses 0. A. IL ceirmintion. Aiac debst Agerip- ler this
rase.
FifiniED MORAN
woollIMY. NAT rt. TIM-
Caa ass Noseeteive Itasfeensthe LawsP-Gere. T. W. reek 40 abasowt
1Puture of Poles& Parties in Eastualey. With ibilarema se the Tawperuse: Ciumeties-Chiol Nuke °Veer. Come of Aggs/S tat Reuttwkr.
TUZIDAY MORNING. MAY ra. so O'CLOCE.
3. The Reenoweic Aspects a dr Liquor Quinstion-411en. If. 3. Panning.Pittsburg.
4. A Greet Madera Neesessue-Dr. P. A. Daher. Chimana 0.The Preacher sad Civic lidered-lar. W. a. amohno., ladogisa.
TIPUIDAT 111121111111141IR MAIO* g allusassAut mar"
6. Circuit Camas and dos isfaelteleet of - aresit Jodie I. M.
Tleariaas. etieheekelt Ky. 
if #7. The Pniblem of Law Zeisrommast in Luria Clams - went, Attor-ney R W. Ightehmei. Lanimins.
& Tactics of the 1.k1eas Mae Reposed-Ilev. Dr. It. IL Adam prosk.fort, Ky.
g. Our Old Kenemeley Hease-Ree. Pedlar J. A. flogeripl, 301611111111.
1‘11111DAY MONT. MAT ie. S O'CLOCKto. Necessity her Cireskibig Vfbalesensi Tempassmot Lilsentere-ilstr.Dr. R. L. Pavel, Legatee. mal MOWC. I. umiak Isamsed./1. aypda.m.. el die Rohm Mi _-d she Consonii-en-U. & Sen-ator R.. W. Carmash. of Tesisionse.
Ser.edieden.
•
the statemoste of the reilert,ti thom.
settee reveals a vas: min in lases es rho 'pp
she operathegr corps aim lb. dies
dends Melared he map as roar! to
Slidtit le slob Ihs7•
it is that there is us M.
*silky in dit ropreseetedems of nib
hoer Peeldidetwaril misredea MIS&
sea are the 'acme for then pion as
Increase the ystes eserreisig she pro-
of thin country.
After all the divides:.s weer *
riara4 and dee smoke Poilithed the..
ziemlime MAIM gross Whig,





Maim tap )-•iitt Nomg,J.T a A.
tho0h -0 specialdem at pvit stick tarp We *IOW
hog to resat* ter lEAstiogojaWarne y tensed St . -















































Beautiful New Line of Them! White, Pink, Natural





MRS. ADOLPH SURGES IS IN
.PRECARIOUS STATE AT
HER HOME.
Mho Mary Jenaisga, Will Be Bomaght
Horne frets Lamintilk Whoa Mkt
to Travel.
• ▪ . YON
'AtURIAL DID NOT OCCUR UNTIL YESTERDAY MOWNENG BE-
CAUSE THE SON WAS UNABLE TO REACH DEATH-STRICK-
EN HOME BETYORE THEN—MR. ROBERT WILKINS DIED
OF BRIGHT DISEASE SUNDAY A.FTERNOON Atf'D WAS
BURIED YESTERDAY AFTERNOON AT OAK GROVE CEM-
ETERY.
woomfeessee
Quite a member of Paillveahatts to do but lost everything in revenue
Quite ceitieal is the emshaiee, uf went •40 fieaday and at- 
specUladons. 1-re casne to this county
itimigstia sow* low; amfai, tended the funeral eervices over the several yeas ago and was chosen ,
id as saving „mos at 116.4-; remaisis of die late Ge
neral R. B. keeper of the county poor farm,
leas iitpsocal.,Si.  atthe boar 4re Lyme The birial did not 
occur, which /*Woo n tretained for eix
her father, ColoneloaSchael Griffin, of however, until Yeeteetioy morniott, be- years, goieg out of offic
e a year or
North Sixth, near Broadway, _ cause of the impossibility of the dead so ago.
•••••••.... man'e sae Captain Brash Lynac, to Besides his wile he is survived
Police conmassioner Mann Clwit arrive from the test beiore thin. An by six chidren. Mrs. Ada Phelps of
wets able Yo be out yesterday after immense concourse attended the ser- Dublin, and Mears. Rome, Robert,
four days' eonfinerneet with ssekness. vices Sunday, the discourses being Charles, Dee and Santa Wilkins.
delivered by Rev. J. L. Kilgore of He was a C,orifederate Veteran and
Friends here have received Sined the Nfie.‘^iiiit church of Edyville, member of the James T. Walbert
that last week that while working let anal Rev. J. D 'Woodson of the Bap- came, many an-dente c, Ishieh bode
mill at Los Angeles, Cal., the ma ii church. attended the ceremoeies yr terday.
chiaery caught and pulled a finger
USUalltitillUlall1811111111UUUS,VOUttalUttIOUISIIIIUUUUU from the hand of ms...atroaa Hart.
U the blacksmith, who lived here -11
U hie life until last year when he went
West.
, 'oomph, the .or of. Sergeant Emile
r:ourieux of the police force, is qutte




COL. J. E. POTTER
Mr. Gilbert of 1.148 Broadway, is
abbe to sit up after a vetch* confine-
swot as the reeuk of a "attache driver
"retaning his home sod buggy over the
=tegentleman at Ninth and Jef-
Mos May S. Jeannie is slowly
frame the efeetasogaz
for
at Lattimille. She erat be




U Mrs. Frank Parh• am is dual, Keene
St team from edeets of the operation
U she ilinde7 went !2•1a r-e k it Ris er side
hospital.
at SLAYER OF GIRL.
a Located in Kentacky--Feeling Rune





▪ Who appear. Is be a ears wiener oi the eamientien for mayor "U
die demearedt primer" May e, He meads ter NM sod ardor is la am- U•
▪ ofteirsill by his platform id a Jest and sepal enteresmont of a/I the
• geameasses olf tbs city. pesseentiug no on* premeting iso violator, and a
N re ( roam& &was of nountepal ownership al public Milidee co-::
a eethalle meat and light. It






WATCHED TO MADISON. SITWEINNI THIRD
PVT KILN It AD DECAMPED -..DAENTISA)l
1411=TED ON HIS COWS SLIM FOUND
00 OS MUKRED WIPE AND
T TO It HEADED THIS WAY—BUSINESS OF PO
Cosoidatieleie eseneasent creat-
ed lest evrnata along she block on
Mime. beewese /fed did Fourth
nets. by sinew strange white man
bellowing women, and child's'sh who
wore thrown into a etsfe of frights.
and nasy calls veere tellephoeed the
pane depermwee -for o tn. Ses-
goose Emile Goeseeee cbeil De-




Good cigars- are not ail, im-
ported.
Imported cigars are not all
good.
However, every cigar we
keep—whether imported or do-






for the mate but he mild not be
found. The polka island to beep a
search each, night on that bleak and
will nab the culprit if life show* him-
self again and can be gotten in reach
of. .
Qunrtette of Cows.
11 N Jacobs, she difirywort of the
1
 
rounly, was wArrasted restore=
Lye Inglis Rice.. the official
catcher of deo city, ois the-el, p
pervistaime Ins cow* etpiiiiment *
, :snide the city lining, Nareber Rini
i TtIn up on four of *Ohs' WM
*
out behind the (-mete.") set tikes
were hornet to the inemeipill pound.
t, t. j tent)s resisie• oetside the city
hol hi. r • , w ... •,, It i . ,• ime grazing,
into towie the officers were
owl,' to be -tightly foment with
him a,l not preseeture 01140 case, bet
he talkie about what he intended do-
ing to the city officials. mop the o-rs
pi,t t moist they would follow
the law, or him, and gave frail a
chance to shah, what he can do. On
she warrant beitalt tamed, he was
given the cows 1 take beck home
ihs rase conies up tllaYs
Negro Kill Wife.
I 
Chief Conine yeetealitlY receive* a




Joiner thine but the culprit lied ease
'The people of the neighborhood
state the Man bus beew Insigieg
amend that vicinity for acme Mote,
an woukifollow the ladies, male se-
amed to them, and chose the chil-
• reree. He werald hide around the
huge liallborrd on the comer of
Fliemb and Madame and dart out and
bock in getting after people.
Th officer, sessehed everywhere
Maxwell, of Alton,
lamer seweeeted eh* a
kept for Welter Oggs, al
Jones, e }toting neer°, whot Sat-
Nashville. Teen A pc, en—A
Dreidee. Tenn.. alispatch aeons offi-
cers lett Dresden this looming for
Clistost. Ky, "there Witham Sawyers,
peTweilabot machines, who shot and
ttRei. Miss Wunde Strom last
refiadip, while haven'tng to kill her
limit Was Boeish. who bad refused
to hiss, is in hiding at the
berdiallieglar his aunt. near that place.
Ville feeling avian gairyert is at
frvinf hest and seermary peacahzalaø
ntey be administered shad&
comfit-
utday night shot and killed
t Alton. Ofist=p6
Ogg erat hem
ten spoke of ?idealism *.
hence be may Imre tett.
after committing the
Chime Man Whipped It .
Geary Bibb., colored, was artist-
ed by (Aker Jonas yesterday on the




saloon Sans Gott. of Worth rik
!Me r. fo OW some one brolly
en a wiadOw ist 3. rear door, melt*
talWrf" Xs* woloebed the fetch in-
side. 0901190 dos door. Getting in-
side the tbs mesi... L.!, from the
eanli drawer adilehainee box that were
in diem thr nishe before.
1111011.1kee otthe Iverson and
draft Metre, at Sewn& and
!rinse opened Isis store
aserhirg as* found that
Sheelap niglat sane Vile had placed a
tara-delese ~los of fence op against
the leek Si the building, clambered
up and petted dile window open with
and ax, and after getting inside,
the thieves oictsed tip the cash retie-.
tr, carried it out in the yard and
Ibsen with the ex potusded to
pieces. Only sr-all amount of
chimer Imo found inside. while flee
Sum righter was destrcryecl cone
plebely.
Thieves visited W. Y. Griffith's
dairy at ISIS North Thirteenth street
*today night stole leveret gallow
Of milk and about 400 of the braes
cheeks the dairyman gives oat to
bit coetoirsers. • each sew calling for
one quart of milk. Nothing else was
taken.
The, burglars prized open a winddw
at Ed Pearerwes saloon on Seventh
rind Terrible. Sunday might, and
shoe inside stole much whisky.
The funeral was simple, in accord-
s: :e with the well-known wishes of
thc lamented soldier. The members
of surrounding camps of Confederate
.1,-caes were in charge, directed by
'Gcli. R. A. Taylor. of Hickman, com-
mander of the Forrest Cavalry organ-
ization.
After die funeral serfon, Gen. Ty-
ler delivered an address in behalf of
the ambled cavalrymen, -than
whom the world  knew a more
gallant bead. Among other things he
'noted that with Gen. Lyon died, the
last of the superior officers under
whom he served, and that there now
remains but two Kentockians who at-
tained the rink of brigadier general.
The two are Gen. Basil Duke, of
Louisville, and Geo. Adam R. John-
son, of Texas.
Eddyville is the birthplace of
Cobb's battery, of enviable fame.
The breaking out of As war found
H. B. Lyon a lieutenant in the Gaited
States array with rapid and sure firo-
motiota awaiting, fog he aft
.,!.Ir and yftsat. Pollovriesir
hi'. comedssive, retuning to
ample of Rano E. Lee he res=•
county, organized. a company and ca-
tered the roefederate service as
captain. That company became the
famous battery of the above designa-
tion, a battery which during the long
tontest, never lowered its colors.
Voting Lyon later was made a col-
mei. and innnediatety entered the bat-
ele• 61 diort.Donelaea, where he dis-
tinguished hainself by his daring and
itrategy in extricating his regiment
;from what seemed destruction or
iuvrender. He was promoted to the
rank of brigadier emeriti at COfter.
10114414f. Mit meter wee utliorta-
ally- ifistiapviliel for gellaterrandhr-
ing and nieces& After the war he
spent several years in the service of
the Mexican government, and rebind
a commission in the army of that
country.
(ed. Lyon's death removes south-
ern Kentucky's most picturesque and
striking character. Universally be-
loved; *id to be unsociable, yet a
*dal favorite; said to be a mall of
wen, yet as sympathetic as a women;
commander of men, yet contentedly
led about by children; a man- cap-
able of the highest intellectual
achievements, yet by choice a pros-
perous eoantry gentleman devoted to
his farms, his tenants, his family, and
the r,sponsive companionship of the
little boys and girls who were for-
tunate came& to be in reach of hint
The death of Grit Hyland B. Lyon
removes the last member of the re-
named Orphint Brigade, C. S. A.,
who won die stars of a general in
the Confederate army. Gen. Lyon
united with Maj. Cobb in forming the
first battery the brigade ever had.
and was made captain, but was rapid-
ly promoted to colonel and then brig-
ades. genera Gen. Simon Bolivar
aBuckner, who organized -he brigade,
was promoted until he became lieu-
tenant general.
,. After Lingering Illness.
After a lingering illness with
Bright's disease. Mr .Robert Wilkins
died at s o'clock Sunday afternoon
at his residence on Goebel avenue.
The funeral was held at 2 ,10
0. 0101:1C ye*rday aeternoon at the
Christian ,duwel ow Guthrie avenue.
with interment following at Oak
Grove cesnetery,_
The deceased was seventy years of
age and born in this county where
he spent most of hie lifc. He tol-
lowed farming and tobacco raising
for. years, while for twelve years he
wag h general merchant at Dublin.
vas tomtit_ He was quite well
Passed Away of Dropsy.
Mr. D. M. Howard died yesterday
morning at 9 o'clock at his residence
iii the Concord school kerne neigh-
borhood, on the road,
several miles from ibis city. He had
been ill for some menthe with dropsy.
'Mr. Howard was ss years of age
and was a wellikaown farmer with
many friend* in the city. He is sur-
vived by his wile and two children
The funeral services occur this af-
ternoon at o'clock:with burial fol-
lowing at the Mt. Kenton cemetery
Died at liopidomMe.
Mr. Robert Whams died yester-
day in the insane sanitarium at Hop-
kinaville. and the remains will arrive
this satiming at 9:ao o'clock and car-
ried to the residence of his relatives,
Mr. Purdie Thompson of bat North
Fifth street
The deceased was about forty years
of age and was the popular leather-
worker who lived in this city many
s He was placed in the genitor-
niaa a year or two ago for treat-
ing*,
The funeral will be arranged eater









the last of this weeic. ..
Mr. Maurice Nash au
isville, have gone to Mein,
side.
'Mr. Oscar Hank went to Mugiey
yesterday,
Mr. John Trent today goes to St.
Louis to live.
-Mrs. lif. A. Bruce of Rook, Ill., has
gone hone after srayingatbree weeks
at Riverside hospital, where she was
operated upon
Mr. Marc us Merritt of Sieliss- .
vine, went home yesterday after vi'-
wing here.
Me Chastest Sugars ymte-day left
for a month'a *ay se North Branch,
Nisch., on *come of his health
' Mrs. Warner Monet will arrive to.:
morrow. from Memphis to r. tier
hothead, who is neseager ot !le ad-
vertising department for Te Reg--
ister.• They will -reside i• !Intel
Craig.
Mr. Purnley Beadles of 1.“ le
Ark., is visiting hie paratt•. Mm and
Mrs. Sanasel Beadles of Mad von
street. •
Messrs. Hereon a• I , I.eldei o .
Pekoe, spent e . • .. • :, their.
bade, Rev. Peter I. le ld s
Dr. H. P Sights has retiree,. :min;
Cqeydose Ky., whereartarblearle•
beide* deattt of his . 1
U 
.
u Elts. Marry Dockey has acr;ved,
le PERSONAL MENTION. 0 from Mayfield to join her
U :1 1 sad reside, be having larnied
U 3: 12 tt UnUnntintinnntitt wirs. iiiide Browne awd
li4s. Mattie Boys/ of Mapheiblam air begr011ic 
have gone holtUI.,I
retooled home after visiting bee she 141.116 11111.t.
1.d
tee-04alie, Miss Esther Boyd. 
Mrs. Bu ick )" and'
Hon. joke K. Hendrick yesterday
went to Reston to take depositions
in a law mit.
Mr. Muscoe Burnett and wife will
ravers ths evening from spending
Mend days in Louisville. 
s
Hee. George Landram of Smith-
land, passed through the city yester-
day en route to the seemed, third and
fourth congressional diatriete in the
ioterest of his candidacy for the
Democratic wolUitildow for railroad
commissioner tram this end of the
state.
Mrs. Clarence Miller and daughter,
Him Hattie, yesterday went to visit
in Madisonville, Ky.
Col. Victor Van de Male left ) es-
ter:lay on his weekly drumming trip.
Mr. Louis W. Ifenneberger return-
ed yesterday from speeding Sunday
with his wile mid ebbe. lam are vie-
Wing Mrs. Helmet:wrier'', mother in
Mt. Vernon, Ill.
Dr. James P. Sleeth and 'wife re-
turned last eveuirei from Evansville,
lot
Mir. eserte A. hamentaraino is here
from Sheffteld. Ala., ro remain until
returned from visiting in
Mrs Andy Weil hes ret
wiettatir in Metropolis.
Min. W. L. Reynolds has
to her ficene in Fulton after
here. 
„.•
Mrs Al Foreman remised
from Nashville and
M. B. Filcher sad
hese 'from Louisville.,. fle
orns 
;
pi in several Patne*.
Awing the past few years. ,
Mrs.App Reaves otOah
lionsaSolters Idlor swYiult
elk ass** Aim she
as tor amperejlik
Dr: I. B. }To.:sa
14aorint.
It
Mx. and Ilre. Georg .
batigh •.( turned lest
ding their son. Mr.
brash Jr.. of St. Latvia
J. E.),
eat of merelanary, one
beeper J. IL Taylor of
rive here today on a




lime sailMr. Tryloet wore'
parrments.
• Reading Standard
Bicycles and Motor Cycles
FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO'S.
Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Windmills, etc.
CATALOGUES AND PRICES GIVEN UPON REQUEST.
S. E. MITCHELL
OLD PHONE 411r-a Nair 743. - 32648 S. 3r4
Hest Kentucky arid Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Waitehall and Agatite Ce
"lr• JUNG Of CIES4INT"
H. M. COMININGILIAM










hey& USC It irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stod
boles oaatch-
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly sad with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms lace new, and Oho
'bump" so often sees is ailso-
Mg.
No other like it in Welt rem.
tucky. Satisfy you'll!!





o tt la U it at la it St tt ta
ST. LOUIS & TIINNESSEE
RIVER PACKET 00.
The cheapest and best excur-
sion out of Paducah.
$8.00
for the round trip to Tennessee
River and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good Wale.
,ziie
dreo, etc Boat leave.i met
aday and Saturday at s p. tn.
lor other information apply to
JAMES KOOER, Supt.







Ticket. Spiri. Meals .ad Bonk
Included.
Bound Trip to Cairo,
rty of five or over, all. «Kb. with.
mesh; M.00 with meals.
Good music on an die boats. For
ber particulars see
A. FOWLER, G. P. A., sot
FOWLER, City Pass.
Agent. Phase U.
. I. RIVERS, M. D.
Mos, 419 Broadway.
LEPHONES:
Ihmleasica. 30; 011ot: 3.SS-





in an the courts of the
Sotb phones sr.




5 and 6, Register Bldg.
4-* Broadway, Phew Phone 4go;
, Old Phone t487
ialties: Abstracting of Ti-
ties, Insurance, Corporation









CRS: Benton, Ky.. rear Bank
hall County; Paducah, Ky.,
lfraternity Building.





Vtic are authorized to announce the
candidacy of G. R. Davis for mayor.
subject to the Democratic Primary to
be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
We are authoi zed to announce the
candidacy of Joe E. Potter for mayor,
subject to the Deenoeratic Primary to
be held Thursday, May; agcy.
City Clerk.
We are authorized to announce
City Chick H Bailey as a candi-
date for to the office of
city clerk subject to lb* Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday. May a.
I9D7-
We are authorized to announce
'Maurice U. McIntyre as a candidate
for city clerk, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday.
May a, 1907-
City Treasurer.
We are authorized to ienovate the
candidacy of William &Wit for city
treasurer subject to the Draowitie
Primary to be held Theseday,
We are authorised to ansoosce the
candidacy of John W. McKnight for
city treasurer, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
Way a, tow.
City Attars*.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of John G. Miller, Jr., for
city attornao, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to he held Thursday.
May a. WV.
We me authorized to aanosuce the
candidacy of Frani, A. Lucas. for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
May 2, iney..
We are authorized to senomice the
ceedidegy of A. L Harper lot
city attaracy, subject to the Demo-
ersiic primary to he held Theodor,
1907.MWy 3, 
Clry Asassoor.
We are authorised to assesses W.
Stewart Mk as a medium few re
election to the ogee of city assessor,
*object to the Democratic Primary
to be held Thursday. May a. 1907.
Oty jam.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Jos A. Purchase for city
jailer, sables! Is the Democratic Pri-
mary to be hold Tbareday, May I.
19.7.
We are 'alkalised to annessace the
candidacy of W. T. (Bil)y) Read for
city jailer, asefact to the Dessoerstic
Primary to be bold Thursday. May I.
1,12/.
We are authorised MO ellaellace the
candidacy of Sims 1. lleedlis for city
aebiect to the Deatawatle Pri-
mary to be belt Monday, May s.
19o7.
We are authorised to anavence the
candidacy of AL Hyman& for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Fri.
weary to be held Thursday, May a.
19817.
We are authorised to announce the
candidacy of $ow W. Owl for city
jailer, &abject lb the Dewweeetie Fri.
asary so Am held Tharsday. May a.
1407.
We are anthorized to sammace the
candidacy of & U. Was for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be bald Thoroisy. May a.
1907.
School Toms&
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Ben Weill, for school
trustee frorn the Seemed ward. sob-
Are action of the city demo-'mazy to be held Theists,.
May 'a
Wilder for Grand Array Chief.
Knoxville, Trim. April ast—raratt7
Army veterans of Tennessee are pre-
pariog to seek the election of Genevai
John T. Wilder of this city, es code-
mender-in-chief at 'he national ete-
campmeat to be held at Saratoga tide
suing-tier. Plans to this end will be
made at the state G. A. R. encamp-
ment at Johnson City two weeks
hence. The support of New York.
Indiana and ntnneroos other states
is counted upon. Few surrivori c,f
the Union forces are better known
than is Gen. Wilder, who with his
famous brigade began the great bet-
fie of Cbicirarnattliti• Geo. Wilder is
a native of New York, but at the be-
ginning of the civil war vra-sf a resi-
dent of Indiana and entered the ser-
vice ae a colonel of the Seventeerh
Indiana regiment.
A. A. U. Boeing Championships.
Boacon, Mese., April ag.—With a
list of entries that is regarded as of
higher class as well as more numer-
one than in former years the national
heorirvg championships of the Amateur
Athletic union will be pulled off in
Mechanics building beginning .to-
night and continuing over tomorrow.
All arrangements have been complet-
ed by the RoOott Athletic association
tinder whose auspices the evetits take
REGISTER place. Events will be contested in
RUIRTLTS, the wed Aiwa
A
T., dere, Ms Weak '
lialibubs—Whiat's the matted
Wharo's the new servant CM?
Kra. Bubbalsa-01. George. it was all
a misunderstanding. I told her shs
had better dust this morning, and the
toll thleg I knew she had dusted.—
Philadelphia Prem.
Experienoe Warned Him.
Mrs. Nuwed (le alarm)--.1ohn. dear.
you're very pole. What can Its the mat-
ter with you?
Mr. Nuwed (feebly)--Oh, potting,
darling. I thought that was a new mot-
,jmok you were reading.—Judge.
711LETUL N'011iANC/L
Vint Johante.-The acoustic proper-
thei el thu hoses are very good, don't
ten Mak?
Second Johnnie—No, I tkiale they are
beastly rottea. I could barfly hear W-
oad speak la oar owa hoz. sad I Mlle
positively strata my ears to Mar what
they were sayteg le the tient Mel
• Dedrelels Dad.
Tie stork esbe day
Had left Its W.V.
eriis Medea* Nil at rawer
And sailted to. rail/
That at It ismood
Wiusei Sweed Oka i.e--to
Tee Wires wee.
Am row It entisire.
AM saarianmd is lb. WSW
"Jest take NM &rani
me Eire Twit u....r•
6asz Pa WC arty.
Weald Bs *Atm. _
ThM shame is tail of holm." aom-
petaled the geoapeeteve pairchiasor
T. Mr.- said tho grognams.
Mars right"
"'Haman yes got ass with ths Was
lull of chooser —Chigoes dna.
Why Ilho likradourd.
Miss you set ace * kettles la my
eyes what Is la sty heart? Thee why
do you hesetater
-I tea read what yrealre got Is yaw
heart. but I met read what you've gel
la the boak.--lioustaa Pont.
Efe Need In Mar Gaos.
Notary—Too achoowlodge.
that the sissies of this 'arm Is Mal
own minatory act. and without men
Mi—
nes Meek= fitaistily tutetruglieg)iiiii
I do.--Chleage Tribisaa
Probed* MIL
blobborly--la reer Pions gabs Os
be Wog?
Dobaisrly—I Obiet Imam. I hoard a
ammaor of the emulates sag thab
=beguadwars tr.* good Oar 114---Clono
Clatimod as Alibi
'Irby do hilts way that OM trot yenr
at married Ills is the soft askew/ r
gosned Mrs. Ilangsch




"Thougit you sell that sato pee
maid see wee a Ilaborsepoweer
"Ile it la."
-women ma•t; the Ins horse I nut
over put It out of Issabiess.--Hossemb
Daily Post
"DM pee ever make a pommel enure,
Soar embed the vletlag puma.
-gag ingspa." reglied Mrs. Ds Ilefla
"I Owe declined to be Interviewed by a
soak, reporter." — Chicago Dal*
Nowa
Net • Ildeltler.
WiUte—la wise mouth were yen
born, Enos Reanelteste?
Mks Rinutehoute—It wakes no dlr.
eseeeee. dear boy—the appropriate
Moos us a diamoad—Pack.
Silly Questions.
-le tales elm always matte at glans,
l Censor'
"Av course they are, ye fool. Ben
rise end a man are through cheer —
Cleveland Leader.
Various Excuses for Being Late.
Mrs. Hoyle—MC paper says that
Mare is a abort-story famine.
Mrs Doyle—Don't you believe It.. lip
husband has a new one to offer every
nigh(.—Judge.
How Could He Tell?
"Do you believe that coutentosent is
better (hen denser
"I deal know; never having had aay
riches, 1 bare never bees contest"—
lloastoe Poet
Vaploisant gea Trip.
Church—Whet sort of a trip Itd Tee
hive going ,to Europe?
• eattam--HorrIble; Owe ware throe
phinsograplis on the salp.—Tookses
.Statonasa.
Some Child?
"Tie paper tells of a town where a
eitlid Is lore every Ire minnteer
"They might to give NM a red end




CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE BIG
WHITE PLAGUE TO BE
WAGED
Repreeeatativea of Organisations in
All Parts of the Conway
Will Be Present
New York, N. Y, April 40.—the
campaign which is being waged to
prevent Oa spread' of tubertuiesie
is evicted to receive a nw impe-
tus Min th animal meeting of the
national mociation far the study and
prevention of tuberculosis, which
will be held in Washington on Mar
6, 7 and & Mionshen of the **So-
ciaties, including reparsematives of
states and city boards of health, sad
of various orgarturatioes• formed for
the peptise of combating disease,
will be present from. ell over the
United States. One of the most ha-
teresting of the features of the tee-
son will be the disclusios before the
advisory council of the association on
the evening of May 6, when Dr Her-
o:sena A. Biggs, of New York, Prose-
dent of the association, will deliver an
address on "Compulsory .Notificsaion
and Registration oll Tuberose/mile
one of the measures which is mgar
as a necessity in the modern fight
against the disease.
A report on the plain for the inter-
national compose on tobareadmit
which will meet in Washiagspa in
igoll under the adaspion Meer sta-
tional asoodstios, odil be made by
Dr. Lastest, F. Mk. of Philadel-
phia. The plow toe the venires*
are already far advanced. the co-
operation of the Usilod States guy'
.sat has bees Near'4 sad it is
expected that reggetileteliaga hoot all
parts of the world 'will he Is attend-
awe. Anotber imprtus! address
will be numb by Dr. Lielegstoo Far-
med of Now York, the worm sec-
retary of the assoeistion. who wit
dleeeh the Progress of the eurepaiga
agaisst tuberculoid* in the United
States. bringing sat the advances
that have been made is the last two
years Them wilf he a astnibor of
interesting addrehes on methods of
dealing with lashereadeeis by physi-
cians from different cities. who are
best rigalificei to speak of the differ-
ent phase• o the war on dimmer.
JACK TALMIRR Vi.
FR= BRADLICY
Philadrelpkis, Pa, April us—jacle
Palmer, the Eaglirts beerryomigha
who want dews •to defeat Waft
Jack (Twin) Sullivan at Los Atiffelei
recently, is to Were another amine
to show hi. mettle before the Spring
Garden Athletic Mb in this city
tonight_ His opponent will he Fred
Bradley of Bosom. Through not of
the calibre of Stillhoke, ateSIPi is
believed by his Mae whir capable
of keening the Fogliebilkair hoev foe
the scheduled six round'.
DISPLEASED AT NOOSE
WILT BOOMING TAFT
Oakosts His Fight on Harrison and
Sued Is Now York
Polities
Washington, April ap.—Elihe Root.
101111bry of atom has ceased to be
the chief adviser and closest official
hired of eresidaet.ffmasevelt, and it
is clearly tramparest that he win
Measlier be preennsent In sibaPoall
prinks.
When Mr. Rost became secretary
of stare he became virtaartly the ell-
tits cabinet. His opinie I seas asked
every qmstion that mom. At cab-
bie!' meetings by we. always fewest-
ed to give judgment as matters
brought forward by nay of ha asso
ciate*. Naturany Ws vets not pleas-
ing' re the other mimoben. Now.
bowever.Secretar'es Taft and Cartel-
yno are the preeittenCe advisers. MT.
Root is ignored.
The personal relations bet, ten the
president and Mr. Root are t ot now
intimate and confidential. Ta • daily
horseback rides hate cooed. 't was
a comntoei practice for the Presideut
and 'Mr. Root to tdeet at the edge
of the city and go for time rides
through thc park, or adjoining coun-
try. Sonectintell Senator Lodge
Weeillhe a member of tio lit* party,
bid more often it would be Mb the
resident and his aeretary of state.
Mr. Root still gees horseback rid-
ing, but alone. The president Reels
but with others.
The seeming breach has begun to
provoke comment, it is haltered that
Mr. Root will not much longer re-
main in the cabinet.
The cause of the estrangement be-
tween the president and Mr. Root
have not been -divulged. but there
are surmises. One suggestion is 'that
Root became offended because the
prseident privately advocated the
nomination of Taft as his successor
when it had been prettiotely under-
stood that his Maurice would, be
thrown to Root Another sugges-
tion is that the president did., not
like the lukewarm isadorsements given
by Root to his denunciation of Har-
riman -and other railroad magnate*.
Still another is that the president
and Mr. Root disagreed over the
Mattil,Efinger
Undertakers and Embalmers.
180 8. THIRD STREET; PADITCAH. IT
MONUMENTS
We have a fine line of Marble. Granite and Ikon* Monu-ments which Idiots the beat of workmanship and high de-gree of artistic committers. Our smallest and lowest priced
Monuments kayo an air of distinction.
Parties &glum to 114111**, their lots should Inspect ourline of roltheit It. An
WHITE BLEACHING STONE










An of ocr plesebinit cow-
trsco sic named ty tic 0-st
lialchadict, =OW Out miaow air-
'evince, and no detail, no etia::4 how
uslaspertout it may secm. tamper Di.: atten-
dee. We use the famots "Alsdepd"
Poreehin Enameled Plurnliag PrOrts,
which are the best made. Ey phriag
raw work with in, you we assased oldie
best materiel and werktnatabip obonnable.
Let us quote you prima.
E. D. HANIVAN .ss'y OoPuth"11.4. No so s.
of Odell ash Wedmore*
end the atiMode aseenesd by des teh-
malieration toward the political sit-
union in New York.
If hit. Root leaves the cabinet his
totireasenet will be chiefly Aigtplitittod
to the dislike of his mat and tweets-
ter. for life is Washington They
have always preferred Neu York as
a residence end.eare nothing for the
social aids of affairs here. They
would at any the, welcome a re-
turn to their old War
Nob Cowley to illarefie.
.341.01646 Coy, ICes.. April io—The
Illewilowtera basil mid. knit stsesdros
of the Ninth cavalry. Colonel Pater
cmMedis jeave• today for
San Fraracisea, whence they are to
sail on she Irakiport Lagos for Ms-
nib. The Am «smokier of the Sar-
nia cavdry relieves the Moth. whach




To Poor Fanniy—litiongsge Was
Foreclosed by Illistglas by the
Late Rased Oita
New York. April ,—Ai mow of
a' law 51erk amity yore ego may
mean a iellimme to dissesell Sorm
Ibmphoet Kier* sestbetad Meters.
Many pars ago Nethaa Hapitsei.
s chose friend of Itoascit Sage, pm-
chimed worth of second
mortgage bonds 04 the Wa-itch and
Jordan Valley Railroad ceiraPme. of
Utah. Interest was drissilted and the
first mar gam was foreclosed, mat-
inee out the holders of the eseased
mortis:ire securities: Netball Raphael
spent a large part of hie fertalle.trys
leg to mover from sbe railroad. but
was west ceesefal.
A Upon time ago Ms son began
mit in the federal court and secured
a judgment for St,6110.7611, iscladiso
Interest Ts todgment has been
returned byVise sheriff as unsatisfied.
and was MAilog in court.
Ra 'a lawyers discovered
that when the first mortgage was
foreclosed the..belders of the second
mortgage flaMia probably by a clerk's
errrr, were sot made Parties to the
snit. This, ft is cldmed invalidates
the foreclosure proceedags.
The old railroad property, which
now belongs to the Deaver and Rio
Grande and the Rio Grande Western.
is said to be worth about $30.000,000
The second mortgage bonds leaned
l (4 4
by the orioinal road antoniitedilt
filloca000. It is not known wio 
oil
the other Stamm) of these hoods.
THOUGHT ORGAN
WAS EARTHQUAKE
Palermo. Italy. April J.,—The low
rambling sounds of the organ caused
a panic in the cattedral today, in
which two women/were trampled to
death, and hunda.ds of others were
hurt during. a *tild stampede to es-
cape from the,titilding.
The freqnero earthquake shOcks felt
here latelyhave kept the people in
a state _of alarm, and they rushed
for the elioors when they heard the












kapok Swims and Germs. Bap-
tis Smithey:. Apra sath to May




hoe 11111 to is* link Await
pat; renal trip 162.0..
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
April left to November eogh--rg
days-4.345. Coach eneurelome
on medial dates-440e war'
Tenelay. Unlit so days.
!ii211SPHI8. TENNESSEE
May 7th—Specia4 excursion
loaves Paducah Union Depot
g;,57 a. in Reullpetrip te.oe.
Good returning ,special train leave:








VERNON BLYTHE, M. D,,'
°Mee 525 1-2 Broady,
Phone,: Mee 870; Ref 27L
PADUCAH, KY.___ ,•••••.40/
gala 1.1"alltIlaail 4




















Fce the accommodation of those
who have bought kodaks from us and
Ot prepared to do their own de.
altioping and pcintieg we have made
ersoommeents with Miss Bern/to
Odd. who has had long expedence
ill photography, to conduct this de.
ti .Aaartmelet. deeeltsped end prises
✓ promptly and at a special price.
teas films at store sad get them
Next day.
M'PHERSON'S
Drug Store 4th &Broadway











311 INCIAIMAY PIM 634
•
DR. ADRIAN ROYER,
Moe, 112 1-2 South rim.




Will practice in all courts of
Kentucky.
DR. W. O. ZURANE11,
(Homeopathist.)
Oirace 386 Broadway, Phone rm.
esitions, Ihe Broadway, Phone 149
.C. amanita ammo, N D.
Moe 1707 Meyers Street
Telephone 377.
Paducah, : : Kentucky.




U. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED,
Lawyers.




Room 5, Columbia Building.
PADUCAH, KY.
Old Phone 1992.
Musk Festival at Fort Worth.
Poet .Worth, Texas, April ao.--Del-
gatiotit of music Wert from Hous-
ton, Wake and other cities are here
40 athend the fettles/ of the Texas
ation of English Singing emit-
The festival opens tonight.
concerts will be given by the




IT CHARLES W. liTEVEN110E•
0, stately river nowise tree,
Ani faithful as the speeding hoer% I
bust thou but seek the lonely sea, ' I
To lose thy quickening poorer*
In windless deeps where shipwrecks 1111
And oily dark and death draw nigh?
Omit thou Sow oktiOtafeffigriddAdkAn aimless WWI IOW e.
Mere will es WIN tieth wpla
And wishes vain are UMW 1-
=the kill. of than* tbat Seeshareem Weak with allege?
libel M thy ineseage ueto oak
A bred sojourner by thy aide.
Thy unkieles is the wistie Path
That both too oft denied
Ambition's hinh sad holy worth,
Awl w‘e. I rot weit.4 lithase the sank?
Abet,: t hy LAr AA In dais bine Pant
t.i rest satires reenend ruled and foil.
Their 'reenter new Is overcast
Aid broken marbles tell
The dratted ef all who caws and vests
TOO glary et mass slow ascent.
Fara *reams of INN esd temple@ lene.
Athol graves if annasethered deist
Thy waters slake their wialect wean
O'er futile glories fled
Tres hawits whore wild besets wake thole
la&
And all is whit save gaunt despair.
flay, one thee that thy lesson sheers,
*at ep -bent outgrows
To was wheii=orm burderse grave,
• 
wart
IMIO•losa of a is-
NM, ritfil. thy akIelar leeseres
The cesesioes emu that duly frost
wink pewees wonky errata: tries
=is jratifileseale solivosseettelinlig
weave teg, thatileass With theses., rata
*ILIAD 11140 the stress inverted Pam
Peet verdured Me. through sunny meads,
Oaellest se ase the •II•ber
This tenelipet. *gild the n•ri is erauld•
Tila may IMP Illattla••••• du) , •
NO. WOO thee ail km. brutes ea perms.
Aga Spetle swim seS inerstree.
Wet where thy wafters Meths lame
31.eis herewith glow, teal lieseeli ore%
!he Wier a the wham heed
iaaWr urn sad eget Seim
La. meaty sloreset easteres Ides
OW SIM* NM doll. Vet meet awl seas
o. sliver riverAssrans tree.
Tee arawarrila Seem lest lit wire Mt"
The sasit leasiratesend Mee with thus
LaSP•aeresas Swell assn.
Per slit Mare& reellne
The atreagth Sat embeduries hides.
Tee greee Sege that Imaille are grew
aseelee dw _resew Wiwi set inn
Was as die lalwasere we alien
De eawelkft
etel as sweet 111111fltrall. altAlifir
Ito wealth aaa seem
•••
f',I
An tar thy Is waters Sew
oassamfe twee te meet the WY-
Peet deeerts whore as !stelae Wes.
Or *Meg swestale dli-
Aid stis alpglawles awe set bier
Ts sleet semseresee es WNW NM.
AM ert thee thee FM here-Ille
Test Swab seed wagerer It OM%
A goat Sim 'MS bases Arita
Tblin itedileet Wait Sr Wilk
That Welk es der day be swum
When, *yam It esiat weer rwerwat
snot after abet three* maleses Mao
tracelailled* thy «wow Inc
wham mean epee thy Meese steep
A. beirtdadded at day:
And reelag winds waft adore meet
Olir polka where Pr7 aid muse' wine. h
Art thee see. then a. emblem true
Of on leases eerrwee kers-
*Am um• en deck a on 4eth rue.
Where tags tie baser sear-
A Pasenee await seat awl tree
eie *die poet magererr I
Aug. as at mere AM eye Olson
Maas thy still wave with nee sad ..en
pst prised See bear
Or plarely Wive a was.
Ash sot aaireal.er beet es WO
Fell on es laws War mestaat
0. weal, i tes Owe.
AO wee sea on, thy waters gin%
WY at waiters It tri 11•14 or me.
* here swells the Mime tide.
tt in the anew et on. at Peat
AU sleet end all Sere are testi
Whet matters tf we de est keel,
The way •et life. tbe end if death,
Ti. *saw try white the soul mei grew
serartiew to tare** Weatt
It ealMarbere Ilwasea etc: jey
AM all geed bees (tete .eving mule
Beheld' elonve yes relies ware
The row alas glow.
Led e'er this sideelese on grave
Tile Omer vied
▪ 51100, Wet/ft 110 Wadies to:us
fleet of pure sad yearly Merl
And ea, afar, es stereelaitt heirs.
A they Crop te bats leceaes.
Fen sees a swelling deed terse&
Wine yet Ore relabel, beede.-
&ad thirsty valetç aneaseins. nail.
Ye Imre the lusty stream elatel
se life, eshaling, stall retire
Te fairer ne.ds, ta atibier warn
Mid hope and trete =op %WI Wow
Over calmer, *Van
And, purified by itled'e deeiltn.
Um shall take se hie course Weibel
And etre stui:1 hare • Defter hand;
And totl shalt lead to sweeter reef
ked duty greater good demand;
*id IgtI ' wen fear divert;
theses.. WWI arks,




out a table tel
pe [sous
awake co
olis News. He SU'S Its telletir that
wetted e. at'y time antbe.
liuntainfier bares h.r figures on the
Ate, Of sneakiest for ykus. H. goys
the Issolple wee wear uneatable; Kettle*
them and put them on sesta at least
Ire times a 4". and arum* that le
seconds are tegeired for each such •o•
oration. The man or woman wee ear-
rids glasses for a period of PS years
(the period being placed low by the
doctor) v1111060 32 days of 'light hones
each as,* malt of the habit to take
se aset replace en ghtialla
ft.
Time Lost ley Ogreetstaiis Wearer..







Tbe self-leveling honk for the per
ratios of sesealekness, which has bees
asperlesentad on for some time on one
the Dover-Calais beets, has been
on Illegallatal that It is proposed
rnbile Opinion.
SU-People soy you are =refine
sae for my money.
He (hotly)-TIse miserable Weeder.
.re! I'll sus them in a court of law)
I won't stand it! I'll horsewhip 'ens!
F11-
ithe-Bot, my dear, all that will
5. Ite talk, and it will get into the
..ewspapers besides.
lie-I don't care; I won't be lief
about that way.
131se-Yott needn't be, my darling
ni make over my share to my broth.
ma sad sisters, and let everynotti
knew U.
Ile-Uni-er-never mind. Who
ewes what people say? I don't. -X
Y. Weekly.
reed of Haste.
ON ext wi7 to the village this abet
etreglag I met a married Mead ran
bosoms:di at top speed with.
MOM IDOldias Wald, which be ear
It= ilOnall7.Jim!" I said, "why this
buttyr
Is did not stop, but thented as be
ran:
"New bat fir the wife. Win. Bane
sing Wine before It's out of falladdikit
Art, with a Mg
Overhead Oath% the Picture
Show. She-We meet gat a aM.t.
dear.
Obaddas or tai ounina)-
'niers ties use of that
01111*-4111kr, we shan't know wind




the' Tbey any she is going to marry
math.
Charles-I shouldn't like to be •
second amebas&
"Well. I'd rather be • widow's see
end hisbeed thee her snit, youi
kaow."-Csassits.
Inspired Kim
He-Tbe minister gave a entrust
Witham on tbe extravagance et on.
women
iltat-Tea; asol there his
right Is lbs as trout sew, wit). •
sow tbnweseissa hat on-Claessalt.
• Mad lawitsg. Tee.




Partelionse--Tbat makes may els
IISIslstaP-itell. ylla thiak I WI
It tar ast"es?--1111
Nan les
Mar. Ms sod aelather la
great barener.





Aruss-*ToWd Is surprised it yes
Raew the of tide spent on
that pktare
Preesd-lfss I bear that Dank
Maud la Ansa of it for hoer. trying to
make eat what It its.-Casseirs.
lairbsda.
Tome Ipeeepratt would be all den
I. dams lila Ma it Sy Mamma hod
Me. correct. but It wasn't
Ott Deetee-Ah, than chr.rge him
Pie-Judge.
Fereattlable.
Of Aida Ire hare lilti. tear,
MN Whew Illeellikhoullhe
We keg i  NO ea kers
The iir Pella
-Weald
FOR= OF IA arr.
faller regable.-1How did 7or are
ease teris le tramp?
Fuller yer see, I bad el
automobile, an' I had ter walk home
in often dat / got need to it.-Fhtla-
telphis Bulletin.
Frigid Polka.
"Did you go to ;Nord) 's ho' se warm.
nig?"
"Hoirwu it.:
-.As &Amps gamin It was a failure
Too sulky MOOMen people thure."--Chi•
caw Asa. •
Oonsetrations.
Yonne Wile-What's the trouble?
Why do you eft on the edge ot the
chair?
Husband-Well. dear, you kaowwe
are buying It on the lastallmeat pun,
sad that's all I feel entitled to.- Life.
The Cheapest Ottatelintiena ,
"I nave nothing but ptairie for ent
new =Mister "
"So I noticed when the plate cable
round."--Tit-illta.
lareversed.








No. 1314 Trimble street. 6-room a-
story house, so ft lot. $2.500.
No. izao North 14th. Good three-
room home, an-ft. lot, $s,too. half
cash, balance t year.
No. tail! South 6th. 4-room house,
so-ft. lot, $11,o, $soo cash. High,
dry, healthy, on car line.
No. 1203 Salem are,, 3-room ell
house, 40-ft. lot. $850, half cash.
North 16th st. between Harrison
at s. Clay, new 3-room home, 40-foot
Ira. Harahan Addition, $1450: $100
• balance $12.50 per month.
Jefferson street, $goo lot; north side
between t3th and 14th greets.
Madison street, Fountain Park ad-
dition. between 16th and 17th, lot sox
165 feet, $600, half cash.
Harrison street lots, Tent-ell's ad-
dition, to lots $3oo each, fop cash,
b.tiance $so per month.
Kentucky avenue lot near 13th at.
hoo, ;so cash, balance $5 per month
Lot forty feet.
Investment bargain, 5 homes, two
lots between Tennessee and Jones.
between Isth and Mk. all for $5,000,
one-third cash; rent for $600 per
year. Geed meting neighborhood-
North 13th street, 4-rooms. haft eci-
ioet lot. $1.300; gocd home place; be-
Ides Flournoy and Faxon streets.
111sraless smolt nXnathlY Pernent
1111 istsesss i3th sad lath, shade
Mak heig pastt63; $4.3o, $ge cash, the
balsam swy.
5 acres Hinkleville road, t 1-2 ?Mks
11,02 Of dry limits, all in woods, Sow,
one-third cash.
Cairo road, Rowlandeown, 4-room
horse. forty-foot lot. !T.00o, Simi cash,
balance -$ta 917 a month.
South stb street, liostitis foot lot be-
tween Adams ard Jackson, $2.eno
i -one-third cash.
Madison street, 4 MOM home,
noetlewest corner Mk Joins city
electric light plant. so foot let, lesion
gem cash, balance Vs per month.
North nth street lots, between
bg and Barnett Vinyl feet tohome to rest, esly too sack
7-acre ferns 3 miles from Paducah
near May•eld road. Two-roost house.
Me fruit trees; make a hue poultry
Wm; Sh5o cash.
Trimble . sweet &azure foot lot to
allay, north aids between Ninth and
Tenth. Geed boom neighborhood,
$iam ben Mk.
SAnne Watts Boulevard Addition.
Two rsuxy, six emu house on
lot tarty) to alley, west side of
Twenty-eighth between Watts Boule-
vard and Jackson street. Faces
Hughes park. lit.000 cash, balance
lis per month, 6 per cent. interest.
Fine proposition hie some one need-
ing a good home on easy monthly
rayments. BOOM near.
$1.1150 cash, ko acre upland farm
ndle from Cairo road on Olivet
dawn* read. Small bowie, orchard
within gas yards of R. R. station.
It will make fine poultry farm.
*Soo ao west sad Bo foot INS Oft
and near NOM* street. Some low.
and some net dal size. $so cash $so
per year. 6 per tent. Good lowest-
ment for Dome one.
SA5o3 Broadway,. No. f4O4.- copier of
Twenty-fourth street, s room house,
stable, so foot lot. ihneo cash, balance
may.
Use°. Jefferson street, north side
between Twenty-fourth sad Tweedy-
fifth -trete% five l'Oese beget nearly
new, 9c1 I a ot lot, stone sidewalk, car
bat. One-third cash.
$300. Two room Mechanicsburg
house, Vaughan addition, near the
big mills. Rents $41 per year or ad
per cent Was.
$64. Boyd street solely* foot to
alley north side. between Eleventh
and Twelfth Faces Trimble street
church_ Sp, cash, balance eery.
Fountain avenge. northwest co-ner
Harrison street. 6 room house. po: ch,
bath, good neighborhood. Sscion
tern's.
Soubt Eighth. corner Norton
Three houses on 'one lot, $31300
$100o cash, balance easy. Pays 15 per
Cent. gross on the inveitment
Jefferson street, west end corner
lot, so foot nortletrest corner Twenty-
mooed striret, stone sidewalk, car
lint Park to he in center of Jeffer- Travelers Insurance Co.
son street No better nighborhood
in Paducah. Fine place to build a
nice borne, $toon, one-third cash, bal-
ance one and two years. No better
Nwebarheidies the pity and no
hat
"IT Is THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG TVINGS•
The Penaies, Nickels, Dines aid Quarters Make the Dollars
SAYE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bad
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO °PEW UP A SAVINGS ACCORINT WITH US WITH







Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For tbe Conowdenne If on patrons and the citisses Podszatia. got
ism pissed copies of the directories of the cities named below dee awns
tog Regleter sacs at me Broadway, where the pedals beeised oes
whin deehlog the address of any reddest of the cities amed.
THE SIXTY caws CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNITES
STATES.





























































CARON DREC ORY COMPANY




Steam and Hot Water Heating.




Abram L Well & Co
COVERS
-BIGGEST AND OLDEIST, IN WORLD
Office Pion 369:













SALE ALL THIS WEEK
87c
YOUR CHOICE OF loom SAMPLE
OR
Ihe Famous $i-so to Um) "W OSTENROLM," "I. X. L." "PIPE."
"ERN" and other Canino makes-choice of them al! tomorrow
and Saturday 87c
Each and every one absolutely guaranteed same as if you ;said the
regular prices of $1 so to $3.00. Don't miss it.
"DisOgitg this aye sale, our
yilettr old razor free, making
you CUL
A new Razor, sharpened
Razor Expert, Mr. Roberts, will hone
it gooa as new. Bring it in early as
ready for use, worth $1.5o to Ism, for
Poc. lip a wonder, sure etiough, and hadn't you better buy a halt
doses tit so?
Sale' it drog store,
Fourtli and Broadoay See Window Display
—
It
31 et n tz 
'DISSOLUTION 
OF




frost room. alismeyruances- gr
Jefferson.
Call on Mn. Eugene Wilsoe for
fashionable dressenling, at 726 Jef-
ferson street Old 'Flame Steel
FOR RENT-Eight room bcmse,
corset Ninth and ClEtk. Will be vi-
and after May 1st. Old phone Aid,
41•••
WANTED-Billoas people to tot
Smile's Liver tikesaies- 11. W.
WALKER. CO.. flit% and Broad-
way.
ROOIN FOR RE1T--3 ro01119 up
itetaire or 3 roans down stairs .Water
electric figina ass, set., fit light
horse kers.* .gst3 North Sixth Si.
• . WANTED POK U.. S. . ARMY-
Able-boded itimairried men between
ages of ai sad 3S, chinos of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate baits, who eas speak, read
and write Esegliiii. For information
apply to Recruit's( Officer, New
Richert:rod Howse, Paducah. Ky.
.v1 Acessateret.
Wilt post. =amuse, systematize end
soda books by be day, week or the
lob Tenet ?atonable.






c THE RIVER NEWS.
rt 13 13 itttUOUUUtitiltilSUSIU
The steamer Clyde came out of the
Tennessee river yesterday and sitar;
here utidi s okhick tomosesew after-
T1.101/ before departing no her return
trip that way.
This /monism at It &clock the -Dick
Fowler gets out for Cairo and comes
back tonight about 9 o'clock.
The John S. Hopkins gets in to-
day fans Evansville anti departs at
once on bet return that witty.
Buttoeff went' to Clarictsville
yesterday and coming back tomorrow
delimits at once for Nashville.
The Geor‘tia Lee gets to Clocin-
nal; tonight, leaves there tomorrow
and reaches here next. Saturday 01
Sunday on 1-^r way dolma to Mem-
•• The' Cite of Saltillo is due tip to-
ri-gett booed for-the Tennessee riv-
er front St. 1...OUiP
The Peters Lee leaves Memphis
loay and reaches 'here Thorsday eT
route op to ancinnati.
Mast -rs and pilot* are hereby no-
tified that light, hare been estabiisb-
.41 at Twelve-mile island, Baxter
and Jackson lientaiss A day-mark
has been put up at Grasso Flats. a
the left blank; one at Eighteen-mile









No Peados, in jrospect Hers Until
Neat Pal, and That One Is Not
a Certainty.
The Paducah Traveling Men's Car-
nival association hos been dissolved
by a majority vote of the stoekhoM-
era and the outstaading bedews of
that =marabou it saw Wog ateend
up. as ,shown by the official adver-
tisement of Prenidant Ernest ILackey,
who notifies sit having any kind of
clones to present them to him so
they can be pail..
The asseriation was composed of
THREE SALOONS




Liquor Dealers Are Greatly Alarmed
and They Hurriedly Move Their
Stacks to Missouri.
Atchison, Kan, April a9.-Two
of the three receivers recently ap-
pointed by the Karesarg'soperoes court
in the liquor inSuaation eases 'Sweat-
ed in Atchison todaY toolit "-
%ion of three pieces of pe.per, sup-
posed to belong be the Schiller Brew-
ing company. and while% wort occu-
pied by siallms• ming Selina dittoes.
The teapots eurradered poses-
'ion withoueprotest and were per-
mitted to remove their storks. The
buildings do not stand in the name of
the Sehlitz tympani, but are in she
name of • man who is not a resident
of Atchison. -
The manors found Val Blatt fix-
tures bad been transferred to S.
flause of Atichison, and that Heim
lidetaing company fixturee were re-
melt/veil from the state upon tete first
suggestion of the ptesent agitation.
Some beer in a cold storage house
was seised. Rause chants. +art of
this. He says he is a wholeinkr, and
he will nave the Mate if be is per-
mitted to take his Medi and fixtures.
He bad not bean enjoined,. and the
receiver. said *ley would give him an
answer later.
"reworks Moving Amoco Lbw.
Leavegeworth, Kato., Axe an -
Judge T. F Garver. one of tho receiv-
ers appointed by the Kansa* qapreme
court to take charge of brewery- prop-
erty. came here this evenising and
there was cruite a commotion in sa-
loom circles following his arrival.
Two. obloott*: said ta be owned by the
Helve Brewing company, closed.
Tt is reported today that the coun-
ty attorney and' shodit'bser isverecs
tions I out Attorney hIlindled Jackson
to proCetd agniuM she IOW ry eons-
patsies and egrets here and wbotasaie
liquor dealers not included is the so-
preme covert list This is evidently
anticipated, for a aporenseat started
this evaing to get tha stalk of these
agencies over into Missouri.
Whir Jaded- Mad.
Wier, Kan.,. April a —ra* Wm' at
this place mite all dom.-10day by
order of Go. Hoek However. the
loteti string; of the hock doses work-
ed 'hely ni all joins. The, pores ass to
the elect that the orderilillbe *bit-
ty enforce/ after tonight.
Ilinkstimm. king of bottled been,
is issaily site cases of two Ilona
UMW ea she case, delivered to any
pu.t4 Øs city no sewn aotice. M-
b BeanIng Associstiem
Baia; both phases its. j. H.
Steam, esassa cr.
IJOGINES, WILMS AND PUMPS
Structural tree for buiabngs: Machinery and Boilers Re-
paired; Mill and Steamboat Supplies; Heavy Steam Hammer
Forelegs; New Work Our Specialty; Second Hand Machinery
Bought mad Seid. Agents for Macksiaery and Gas Engines
Works Salesroom and OSIce Finst and Kentucky avenue












The swell tailors of New York are making
up for their trade tis season more Blue Ser
than ever before. Nothing so handsome, noth-
ing so good for looking well at all times as the
Blue Serge Suits.
' = Our Serges are tried and tree, and we
guarantee them to be fast colors.
The Tailcuing Is Perfect
,a24%,-, The Cut Faultless
—We-guarantee our Serges to be right in
every way---cut, fabric, tailoring and price.
Single or double breasted styles
$10, $13.50 up to $15 or $
You'll not go wrong if you buy your
S.erie,Suit here.














SEVERAL PERSONS THOUGH r
TO HAVE DWI DROWN-
ED IN OKLAHOMA.
Mao Vilma of Waage Fleshes
Dews Creak and Covers
the Lowlands.
(Adelman' City, Oda. April
ditisisherst over Capital Hill, a salmis
this city jest sand of the Cane-
river, last eight flooded that
place. Serth persues ate missing and
are believed to have hero drowned
Many prsoni camped on the loggias&
near the riser were caught unaware
nod bad bet little time to stake their
escape. The river is bank fun, and
it will be 'twee time before It esso
be detered If 'ally lives were really
kw- Tbfffir*as almoner heavy rain-
fall todaga :whisk tamed the river to
dee 1:Zioeileasevisio propesty is,
ilia
Three thousand people live in Capi-
tal 1111111, whirls lies seed of the
\men Canadian river. opposite (Wa-
tt*. The hill is !naiad Into
a seta stream called Oldish* creek
which eaters the river jest below
Oldibonm City. The water came
i
downs the creek and covered the kiw-
lands is such volume as to : wee oat
people living in testes. shanties and
small homes on the low grant
(WA' tty
get. it
!i •tlf • not egoism-
For the mom rowetted of
carpet Avast:on. phone ii
Basal* Pollinah.
ltrusaori'l Clit.e.te plant sale
now as at their greenhouses Of
Iasi piece. We offer esters,
saw coleus, candy tuft. loebels,
terthass, petunias. etc.. at a coats
etelt.
Roses, yereasioas, parlor ivy.
via, selissa, heliotrope, verboten
et 3 am, auk
Oder pianos of all km& st
prices. Come early sad get the
seleaciss. .
C L. BRUNSON
Sir) lrostierev old R
the nieumbess affiliated with the Pa-
ducah Traveling Men's club, the
inosateorv of the bitter body ineorpor-
sdna ender a dillerent bead for car-
nival parpoesa slope They gave a
carnival lase 'Drift and it was a
fairly good success, one drwisaek be-
ing the bad weather prevailing at
that tune.
The club Mod headquarters above
where John Lanham afterwards open-
ed a saloon ob South Fourth street,
mid when the buffett was opened the
club inen sold their effects and dis-
banded the organization The carni-
val association has been virtually out
of existence since the festival of
team! more% two, but a dissolution
his to be gone about according to
law, which provides that when the
concern (mite it eke advertoe four 
timers the .fisItt or'llssolutiol. so if
any accounts see outstanding they
esn be presented and paid off. After
aitarytking is wowed up, following the
advertised notice of dissolution, if
anybody happens to come in they can-
not hold the individual stookhohle•rs
responsible personally for the rlehts
The other carnival company. Pa-
ducah Carnival association. war thinik-
big of giving a festival thus' spring
but a week or two ago reached the de-
Citti.on K. let it go crrcr until next fan,
ulteri.they may give one, but there is
nothing certain gut rear thi"
The carnisal proposition has been
run pretty strong for the past six
years here, and has about played
roe. th past two or three provrng
failures to die extent that no profit
was nude, the promoter' being con-
tented to tweak even.
Hand beat carpets are nyt clean.
Wehsv'eaitacbjpa, Phone tit.
Eyes on Ohio Politica
Washington, April ma -Politied
interest this week cabana in the pen.
lability of a definite miiiinesemssat of
ha candidacy for the tiediditan nest.
Motion for president on the part of
Secrefairy "of War %Villain It Taft.
On Manley be 6 to taildrea• the be..
iness Men's club at Cluelonati, but he
view of the fact that he seems to hitrt
tabooed politics in his public utter-
ances since going to 011.0, it it cow
I
sidered doubtful whether- be will amg
anything Arita hie aepirationo at that
emoting. -
Before he Wes for die- West be
is cried to confer ttidi KOOS Of
palthal Mapes and some




HOUSE. by Ian Madarer amebas
of -lienitie 4wDario Drier
Bosh." This la a cluesibig Mater-
teal /111114011011 lore. intrigue and
setsialore by a ammeter hand.
THESE BOOKS ARE IN THE Sr
PRICE
CAL/K1. CONOVER. R A I L-
110AZINIS. by A. P. Towhees. B.-
-pissdisa this is the greatest
Plencal novel wrinsa is yaws. A
litIllent sad thrilling *eery of the
innefkf: work in politica-
LATTER DAY SWEET
HEARTS. by Mrs. Burton
Goa. This is on book
wish sad esnanioniste
ths Were* is austaintid from the
NM to Nita pert
so STYLE OF SINVING. ILLUSTRATED EN t..OLORIL AND OUR
50c Instead of $1.50
WE HAVE HUNDREDS OF OTHER BOOKS AT sec EACH. ALL CAREFULLY SELECTED. WE
HAVE ALI. THE LATEST Ils.sin COPYRIGHT NOVELS AT CUT PRIMA.
D. E. WILSON
111 BOOK & MUSIC
MAN AT HAJIBOUR'S
DLPARTMILNT. ,
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ign oar seems to have,
waritillai last evdniag sod aput in circulation that Col.
Potier and Dick DavirJtad with-
train the' Mayor's race. Early
erenina; the telephone ia The
er /Ohm was kept busy by per-
ishing if the reports were so.
is Pot oat word of truth in the
ltd104 regard to either of those
. 
a 
• teS and both are on the track
/ t , '4111-11607polle close -at 4 o'clock to-
- loOrrow afternoon. As to where the
, *nom 4rigitiated no one seems to
know. amid therefore raffOot be said
111.11..111.1.2=241 i 
`THEY ARE OFF IN ONE
VERY LARGE BUNCH
whether it was a hoax started by a
Joker, or put out with malicious in-
'teat. Every race is made up and
will stand just like the ballots are
printed. "
There is also rumors abroad that
efforts will be made to steal the pri-
mary, and the fearful ones even
so far as to say that a man was
to Louisville to procure fraudulent
ballots and that a certain saloou
keeper was offered a commission for
bets on the election. but this like the
report about "candidates withdrawing-
may be pure fiction.
THINGS ARE HUMMING AS REGARDS THE DEMOCRATIC PRI-
MARY TOMORROW AND IT IS POVDPG ONE OF TILE HOT-
TIMIT CAMPAIGNS EVER PULL= OFF IN HIS CITY-THE
•POLLS OPEN AT 6 O'CLOCK TOMORROW MORNING AND
CLOSE AT 4 CYCLOCK IN THE AFTERNOON-THE REGIS-
THE BULLETINS RETURNS.
'Mil is tha lett day before the
democratic primary comes cf: and
things or. surely wank the political
pot boiling aver. while *otitis. what-
ever cup he Mud cm the ingesta. re
bushiest hoarse aid aka pod eves
into the hoses. melee eapreegiees
egarifing thie sad that camildate.
'The aspirants are seeking it embed-
lif 
hasty w1111111 for oath other and the
loud yeil is gong up from every
(porter to the tonal that even the
hardest workers will be glad wide
menerrew night comes and it caw be
\ IMO who. are she winjiag esterase,.
Cesedoge will Ikea rean so their
arifisal elate and everylxide min hatep he elost the erswenees at the seat
•
Nammber *Isogon
As Member day approaches closer
tke tendelaAos ere hadaged er(110
Weds* gal Ipooeherte onong front
all , eatery um Whitt *I thin
nature wherein they Wok
car La" about lima votes for
geadidate accosted. if the latterto me his way clear to tura lmoor deo needed to pave the way
mosey has bow tempi loose
and the rounders have cease in for
eleohe wool big Amok but the
cheasie eteschen have bent dlaaht
ost to and dor haw net seeereded
as well this pear.undening the &stair-
ants is in the yea.
The pone open at 6 o'clock tontor-
.. re* moron, ind emit at 4 o'clorb
IS the afternE, homes everybody
emorTaijyeleilt r sivengernents ac-
t. .
Priam, le mimes( the hottest
" illitg Ow has hapiened in *le eity
iimf TRIM as it looks like ever7hody
Is not tahhte skies and expectations
. are th-4 oadi of thrbeentiost votes
1
 ' eye 041111n, ed. lindat.ef toworrow,
iv the rends soden *Ow In this
- - revert for the euelliell IrMr Year%
mak a00140. 0 01.1011•1111. elder-
114/1:jitery bei =i, who are! 
two 
'hider the woks, places will be se-
lected and they 0421 be at the awns
m
place as lastaultik4scsacept4g
o or two 
the bellies, bates. steecils, rubber
ends find otlal ppartenances will be
distribefett 'the Oreeinct *lee-
' Iles officers so they CIO have every-
thing on hand and ready for business
when 6 o'clock comes tomorrow
moreing. ,
The Register will belled?' the re-
turns u fast as they come in and
• esordially bodge the public *round to
the rendte in its usual up-to-
4
DISTRICT MEETING MIMING AFFAIR HENDERSON ELOERIYOUNG WOMANOF THE MMUS BY JUNIOR LEAGUE MADE MODERATOR WANTS LIBERTY
THE PADUCAH DELEGATES RE
TURNED HOME YESTER-
DAY MORNING.
Mr. Ales Katy, Ose of the Promi-
nent WIeniber3, Was Chosen
District Deputy.
R I. 11Cnier. Attb!ey Barksdale,
James Barksdale, I.. M Brooks, 0.
E. Grubbs, A 1). Buchanan, Robin
Duke, Ake Kulp, C F. Seaman, Al-
bert Sloan, Joe Wheeler, Lawrence
Cleaves, W. B. Kennedy, A. L Stein,
W. N. Piper, William Reed, Zellaer
Ross, T D. Ross, George 0. Mc-
Broom, W. L. Wilkerson, Ed S. Zel-
ler, William Ross, Tom SWOON Lem
Hauck, Harry Lukens, J. T. Land and
Al Young returned yonerday morn-
Ins from Pulp" wises ah.7 &two-
rd the Adria avoidable •Lx•iptits
of Pythias the iteiehigt before end
during which session Mr. Alex Kulp,
of this city, was elected Illetrict dep-
uty for the state ctegadesalos.
from Fulton, Pa w, May.
Witt 1,4 ri=sirare thereo
field sad other Weat by Point"avid Great Chancenee McLain presid-
ed over the weedily
Reports weep rink showing that
every subordioNe body waslozemz
central and fleeriabing
while the Peduealuies pew:Aged 'en
rousing thew Asa met Oetoiser the
sone lodge holds its annual gather-
ing here in this city
RECONCIUATION
WAS EFFECTED
DAVID RANDLE AND HIS WIFE
HAVE BEEN RI-
UNIT.
Twesty JUdist White and Sixteen
GamOd CMOs* Granted Lic-
ensee to Starry During
Month of April.
me divorce promadieg Interest
Mr Deiir atit hie wife. Mrs.
Florence 11•1801$4, mom tto • happy
cachet yesterday' afterogion. The
caw had been tried Wire Pledge Reed
and the divests gem*, but before
the jilleitent had IAi iyeaae epos
the Nand by the clerk Mr. and
Mrs. Read's became reconciled, and
are "w Wing together happily as
husband and wife. .Their sat iv  home
is at Wy.e. Arheside. 'where they
will probably reside in the future.
Mr. Randle has for the poet three
years been is the easkry of the I. C.
railroad company as storekeeper in
the local 'reeds.
Cooney Chniee ,011os.
Charles E. Jennings has sold two
lots on ElniwOod avenue for Soso
each to J. E. Lthiewood, and the
deeds were Mad yesterday with the
county clerk.
M Michael and Brother filed a lies




MRS. BLANCHARD GIVES SONGCYCLE AT SCHOOL
TOMORROW.
Miss Effiebeth A. .41:6bis and Mr. D.R. &shift Mac* Tonkin atPint linedit Chuck
A very attractive and largely at-tended entertainment one given lastevening by the Jusior Lesiva of theTrimble street Methodist church for
the benefit of the Chinese famine 'ef-ferent The church building wascrowded and the program showedMuch talent.
"Quite a nice run for the good
was netted. The proereumewire as follows:
Voluntary.
PraYer---Ret G. W. Banks.
Solorialitter Wioima/1/pekerd.
Recksitioo-41eMet.TheMPe4 Pork-
















Benediction-tilts% G. W Ranks
lhetth SOMM 01481614
The bake of the Tenth street
Christian cbareh will entertain Fri-day evening at the chum% hefting
with a social seems lends, ail the
uteathers and their Meade to he la
attendance. Ho edam whesurrer wetbe toad,. the sole pompom of the ea-
*utility brie, to brine the aseember-
ship le clover tomb In a social may.
Dario, the evening light refresh-
ments will be served.
Song Cycle at llama
At 4 e‘selr tomorrow amememsMrs Maud Illaschard of "sett"
entertains with a Miefileepeente soarcycle at tbe Washiageoe beildine so-
dibeigns tra at Broadway, the af-
kir being gime* her for the bene-
fit', 'the limy florid the =hook
She fiat arranged as mantaliy et-
Inietive provolone for the occasion
used will be greeted by a large aud-
ience.
Ancias-Grehass.
• This ever 9:38 dal* WuWiesibeth Attlee and Wt.
Devitt Raleigh- Graham will be unit-
ed in marriage at the First Baptistwith county clerk asserting a kilebureli, and Anwar& depart onclaim tteld against the Mergenthaler- Northern brag tour, retooling fromHeirloom basket factory for goods sole' iplefeh, they reside et the home of thethe ist-tory. ' brides parents, Or. god Mrs..ldwardDuring the month closing yester- Ii. Atkins, of Artedia. Rev. Mn!S day the county clerk ssued marriage K, Thoinpson perforeps the marriage
ceremony this evenino, wink the
oak etteadents will be the Imbue,
Jones .'if Charles Rieke, John
Onus. MAO MA Warren
and Thomas Settle,
hceneei .to sixteen colored couples.
and taistafAight white couples
Yeetaiday a license was issued toT I. Wellington and Mary John-
-Hi;
CARPENTERS' SCALE
Six of the Fume Have Refused to
Grant /wren* in Pay.
Today being May r there becomes
effective the demand of the union
carpenters that their wages be raised
from 35 to -3754 cents per hour for
the ensuing twelve months, their
work day to consist of eight boars
each. Six of the contracting firms
employing carpenters have refused to
sign tv the new schedule of imps,while the other firms have rattled
the demand The carpenters' union
met net eyeing, but not until today
will their determination be ascer-
tained, whether they will& op on a
strike, di' Acquiesce in the ollfasal of
the contriotors rejecting the sched-,
Don't hor-ow trouble. If you have
the borrowing habit borrow money
Gins Organ Recital.
Ass organ recital will be given next
week on some day ye to be arranged,
by Mrs. Samuel Vall101& organistof the Broadway /41gilidit church.
who iv now getting up In affair and
will be assisted by the best organ
and inovical talent in the city. The
programme will be one of especial
attraction
Entertain With Living Pictures.
The Grace Church Guild well en-
tweak Friday evening at the parish
home with a living picture performs
ant!, the numbers being very attract-
ive. anti especially those sembolical
of the- holiday, of the year.
lune r atlaillarbasentsib ll4club build-
the e t Chicago pianist-
er. . Emil fielding, will
applor in recital entertainment undor
Ilk serepices of the Crescendo dub.
anti it in des;red tt hoes -th41•e
date and thorough manner.
The candidates before the people
use
1ror iltryor-joseph E Potter, Dick
Davis and Tommie Harrison
city Chyle-Henry Bailey and Mato
rice Meltityre.
Cky Tratturer---john W. Mc-
Knight and William realm.
City Engineer-L. A. Weshington.
•City jailer-A1 Rymer*. William
rs, Sensual 'Beadle,., William
liteseel Eaket. J. Parehese,
ti•batk., IL Me. Met, W. Few-.
INttoreey-John G. Jr..
t4litit,and A. L. IFferper.
7sseetioOr--9tewart Dick and
Sherrill and W. P. Hyman:.
Cessellnies
Pint Ward-C. W. Morrison, Geo.Hannan and W. N. Warren
Second Ward-A. F. Wilristas,
James F. Downs sad Lather Cr,-
Third Word-011ie P. Leigh.
Fourth Word- Fred Ereetrer and
Los Ganda
Web Watd-agey Stewart.; En-
gene Tad,. flaws C. Orr and
James
Mxtbilearrd-1 Henry McGee and
Lew Barbee
School Trustee.
Fires Waml-Mel Byed, Sr.. Tbos.
bu isarmai aid T H. Clayton.
Semeed;Ward-B. T. Davis god
Bea *Fiat
Third Wer4--Franie C. Boon* sod
Ssessel it Wiaeteed
Illarth Ward -George La More .
him 4. Cole and Lafayette jaws.
IP ifth Ward-Albert Metcalfe a
Lune Better.
' Math Vsisre-Tom Goody's*. X S.
Price sell Thor" *sae.
The silken b charge of the vain
ar the precincts we as fellows:
Ret)ers-4. t*Merryman. clerk:
R. J. Wilson, sherd!: W. N. Slimemism,
J L. Gaither,
S. 9 lire g:EJIplis Enders
clerk; Ed Cohen, Geo. Pew&foot. 11.41
priti's-V-4 Vitt Ark; JoRoof, sherit; J. 0 Theneoida. John
Baker. Miles.
Seltes - Herman Katterjohe.
clerk Rwry Theobald, sheriff. Miles
*evert. 7 A. Gilbert. fudges.
Mielgetriek's - W. B. Wakers.
cleft: Dave Whitia,, theriff; 7. M•Cr.... %Yen. Lydevet. Woes.
• S Home No. e;=3Ir G. Jobe-
soot ,cierle: James 'art. eber111; W
C Clark J. H. Helsky, ledgen
• S C. NOM! No. ei-Cberies
Fisher. deft; J 5 Jackson. sheriff:
Lycurees Barry. 7. W Hedges,
Mem
N. C C. House-Jess Ullman.
clethe Ti F. Lyon, sheriff; Jo Ullman.
C C. WIellter, Jedget
Rogers'-P. B. My, clerk; W. D.
Dowse plietiff; B. H Gilson, Arthur
Bailey, Judge&
Savage's-J P San-let-40T, clerk;
J. P. Holt, sheriff: Al Tome/end, E.
R. Johnson, Judges.
Iteeneberger's-tinn j Ballow,.
clerk; Assist Denter, sheriff: Lon
Davis, S. T. Woman. initges.
Mow Factory- j J. Howell, clerk:
Sarni Holland, itherill:LGeo. Mite,
Walter Ingrain, judges-
Berry's-Walter Settle. tier*: Jobe
Dean, sheriff: Lee Eater, Taylor
Fisher, judges.
Warehouse-Jo I,. Rollston. clerk:
J. R. Brown, sheriff; Chi. A Fiske.
R J. Barber, jokes
Ge1laise's-16. V May, clerk; Jobe
McNeil, sheriff, James Magner, W
Griffith, *dips.
Chalks's-Jobb T. Hughes, eloCk
Peter Smith, eiseriff; L B. Chalk, W.
H. Realm, itliklbs.
Glauber'.-Chris Milialson, clerk;
Dert Keithley. sheriff; M. V. Willinntri
Was Deem judges
Receel experiments on shallow-
draft Stern wheel Motor boats have
ireScated that the Wore. *beef is I
much more efficient propeller in shal-:lames P. Sleeth, J. S. Hoot. Virgil low water Otan r.ie screw propeller.
Smith, A. W.
nrri George. " Andy Nieman.-
orge B. Rome. T.iIhlaid Senders.




TONIGHT AN ATTRACTIVE RE-CEPTION WILL BE TEN-
DERED AT CHURCH.
Bow. J. C. Yams. of Mayfield. WillGive Illoneated Lecture Tonight
at Rescue Minion.
The annual gathering, of the con-gregatioas included in the PaducahPresbytery opened last reenlist ato'clochl at the First Peesbyterianchurch, at which time .the. openingswoon was delivered by the retiring
neederstoe. Rev. Ben#amion Andrews,Of Mario% Ky.. The roll call showedthat there was present Rev. -Jams, H.Umber, Dr. Thomas Cummins Mr.G. W. Woodbridge, of IINederson,
Ky.: Rev. II. P. Zeros, of' Corydon,
Ks.; Rev. C. K. Menstipassery, of
Elisehetlitowsi; Bev. Arefeenra, ofMarion: Mr. H. IC. Wood, ofMariee.Ky.; Rev. C. W. Witertoe, of Mot"ganfield„ Rev. W. E. Cave, of thePresbyterian church of this city, sodElder J. W. Broosou of the memcongregation.
Dr. Andrews chose "The Decrees
of-Goir as the theme Is, thea=
p ng reachi for shoat 
t 
his text being drawn free"the -eighth chapter of Ismail.
and k was as eloquent and forceful
address from a very talented ditrias.
Iflis winos was followed by 'theroil ear!, which foetid in their seatsthe above mentioned represeetatives.
while more will be In *itemisers this
retsraing. flollowing the call of the
roll. Dr. Jamey R. Leacher, elder ofthe First Peesbyteriao alive% el
Henderson, was e':± -tenderest, forthe ensuing year. Mr. H. K.Wood
was named tamporary clark, end WSfinkhing perdadion of the
dos, as ad)eormisent Air
Ø. o'clodt lam evessieg until
Ow -waft wises the business will be
welsh daft Is.
The everidey oresiose will be from
p to ts and the afternoon
meetings from st to 5 o'clock. Today
reports will be presented frern each
congregation hi the Preebytery show-
ing how each money has been re-
ceived and coetrffeeted to the differ-
ent religious emses advoceted, while
statements will be rendered showing
the membership of every third,
also statistics! Nimes regarding the
church inemberifiip and the Sunday
school membership.
11111"evening the Yowl* Ladies'
Aid society of the congregation will
entertain with a social seOsiors, haw-
in, invited the presfattety delegates,
members of .the congreostion and
many riensiders.
The presbytery will adjourn tomor-
row eireeitig, as it is thought all the
Waken can be transmitted and do-
ished by that the..
°hennaed Lecture.
A- free lettere will be given this
evening by Rev. 3. r Yates,. of May-
field. Ky.. at the balcin Rescue Mis-
sion Oft South Third street. at 7:30
o'clock It will be illestratel from a
chart, being a Weal study of the
tabernacle, berm** at the creation
of mon and explaining the type+ and
shadows poimitig to Christ. It ,will
prove a eery- iftferestine affair and
everybody is cordially invited to at-
tend. The meetings at the nihisioss
church are, characterized with great




•Ita 111/11011d. Int., April am-Attor-
ney General Dieshom arrived here
today to tahe Amp ot eases brought
in Judge W. W. Melfahan's tout
against the owners of the 'Dearborn
pole poolroom. The attorney gee-
eft/ wilt' eillf for a writ from the
'court &dog him power to order the
destructiou by fire of the beiklings,
stockade and all gembting parapher-
nalia !mind there. The poolroom
com.bine has scrolled heel talent and
will pet up a bitter fight to prevent
the destruction of its property.
leave not subscribed for tickets to tel-
ephone Miss Lela Reed, 846, or Miss
Virginia Newell, No, 1578..
MISS RUBY HARRIS SECUREDA WRIT OF HABEAS
CORPUS.
OFFICERS NET PRODUCE
HER TODAY IN CUNT
ATTORNEY MILLER hiSLIIOKCHARGED WITH FORGERY
AT SMITHLAND.
Thomas Hornbook Caked, Agarodof Obtaining Moue? by Pelee
Pretenses-Police Madames
Several days ago the police tookcharge of Miss Ruby Hariis, a to-year-old, at the instance of beemother, who resides on Clay betwensNinth and Tenth tercets, and hadWen ordered carried auky to theHouse of Good Shepherd at Louis-ville to be properly liaised, themother claiming she 'sot keepthe girl away (rues 
panions. Yeeeslidlor
cored lawyers slier JodieW. M. Red, of the oiaqslt Wart, andtook out a writ o1;140beas corpus tosecure the girls 'lusty, The *direordered the indict authorities to pro-duce the girl in las eiresit court at
heer 
liberty.
o'clock .this and thew
incause why she sh deprived of
St. is a very pretty little *girl and
sew WPM keg* a house on Madisontheyoulemp tarityPeertbetionNoueet. where She wag
Charged WIO Forgery.
Sheriff W. D. Mahe% of Smith-land, passed dreg* Isere yesterday
morning with Wilber Miller C. Net
son, who was arrested at Della*.
TOMS. Oa the chore of forgery endwas being taken back to Senithlandto stand trial of the five indictmentsreturned against 'him two weeks egoby the circuit 4101pre grand cry thatwas then is swains darn
It it Aimed that Alltersey tielgnis
sem el-hisitheer.
modes Fmk and Gen.
to men smouating to
8.2.500, several onesthe WO and satadenine people to cosh them, on.wog eashe4by the necks of Ndlearifetaw partner, Attereey Charles Ft.Wilson, of Smithhind_
Sheriff Bishop arrived here Feiner-day mottling at s o'clock from Texaswith his prisoner, and west es to
Stsitidand shortly before aeon aboardthe packet. Nelson kit SmithIsnd
several "redo ago sod went to
Tense.
CiminsiCoat Was Stolen
Thome dtp*. . was
arrested yesterday sr 42/ John-
son and Cross ma the dune of °h-
ulloing enotiey by false pretenses.
It is claimed that Horebeek stole acoat from John Gilkapie. cokterd..and claiming the garment belongs*to him, carried it to Clem Frew-iota,the Kentucky menu'
dealer; and sold it to the illeterv
go aloft
Ihsests.
Oscar Starke, Jr.. reported to die
polite yesterday that some one stole
his bicycle illikday when he left is
standing on Broadway.
111 Clanged With Fighting,
Emile Pewees and Charles Wilson,
white, engaged in a fight yesterday
afternnoe .Siad were wrested by (A-
cne Shivery and Gourieux. They
criatened to scrapping and were fined
$5 aid cons.cacn by the judge. who
released them sad will enter the as-
sessment op spinet them on the
'docket this morning.
Woman Recognised.
Katie Shaw was released from the
county jail yesterday on bet- own
bond. She is the woman charged
with shooting her toyer, Bed Name,
three wed's age at the home of the
aggress, Ida Nerd, on the busks of
used creek between Lio aii and
Fifth str The case t hereets.
comes Up next Monde? • the police
court. Wanes was shot through the
head, but remarkable to state, is re-
covering and able to be on the street.
Senator Redfield Rooter of Ver-
mont, in one of tire linyest holder* eit
?maid* reel estate in the country.
The owners of coffee houses in
Budepeeth have decided to empley
no girls belonging to tirade 1211118011.










•QUITE A RUSH IN NEW
BUILDINGS DURING APRIL
CITY ENGINEER WASHINGTON 
ISSUED TWEhrTY-SEVEN PER-
MITS DURING THE MONTH CLOSING 
YESTERDAY, BUT
NONE WERE FOR GREAT SUMS 
EXCEPT GLASS FAC-
TORY—THE CITY HAS lie2e.47 FOR GENERAL US
E IN THE
PUBLIC TREASURY—ONLY 105 WH
OLESALE LIQUOR
DEALER STAMPS.
City Engineer L. A. Washington
I issued permits for twenty-seven 
new
bulling*, during the month cloning
last evening. an this shows spring
work is starting Off quite lively with
the contractors, who have to secure
one of the engineer's permits before
being allowed to erect any new struc-
tures maids the city, or make ad-
ditions to old buildings The April
permit, were to the following parties,
authorizing them to erect the charac-
ter of house mentioned, at the quoted
cost, and designated street.
John II VanCulin, permits to build
four new frame dwellings at cost of
Sono each. ne 'Harris between Sixth
and Seventh streets.
G. W. Dawson, frtme on Madigan
between Twelfth and Thirteenth, for
$1 a.
.1 C. Maret. beck on Eleventh be-
tween Clay and Trimble, dyzo.
T. H. Gholson, frame addition on
Six* between Ohio and Tcynessee.
$45-
Elijah Reeves, frame on Fischman
between Ninth and Tenth. dim
J. T. Andersont frame additios on
Eighth between Husbands and !Bach-
man. hiSia
Robbie Hay, frame on Broad be-
teen Fourth and Fifth, dtoo.
W. II Greer, brick on Ellis be-
tween Tenth and Eleventh, $1.3tio.
J. S. Sellars, frame on Guthrie be-
toren "B" and "C" streets, $3em
Louis Rapp. frame addition on
Trouble between Ninth and Tenth,
$35.
Harry Livingona. hock on Breed,'
'say beturro N'irith and Teath.fajoa
A. C. Futten, frame on Madisoa
between Nineteenth and Twenty-
first, boa
If. U. Finley. one frame on Mei-
cr. street, $3,5,00; one brick an Mey-
ers. Savo; two frames on Meyers,
dsoo each, one brit-k on Meyer&
UNIVRITTIDI LAW.
••••••••=•111.
Macao Man Aegaisteil foe Merin(
Sister% Tritium.
Macon, Ga., April 3o.--L D. Strong
manager of a large mersaatile store
in this city, walked into the Pristivel
office of Henry D. Sold.an
bre five bullets into hi term",
the tragedy woo being seeded dia`
grand jury towed an indictment
egoista Smith foe seduction of Mies
Lillian Strove sister of the slayer.
It seeing ties the girl had been
working ie. Shilidell office as a penis-
feeder fur osinagal menthe and lags
week she Waimea her brother of
Sinkles intleomy with her. The mat-
ter was earthed beiges the grand jury,
before seigin the girl &Petered to
hare Smith isilieted. Her brother
not km:terns/ of the indictment, wott
to Sodden place of hosiness add shot
bim. The coerces inry renamed a




Cam of Mrs. Bede Dew* of Berra
County, Peedes Physicists.
•••••••••••••••
e,liceow. On, Ja—Mrs. Bettie
Davi& of Coral Hill, Barre, county.
as the victim of a malady 41111Jeh has
pooled phygicianu midis a source of
nwich commit aisehg the residents of
the
lie the cave of Mrs. Davis a "boot-
ies headache- became a reality. Mrs.
Darns, who is 72 years of age, wee
attacked by a headache of exceptional
vieverity, and which lasted foe several
days. Last night the retired in a state
• of nervous exhatietioe, •
Later a member of the family west
into Wrs. Davis' room to see how she
was resting. and foond the aged wo-
olen stained with Mood which bad
saturated the bedding and had run
onto the floor.
Aft first it was thought that Mrs.
Davis had been miordered, but an ex-
nredination showed that she was sleep-
nig peacefully. The blood was oozing
from an aperature in the temple,
which, --the doctor"( believe, was
caused by the force of an internal
s
.• Except for the' face that she it
weak from 'the Toes of blodd, Mrs.
1Davis is apparently in better condi-
tion thao before the breadhat of her
temple, anil it is believe& that she
will rcover.
%PIMP Gollishors itiabrereary.
Galveston, TogiliK- AtiSe *1—Today
woe the tweetyafellealtutry of
Bith Gacip issoiet to the
episcopate and..theritep dee .day *null
messages of fedieitatiors Weer realSeed
at the bietiop'e residence. Biebee
realialither is a native of Ohio arid nee
cnpied pulpits in Ciaitlnunti and Co-
lumba,, prior to hin'eing chosen in
will reccover.
Life is to be measured not by itie
Ards but bx he reach andpvision.
dt,000; one frame on Meyers, $750;
ono frame on NIcyera. $300; one
frame on Meyers. $3co; one frame on
Meyers, pock
R. S. Barnett, frame on Cements
between Yeiser and Meyers. kois.
Paducah Iron company, brick on
Third Woven. Husbands and George
streets $3000.
Jeff Potter, frame on Eighth be-
tween Jones and Tennessee. $as.
Pescher. frame addition oa
Third between Jones .ind Norton,
$32s.
City Tresamery.
On closing the month's business
fur April yesterday Oty Auditor
Alexander Kirkland* books showed
that April a there was a balance its
the public treaeury of $3909044. 
whiledining the month $8,163.50 was
collected. $14.749.011 spent, leaving a
balance yesterday afternoon at the
closing bow of ing.sissos. of which
tornllosolgogi belongs to the bond
mosey lamed few -street building omr-
pixel. which leaves only 5324-47 in
the tyeeaary for other than bond ex.
peaditorea.
Burial Permits.
Tweaty-eight roods were burled
.0ek Grove eemeeery baring April.
as shows by City CI* Henry Bailey's
book% where permits have to be pro-
cured *ley time any one is interred
there. Teo of the permits were foe
colored people and eighty's for white
people. This inclodes only those in-
terred them, and not the parties ding
Mete and being shipped away.
Ihireems Seemp Deputy.
Stamp Deputy Lewis L Echoes.
*wise tha month closing yessenilay
collected irg137-94 irons malts be
add to dealers in federal memo
goods while be issued to wholesale
boor dealer stamps.
OPERATOR SUICIDES.
Jahn J. Meseta Passes Away at City
Hespisal.
--
Memphis, April ets.—John J. Mason
a telegraph employe by the Nashville,
Chattanooga and Si, Louis railroad,
lsd at the city hospital yesterday
Marais from the sheen of an over-
doses( morplans talsee at his home.
tin Calhoun meek with suicidal to-
tem- Name wee'llet.dedesit hearse
his physician had told Ida that if he
did not stop dNding he could aot
hope to regale blehealth.
For the past two weeks Mama has
been ander thasere of I. J. C. Mob-
ley, who laid! Set be had waned
Mason igliagelterther delettieLpry
was rhea by the plguielan
night, bad at the time be was net
isafferieg from lobrgibine poisoning.
Di'. Mobley was aye. called to the
residers at o'clock yest etday
morning and found *lawn' in a co-
mune condition Applying restora-
tives. he hod • him remove to the city
hospital, bat math claimed its victim
two hams later.
It was ascertained by the police
aothoritito that Mason attempted to
boo a quantity of morphine from
D & Cowles, a druggist at eyo South
Main genet, ismidaet beg was refused
the dreg. The deceased was p years
old and crane front Comae. Tenn.
He has a wit/ anchilil /*Mg at /task-
vile. Tens., and his boy was shipped
by Thoropecos Bros,. undertakers, to
that city last night
Gordon Statue.
Atlanta, Ga., April eo.—Arrange-
/units were completed today and a
oroonneraie adopted for the unveiling
of ate equestrian benne statue to
be erected on the capitol grounds
here to the late Geo. John B. Gordon
The unveiling will be preceded by a
military pageant coniposed Of state
tr001.5, with State Treasurer R F
Park as chief marshal.
IMPORTANT CASE
FROM KENTUCKY.
Relates to Sale of Patent Medicines
By Retail Druggists.
Wacshington, April 30.—The ques-
tion whether retait drudgists have a
right to sell patent medicines below
a price established by the annefac-
ewers is involved in the can of Sana-..
oel B. ltattmen, a patent medielse
manufacturer of Ohio, vs. the John
I). Park & Sons company of Kern-
may, in which a petitioe S. pre-
sented to the supreme court of the
United States Monday, asking that
court to being the case iip for review
In the United States circuit court
for the eastern district of Kentoeky
an in/unction was granted against the
oftwpapy and in favor of the nzaimfac-,
ewer*, but that &onion was over-
ruled by the United States circuit
court of appeals for the sixth circuit
The supervise court is now asked 'to







end herb% ia shicer conigenceste w.. Ibtal*ga youryour.
* sealed eargope, and a via-
1=111.*: Wee Adviser/ DePartneat• The 
of Treatment for Were."
Citattaisafta Neldta Oe. • Cluttareek Tem-
Half a Century
of success, in the treatment and cure of diseases peculiar to women, is
a bond that guarantees the merit of Wine of Cardul, beyond all ques-
tion. All women who suffer from painful or fitful functions, headache,
backache, low waist-pains, or any of the more complicated forms of
female disease, should take
IF CAR Won'sRig
for It will surely do for them as gajias it did foe Ilia. Sarah Gaskins, of Spine Creek
Teen., who with: "I was very breeder, my left side hurt and I would have a bad
headache every month. I had all kinds of strange fei•Unga. could not walk and could
not do my work. On your advice I took Wine of Cardul and it has helped in. in *wry
way. I am refillihi knit bal* the* strange
feelings, and my Issolmebeend pain in my aideam better,'
Girh and women should use Cardul, whenever they need be or strength. Try IL
At Every Drug Store In $1.00 Bottles
SUBMARINE TEST
AT NEWPORT
(NewP°M a. L. April 307[4 
nav-
al power of the rare wi aid will
of she isogroste between
ovine rah been interest Itimit molealts
boom *Ma hose's in X u
bay belt, glair the -of ti
navy thipselepost of the States,
The beat Ott sheen et in the
eye, of the meal eeper will be
adapted by the Unite tc, navy
sad it • is not isspewhs that 'be
whale weeid wit 4401eig gen
Two types of boats have entered
the contest One el theft. she Lake,
re-preseme kevfleidee vibes* erne
g bears. The ighalri the Octopus, is
of the Milani type. Both hers
have been here for some Owe trial
up he the official wish. It is claimed
for die Ube that she has made S 1-2
knots an bar remeehig mask The
Hollead erignity claims we eq.ul
speed foe then' boat, the a:tripes
The selection of the boat, however,
does in. Ispesse genie speed alone.
Dumbilky. Wasp wad deep diving
win ill niter hoe the nmening up by
the judge* of the nerries of the bows.
The navy board appointed to my-
celia( the in.. cosigiets of 'Captain
Adolph Marie, presider; Nasal Caw
aeraelor 111 W. Iltyloe. C,einmander
&wee T. Viheillets, Lieutenant Coos.
masider Wilkes & sh. Lieutenant
Jobe W. Tiesnatien and Iaelgn F
Sadler, recorder.
Every yrienneniam bee been taken by
the navy Isperessme an Imre fear-
some in the trial, anite being ow the
11111140 of the visPoslise 
beats. The
wake laid dews by the trial board and
approved by the Secreeary el the Na-
vy provide foe turning while le prove
the maneseartuir power$ of the hors
ler torpedelking while submerged
Mad wilder ado*. fee made, and
eogitter-arsisen as well at trete of
nearer, and hability. In order so
lest the leat-ansiad nudity the born
each tekieig a comphamese of me,
will be so*. side by sidb, at the tor-
pedo station dock here icie 24 howl
as a test of the comdiont of the little
craft when necessary. Severe ae
this ten may seem to laymen, neith-
er officer* men or owners seem to
dewed It in dee least.
The speed trial, will in <Wer a
resareed corn el gem wile, tooter
three coadhieno,—fillhi or crisis(
coMetiost, estth ail heist Maim weep-
er awash, with pre of the eguelmg
sower showing and reedy fir Wart
diving. and Vrabmairged, with the top
of the esewileg tower not lese dna
ten feet fawn the surface. Rot each
speed trial, lindens special circles-
semaces reader it inexpedient. three
Mil will be made over the course at
a imaximesu speed, and fosr, or fire
• 
NEW DEPARTMENT
Poe the ecconseadation of these
who have bought kodaks from us and
era at prepared to do their own de-
veloping aad printing we have made
arrangements with Miss Berra
Grid, who has had bag anpartanse
In photography. to catiOnge fhb de-
partment Mins developed and rhea
made promptly and at a special pion
Leave films at store and get them
next day.
M'PHERSON'S1
Drug Store 4th &Broadway




OF THE UNITED STATES
— PAUL MORTON, Preeidutt-
OFFILS TO na PVIIJC THE
New Standard Life Insurance
Policy
Prescribed by the New York State Law.
11{E POLICY has hese ireseed to Ware to eech policyholder the Wiest
protectioa. wed every spproprisie
K. is UNCONTRSTABLII obi VNILISTRICTID attar the first yew.
DIVIDRNDS we psid ANNUALLY. Liberal lois wed surrader vibes are
reseed. Policy payable et asterity. either CASH or litiSTALLNINTS.
Or the noway asy be Mt with the Society at. interest. Or the lesoreace may '
Is coverted imeo ameseity
THE COMPANY The ihmsciel strewth at the Society; its proaptuess
ead Sorel dale* with the publig lb amy Wanes; the ootwervetien sad
ecoereay with which la Weirs we edahelasEed. pearaetee to Its policyliohisn
heempce that laseres.proteclica It at ;to o
FOIL In/RIMY:R. PAATICULARSIAPPLY TO
HENRY J. POWELL
tilliitale Maw Louisville, K
 AlareliMMEMIrle
rens made Inch end forth at pro-
greffeivety reduced speeds, as deter-
▪ by die nisi beard.
The seberseinee, ewer*, a ecereele-
meat of regedlese, will make me-
adsteped none and dbeherge is she
elsomeat tisne puesible torpedege
at a lairwee The Arse ferpede be
adalreta aft 1•0001 yet& Meth her
wal be reenseed as to antegth. ma-
Wad and iverlartnehilk As for-
d" untilstrmaillk each 
boat will
be gehmerged to a depth sot /treater
limn the owners may desire, but no
hoot will be accepted an filling all the
requirements unless it shall •with-
stand without demote a riming. sub-
osergeoce of aoo feet.
The board has decided that the
tree shall be comparative. ae it would
be impracticable to have aimakieneont
competitive tests. It is expected that
the trials will last ten, days or two
ere**
Express on Trolley LIM.
Columbus, 0., April 3o—The Pa-
cific Express company tomorrow as
to begin the operation of an express
service on several of the principal
electric lines in western Obio. Con-
tracts have been made with the Day-
ton and Troy, the Springfield, Troy
and Piqua, the Western Ohio and the
Toledo Urban and Interurban line
This is the first mien* of an chi-
li* express ooroparry into the elec-
tric line traffic in thiii section of the
country.
Protttinent °Mere Wed.
Cleveland, 0., Apr& ert—A num-
ber of guests from out of town. were
here to attend the wedding of Mies
Lillian Hudson daughter cif Mr. and
I 
. OR. SALE BY It
ws Diamond Stamp Works
523 BRIOADWAYII
Wes. T. R. Hudson, and Andrew a 9'
Campbell, son of ex-Governor James
Campbell of Ohio. The wedding
ceremony tools place this eveninv at
attil EfInger dhpCo.
Undertakers and Embalmers.

























BY ITCHING RASH is POSTPONED
ho and Feet Covered—Rest
&elm and Would Cry Until Tired
Sit — "Cradle Cap" Added to
.ohy's Torture — Tries Cation
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oft the o osassin, 
lb* Potts sames=“igmher
. to topresent Oho 
peoples. One day
di premium of e ceftablny dem-
* meatilisioneedly seimilahmal the
. Father's style. where've, Car-
1 Raiment) exclaimed: "And he
1 ie an F.righelimanr 4111•1' emplied the
-He wspope a ham int the lop est
1's 
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311 BROADWAY PHONE 534
JACOBS' CASE WENT OVER UN-
TIL THIS MORNING.
•
George Bibbs Fined $3o and Costs,
end George Broaddus Fined $30
Roth for Abutting Woman.
U. A. Jacobi,' ease was inoisainuad
yesterday morning by hit* Cfoss in
the police court. He is thud/Immo
vittnie flour cows were fouled betide
the city belts, running at large, and
taken up by the official stock catcher,
Lycurrn Rice. The judge pot the
trial of the matter off until today
as Jacoby intends fighting the case
and wants to get prepared.
George Bibb's, colored, was tined
$30 and costs for whipping Sophia
Harris, colored.
George Firoadalus, colored, got an
assessment of $ao and nasty for curt-
and abusing a you's; colored girl
during a controversy they had one
on South Tenth street.
THE SURRENDER
Potty-two Years Ago Last Friday
the Eventful Incident Occurred.
Forty-two years ago last Friday
the Confederacy enrrendered to the
north and the civil war cense to a
close, the final sturender occurring at
Greenehorn South Carolina, accord"
to M W Whitiefield of Se
and Kentucky avenue, who states 'he




it lgoie like the politicians—ante
and tegude, perhaps—are determined
not to let the bachelor alone. He
bee been sorely eried of haw harried
by municipal councils and kept in a
Mate of continued enrest in dodging
dm many stets legislator** that have
bees lir session.
Owe would think aliat he could now
riot for a hit—coold stay ni the Place
where he is kw a period, seeing that
the kgislative 'bodies for the most
pate have adjoiwned; bet, nn, a new
dog is on his week, and mace more
he has to hustle if he would preserve
his —e blensedoess. 111111retofore
be has been Omitted at sell threaten-
at now he al to his tistitiremildled and
Whited.<
II hem% what's the matter with the
imabeles," say's this new antagonist
to the mon who "gets what- he wants
edam be *ants it:" "be doesn't like
to pay teem, and when be thinks of
sviage be Is serithied at the *x
able value of the household het
he will be called on to posses&
This hileorn Chicago, of comae. It
is gravely proposed as an intim:Meng
to matrimony to abolish ,ht ran on
feksitere. See what the Windy City's
special tax counsel frays on the *sh-
ied:
I em opposed to the proposed hill
so ameod the constitution to separ-
ate the "ounce of state and local rev-
demo on some poitells. bet I favor it
ifteittlbselt is it would perntit the
abollishment of the tax on cones
Awes of property. I that
hoissehold forointre should be en-
AIM from taxatihn. Such a move
trodd be as a street. moral wave
sweeping over the Land It would
bring happiness to many maidenle
heart. hy giving the man of their
choice the coinage to ask the gees-
don that would make the music of
baby woke* ring tsweetly through
many Sets that now look in vain for
temente.
It would do ill this and more ft
wanilisnoke many men who are of lit.
de use to themselves or anybody else
tate heart and settle dome and be
decant.
New there. Where la the bachelor
that ran ir4iblitant1 this bait?
We had noticed that the bachelor
woo not aRocrettler a flonriatiing in-
stitnthn in Tenneesee, and we had
believed this comparative annihila-
tion in this state to he dee to the
beauty. the space eitO the all aroatid
•*wee* end worelssilyWactioes 61 the
Tenstelateegieb: Bet this sex attri=1with hisisosklyeitese shoot the
of a nn-furetiture tax, put* the matter
in a different lief*: foe it Is not to
be denied that though Tennessee air's,
are wonders, still -this state practically
collects no taxes on honsehrdd
It is possible. then, that ow poor
--' crop of bachelors is not that shogeth-
er to the winumneneal of our girls:
W. Whittemore that this failure to tax for-mime playaan important part—inn we simply
• won't believe any street ignoble the-
ory. We say fiddle-de-dee to Chica-
go and its tax attorney, with his free
furniture matrimonial bait, and insist
that all the leanness Termemee
also-we in the bachelor product is doe




Real Estate. Western Zen-
Failms.. Easy Monthly Pay-
Lots for Investment. Western
tacky Real EOM* Journal and
List Free to Everybody. Send
or it. OM* lirepeendir Wan*
a DO P.TE Vt.
rgab, RP.
Rates on Cotton Piece Goods.
Washington, April 30.—The Inter-
state Commerce Cornmissitp today
gave a heariog in the tate of the
Warren Marrufactoring company and
others of Warrenville, S C., tnwt
the Southern and other railroads.
The question involved in the ease is
that of rates on cotton piece woods
from South Carolina and Georgia
points, to New York.
Pa.
TWO $10,000 DAMAGE SUITS
FOR ALLEGED SLANDER
A. J. ATCHISON CLAIMS J. D. M'ELYA CHARGED HIM WITH
BEING THIEF AND A RASCAL, WHILE E. B. WOODWARD
CHARGES THAT S. J. BILLINGTON ACCUSED HIM OF
STEALING Sit—NO COURT TOMORROW ON ACCOUNT OF
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY—RUSSELL AND CHASE LITIGA-
TION ADMITTED TO JUDGE.
Two ;mama damage suits come up
for trial today in the circuit court
wherein the plantiffs claim the de-
fesdaots made retnerks derogatory to
'Plaintiffs' characters, hence litigation
for damage's. One is that of A. J.
Alehisen. against J. D. MtElya and
tithe -.other is that of E. B. Woodward
against Samuel J Billington.
Atchison and hicElya own adjoin-
ing farms and had a controversy re-
gorging moving the fence dividing
their places. Atchison claims that
IffeElya- afterwards made the state-
ment that he, NecElya, believed Atchi-
son was a rascal and thief, and he
(MtElya) would not believe Atc1*-
sou on oath This suit wee tried the
Last civil term of count and the jury
found for McElya. 'but a new trial
was granted and the second bearing
comes up now.
In the other case Woodword la a
case who solicited orders from
;egs4 through the county to enlarge
their pictured. He got an order from
Bdlingtion and finished the enlarge-
Wet, went out with the picture to
deliver it, but fouad IIRlinoton not at
bones. took the picture away to be
hemegin bads later. A. the dose Bil-
Upton was sway ;root home 110Int
one stole $11. Biltington learned that
Woodward had been there to deliver
the picture daring the absence of
the owner and Billington is charged
with haring wade the remark that
Woodward got the Stt out of the
boom. Woodward claims emotes on
the ground be did not get the money
aod the charge injured his character.
The only other litigation set for
today is the case appealed frees the
quarterly court of Elise DIU against
C
Judge teed will not hold any court
tomorrow as the mutt room is used
as one of the election booths, sad he
alsso wants to give all the lawyers.
court attendants, witnesses, jurors
and others an eggestunity to go to
the polls and trots. for their favored
candidates in the amskipal primary.
Yesterday's Proceedings. ,
The jury yesterday gave Clarets**
Greenlee Judgment for Boa and costs
against Bert Gholson on aceorane o
lise latter loluriog the former's home.
Greenlee were *ivies Meng, lliete4t.
tiny sit Meth street with hie horse.
wino Choke* came racing along and
entabed morn Greenlea's horse, that
was painfully mimed
NINE JURORS SECURED.
Who Are to Pam on Fate of Boas
Mast in 1Prieco.
San Francisco. Cal.. April 3o -Be-
fore the resomption of the Ruef trial
is Judge Dtanoe's court today, the
case of perhser against Chief of Po-
liter Depart and the overview/ charge
Riskin Dinan and Ruef were set
over for three weeks on motion of the
defense
The first Reef talesman to be oro-
visionally accepted was Wtiiiam A.
Badger. who it the tenth juror and
the skith ittifl sithject to pe-entry
challenge. F, A. Haber was pissed
as the eleventh juror. Edward. L.
Hee*, was passel. completing
tentative panel with eight m.o, et-b-
led to peremptory challenge. Three
were encased at the afternoon ses-
sion sad the others were scepted.
morn in and enraged until '2 o. tn.
totatoerow.
Laughornetiaff Wedding.
Washington. D. r.. April 3n—Fash-
tenable society* folk of Whabington
and a moldier of guests Irons oist of
town Riled St. John's charch at noon
today a! the wedding of Wan Zeidler
Gaff daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T. T.
Gaff. and Dr. Cary Langhorne. 1.7. S.
N. The bride bed as her attendant
maids her cousins, Miss Rachel and
Mee Mary Holmes of Cineinneti.
Miss Marion Oliver. daughter of the
assistant secretary or .war. and Mini
Mary Sutherland. The wedding cere-
mony was followed by a reception
and breakfast at the Gaff home.
The bride made her debt* ationt
two years ago 11/4 is one of the heir-
esses  of the capital Dr. Langhorne,
the bridegroom, is a son of Mr. and
Mrs. John D. Langhorne of this city
and a cousin of the Langlionte sis-
ters of Virginia. two of whom are
IfIrs. Waldorf Astor and Mho. Charles
Dana Gibson.
Missouri adb Women.
Mn. ,.Apritt 30.--Several hun-
dred delegates are in Joplin to attend
the second biennial meeting of the
Viosottoi Federation of Women's
clubs, which will he in session here
during the next three! dans Cobs
represented in snore than forty cities
and Myna are represented. A rcep-
tient in honor of the visitors marks
the Corned opening of the conven-
tion this evening. Yuen-woos live
taints are slated for discussion by
the convention in intifition to the
regular routine business relating to
the affair3 of the federa:ion.
The jury returned a verdict in favor
of the defendant in the snit of Wil-
liam R. Hendrick against Solon Gil-
len, Hendrick owned a horse that a
negro boy had ridden to the public
drinking fountain at Third and' Jack-
son streets, and while the beast was
drinking-Gillen drove up with his
horse to do likewise. Gillon's horse
plunged.around he fright and the shaft
to Gillen's baggy Mode a hole iii the
side of the Hendrick animal and
caused a wound that killed Hen-
drick's animal. Hendrick sued Gillon
for /nos damages on account o( the
death, but the jury found for Gillen.
Miss Anne Als Pleated TffS41 worn
in as an eitandfter'fOr this many.
Lawyer Mike W, Oliver was eight
minutes late getting to court and the
judge anessed bun a fine of $6 for
the tardiness.
The defrootant filed a motion to re-
quire plaintiff to make more specific
her plea in the suit of Bello .V.
O'Brien against the Mutual Benevo-
lent Life Inference emboss', for $s.-
coo claimed doe on the polity the
late Pat O'Brien held during his life
in that company. His widow dein*
the company will not pay the claim,
hence *tit to enforce payment.
Attorney Dimmed was allowed $5
In the action of Andrew Hunsburg
against the Clint Boas estate, wherein
Hemberg asks that the Boaz prop-
erty be sold and as much money as
necessary taken out of the sale pro-
4101116 to pay off the notes Boar eae-
mot to Hamburg on baying some
thavallas boulevard properry.
The jury was waived in the suit of
Russell, administrator, vs, Spas* and
the matter submitted to the Judge
persemelly for ad'isdicatioft. Russell
claims that duri 1: March, 1/143. L. 4,
Spain staccatod or a to the late labs
Sesiell who died, sad the notes 'not
haniag been paid the linesell admen-
istrator sues Spann to calmer collec-
tion. The notes amount to $tedlia.
The hey veis waived and the case
Mhenitted to the jodge-vot the H. and
L Close Bag employ legalese the
Soothers Peanut company, wheelie'
the Chase people goateed the pelmet
concere owes those limet for some
begs sold the mars oda*.
Fred Naget Inhert Mitchell mod
Freels L Scott were esousel from
further service on the petit jury and
their places taken by W. H. Quirks.
N. N. Trice and Harry C. Swags.
SEND MESSAGES TO STARS
This and Other Waders to Be Ac-
complished Says Speaker.
Chicago, April 3o.—Deirelnpmente
propieeied. for French science and
Preach scientists at the awned ban-
quet of the French ociety for Manual
Aid at the Sherman boom lest night
will astable lamniantty to send ?neme-
ses to the heaven! planet's.
With such cosfIdeut NU ter/Mit s S.
J. Todwiend. a Prenda-Canadian tee-
ideat of Chicago, spoke of the debt
that the world owes to France. He
denier-xi that French science has done
more for the world that of any other
elation of the world. He thweit upon
the work of Canille Flanimaion, the
Freeth aitronomer. who has spent
num years in the study of the planet
Mars, and ea-messed confidence in the
ultimate success of hie labors.
"Jan as sure as you are listening
to he," he said, "soon of you will be
age its your lifetime through the aid
of- the French scientists and French
discovery to have nressages sent
aimed of you to the other world say-
ing that you are coming."
The 200 Frenchmen present signi-
fied their hearty approval and belief
hi his prophecy by vigorously ap-
plauding
, An Extraordinary Band
ibetrt4abl y the most extraordinary
band on earth is that which is sta-
tioned in the imperial palace at Mos-
cow. says Th-Bita. A famous com-
poser was recently taken into a dark-
ened room to hear one or his new
compositions phiyed by this band.
The composer was mystified until the
,lights weer raised, when soo soldiers
were revealed, each with a horn or
truntpet in hie hand varying in sire
from one and one-half inches to twen-
ty feet. Each inotooment and each
performer produced only a single
Dote, but the playing was an perfect
that the sound was jolt at if from
one grand instrument played upon by
a master hand.
Carnegie Donation.
Sewanee, Tenn., April 33o.--Vice-
Chancellor tWiggin of the r2ai-
versity of h today announced
a donation of Vince° from Andrew
Carnegie to be devoted to the erection
of a science ball for the university.
The gift is made on conditions, which
the univeraity will be prepared to
meet
There is no profit in the friendship
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Capital . . . . . .
Surplus and Undi-
vided Profits . . .
Stockholders' Lia-
bility 








W. F. Bradshaw, J. A- Bawer, Lomb F. ICollo, H.
Patter, C. P. Risks. Moscoe Rama, Goo. C.
fligooppea. President; T. l'Atkios. Vice-Pres.;
Ed. L. Atkins, Cookisr.
GLOBE BANK 8r TRUST CO.
Capital dock $100,000
SurOlus   $34.000
nterest paid on time deposits. Prompt Attention given
to business intrusted to us.
G. W. ROBERTSON. Preet N. W. VAN CULL'S, Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah Ky.




Of course you have read in the great
mersinfa Oast "Ac.. Quality"
pas* esisssis,. stains and varnishes,
and how this quality mark has made
it easy for even the most inexperienced to
get just the tight paint for every purpose.
This is the most important advance eves
made in the paint industry, and in order
that you may benefit we've nude this an
ACME QUALITY
store. It does not matter what
you want to paint, from re-
touching aft oldchairto painting
a new house, we can give you,
under this "Acme Quality"
Mark, the right material for a
perfect job.
And to make the work still
easier, when you buy, ask foe
a copy of the sew textbook,






Advertise in the Register and get results
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At Register Building. 523 Broadvary.
L
:U1•IES E. WILHELM. Presideot
OHN WILHELM, Treasurer
BERT IL WILHELM. Secretary
Entered at the 1Poseoffice of Padu-
cah. Ky.. an second-close mail matter.
One Year  
Six Months  
Three Months




Anyone failing to receive this pspar
regularly ekonidrepxt the nutter to





The more v. e see of elections the
more vee are cos/whited that we have
too many elections, in this coosery,
hence we are mowed to renew our sug-
gestion of several years ago that the
state enact a law requiring nomina-
tions far all offices to be voted for at
the November election, to be made at
one and the saint time, say in August.
and at a primary election to be held
by the regular election officerso-ooe-
half democrats and one-half republi-
cans-and to be held at the mcpense
of the state. Under such law the
people. would not be continually an-
uoyed with first a primary or conven-e
lion for comity offices. thee for the
city offices and the district offices
mid then state offices. In the first
place the date for nominations would
be a fixed date and every candidate
wish' know just when the primary
would take plate The state learnt(
the expense would enable a poor mast
to offer for a district or state office.
Next the republicans and every other
part) would have to nominate by a
primary which would do away with
cut and dried conventions. The pri-
mary being held by officers one-half
democrats and one-hall republicans
would insure a fair count, sad make
an honest return of the result. Sepa-
rate ballots weak( be supplied for
each party and the returns canvassed
by both sides like in the November
eiction. By bolding a social primary
in August ample time, three months,
would be given the nominees to meet
each other on the stump or canvass
the voters in the interest of their
respective tickets. We have too
much politics; it is isipriniss to busi-
ness and the people become disgusted
with beiog elleesimmered with from
one year's mid td another. The pres-
ent arrangement or system may suit
the politiciana who always seem to
be supplied with funds from some-
• bat it is a hardship on the
nerepoblie_
There is one improvement that
email have been made in the ballot
for tomorrow's primary and that was
by inserting immediately under the
office the nitinber to be voted for,
and especially in the matter of .al-
dermen, councilmen and school trus-
tees. There are tett candidates for
-n-tettlermen end only five to be elected
ruslirthil Voterail° votes for morethan five aldermen will lose hi vote
for,attst offire.. In the Fifth, ward
'11 twO4mnitklmen are to be eleeteil
sad two school trustees in the Fourth
ward and dso in the Sixth "rare!. hot
there neettkir to indicate how many
candidates one May vote for.
The hook eritten on the Pinkerton
deteriives' part in the expose of the
socailed -inner ord. contains noth-
ingrartling. We all knew that the
Proll,lisional detective is naturally a
grafter and is ablipigte* unworthy of
nn;sIst Pcitlyrtriits;job depended.
4"eiasfeitie of the inner circle,
ijordirire the inner circle exi.ted.
MaVbii it did, but we are certain if
it did laof it would have all-the same.
There may he some truth in the l
report that an effort wiil be made to
eteely, the primary eoinotrOW, and
there may not be: but there can be
no doubt about the men who get
nominations with clouds on them be-
ing defeated in .Noverliber.
Many queer moves are being made
.on the political chug l:oard and the
orwar.",---.---opminsioseeelleiraurem. 41.6
man who ara keep up with the moves UOUU St U It la It It 13 U
is a wooder. All manner of reports B001 ANOTHER aguaaaaltattuassustustassumuttetit*****4tattsthTODAY IN HISTORY. N
dazed it 13 32 In IS it U CONSPIRACY RACKET ST RE,are rife an: many a candidate will IMAY 1.go to bedcondition. tomorrow night in a
We are indeed pleased to be able
to tell you the name of the next
mayor. Well, we will content otirsel-
ves with the innate they are D. H. P.
Take your choice.
Every republican who aspires to
office, other than those stamped with
white house hall mark, are now trait-
ors. "On what meat bath our mighty
Ceaser fed?"
The campaign liar is abroad and is
working overtime. After today be
can take a rest.
How did you enjoy Father Win-
ter's pop call?
The grafter ii shiays ready to
peach.
TO PURCHASE INDEPENDENTS
Another Pamir Concerning the Big
Bell Telephone Cessmany
Merger.
New York. April 3o.—Just as the
market was closing yesterday after-
noon, a widely circulated report gain-
ed much credence in electric circles
and among brokers handling electric
sureties to the effect that the I sag-
looked-for coup in swelowing the
principal independent telephone sys-
tems of the country, including the
Louisville ledepcndent telephone sys-
tem in Kentucky. Southern • Indi-
ana, hilissobri and Tanoessee, had fin-
ally been accomplished by President
Frank P. Fish of the American Tele-
phone & Telegraph company, in the
interest of the big Sell merger. This
evert coati not be verified at Fish's
office by anyone in authority. Fish
builie out of the city. It may at-
count. however, for tbe vast bead is-
see of Sew000aeo convertible 4 Pell
met. bonds sold last month simulten-




ATTEMPT MADE TO TAME
LIFE OF PRESIDENT OF
GUATEMALA.
Bomb fravinsind Near Carriage. Kill-
ing the Heroes and Wooed.
ing CMsf of Staff.
Guatemala City, Guatemala, April
Jo-An attempt was made early to-
day ow the life of Peesident F_strada
Cabrera. While out driving, a dyna-
mite bomb was exploded near his
carriage, killing the horses and
'muscling Gen. Grenade*, the chief of
staff. Tke calmness of the presideot.
who was not injpred. is universal
comineaded and the would be assas-
sins are condemned on all sides.
Wows Conflemed.
New Orleans. Apr .1
Geseral Novella of Gesitemalla Way
received • cablegram here reppg
the nilenlet to assaashate President
°littera at Guatemala Chy Oesterday
It .ins from Secretiky of Slate Bu-
rin, who mid that orders had been
limed at the Gantemalan capital to
Intake light of the crime, and that all
excitement had subsided. The pre/2-
dot's coachman ss well as his chief
of staff, was injured by the explo-
sion.
From Barrios.
Nev York, April ya—The Guate-
malan consul general at 24sw York,
Dr. Beogoechea. received today the
kidowieg official disbuds from
'Foreign Minister Barrios informing
him of the attempt on the life of
President Cabrera:
"This Varailif at 8 o'clock, and at
int time that the president of the
republie was passing, a bomb was ex-
ploded in one of the streets of the
capital. Feetunately that high func-
tionary swan not hurt in this criminal
attempt and orders have already been
given that. the proper invstinatioit of
this crime be undertaken. The only
persons who were %emended were the
chief of the general staff of the presi-
dtotk-Gen. Jotio Marie Orellana, and





Constantinople, Turkey, April no.—
Seirenty-five thousand dollars. was
the ransom paid for the release of
Robert Abbott. the son of a promi-
nent British subject residing at Sa-
loniki, who was kidnapped from his
father's garden, March- ta, and even-
tually liberated when the demands
of his abductors bad boon conceded-
The brigands originally demanded
Otorinoo. The British government
willOnsist that the ransom be paid by
the Turkish gorernment
1572—Pope Pius V. died. Born Jan.
17. IS04.
i6—krchbiehop Sharp assassinated.
1689--Battle of Dantry Bay, between
Preach and English.
1700—John Drideo• English poet,
- died. Barn 1631.
1736—Alhance of Vessaalea
1738—Richard Vaughan banged for
forging Bank of England notles.
•7459--Dulte of Wellingtos beim Died
18°8—Charles IV. of Spain abdicated
In favor of Bonaparte.
t8.1"---Aspoti Eitadall of Kentecky be-
easougzsoatteaster geoseral of the
fis r —=DICry, founded by
oreiltist and others,
ft.nnally
11178--First elevated trains run in
New York city.
itR8—Lord Stanley eppointed Gover-
nor General of Canada.
REPUBLICAN
CORRUPTION
EXPOSED BY JOHN C. HOUK—
BRIBERY USED TO CARRY
PRIMARY ELSCTION.
Enough Money Used This Way to




to Refeese Ills OWN
Nashville. Tenn.. April .- 'There
has been enoisgh money spent for
bribery in carrying primary elections
in the iSitworid cupgreaaismil district
and other porthole of lig Terints-
itt since :ago to establish a big nni-
vcrsity."
So said ex-Coogresemart John C.
Haar of Knoeville in an interview
hers today.
Ailed If he world be a annihilate
Nairn bewimilll Hale Wet year,
Mt. in the segative.
Dist-4am the corrustion in him
own party. Mr. Hunk said lie ea,
going to stop Jumping on the demo-
cratic. y for caryatides-moil the
r party is reformed.
.imievit.e ad. Houk.
lb* -tents doeuld at home,
and am therefore determined to make
war on all party rings, be they old or
new, for the purpose of freeing my
party from commotion."
Either George N. Tillsom Of Nash-
ville or Foster Brows of Cledlenoopi
would. in Mr. Houle& opisioll. be the
republican guberneeedel ...nominee
next year, but Asbury NMI* might
be the party's staidard-louree
CLIC= ON POLL TAX
Mr. Bailey Kept Busy Worlds* Upon
Reeelgote for Poll Twin
City Clerk Henry Bailey continues
hard at work on the ciao loll tax
reeeipee he has to melte AIL one
against every male citizen mm it is
not entered up among abe COPertY
tax assesstneut. The clerk being
kept pretty close at his dike. bar
by rushing Usings manages to get out
for a few hours each day lo cam-
paign in seeking nominative to sue-
card himself as clerk. After today
the eampailin will be over and be will
have all his time to devote MI the tax
bills that will be quickly finitdied.
TELLS OF DEATH; MISTS IT
Young Man Dies in Senna Manner He
Wrote of in Fake Letter.
Des Moines, Iowa, April, r.—To
meet death in the anus., shocking
manner in whh he had pictured an
end for himself in order to. arouse
;the sympathy of h;s sweetheart was
!the fate of Harry L. Collins of Troop
E. Eleventh United States cavalry, at
Columbia last week. Collins'
family lives in Chicago '
Collins' sweetheart, who lived ini 
Des Moines, jilted him. April 7 he
disguised his hand and wrote her a
letter which be signed "a friend." In
this letter he said. that Harry Collins
had been thrown from a horse and,
falling upon his head, had sustained
very severe and probably fetal in-
juries and that he lay in the ltospital
talking constantly of her.
Exactly a week after this letter
was written Collins was thrown front
his horse, falling upon his bead and
sustaining injuries which ended his
life a few hours laterr.
When Collins left Des St
few weeks ago he kissed his sweet-
heart good-by and they were on the
best of terms. A few days liter he
rceived a letter from her breaking
their engagemcnt.
By the letter describing the acci-
dent he sought to work Ilion her
sympathies and to win her..back. A
few days after she receive: the let-
ter, which she did not answer, she
read of Collins' deattl, 1•
a
a
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BAD DREAM FEARS DE- 12 W
FEAT FOR PLANS. 































Constitution May be Followed
People a Voice in
dog Ousliaut.
Washington, D C., April 3o.—The
word won recently brosght to the
Pitdlidlit lean a reliable quarter diat




adopted is emirs state coarmaallm. a
fbiends of the president are now en- IS
gaged in knocking these echoines in , a
plans width promise to have dili *
the losal. and is addition art pushawr
trot* reeile for a trio of inflicts* *
United Stites seustore. :Y,'• -aIt is miteretood that inform&
am received to tbe effect that -
tor Bois Penrose of Norm - ._
had fixed up a scheme by which the
president ems to be givens a body
blow at the manias, commodes which
the Elpubliainual that *tate will hold
the Seat wall Ilk Pos.
relarellee plea Val to have resolu-
tions adages. desounciag as unwise
rho public aglItaties for which they
claim the ssatillait is respeesIMe,
coaderadeg Nis lissiotecy on eiba part
of the sasentIns to swift with af-
fairs and aillbe for the mominaties
by the Eipublican party el a "safe,
sails and comerestive candidate for a.
presideotrile. WS. It was the listen-
ties to Wm* Knox far the wastes-
tiers se goehretiag the qualities need-
at in a president.
As goon as this sews ruched the
preeideot be mit about to alert it. He
made up lie 'auk to declare war ea
Penro-e at owe. John P. Eilda. Pu-
ttee of the Peoneylvaiiia •sepreine
coan, was to bo put up as a state
leader in place of Penrose It was
"Plainly intimated dial the Whits
House influence was to he behind
Elkin. P1141,0114 vas so bedly elibt-
rned by thee mildew develepmeot
that he capitulated He has promised
friced...i the president that the state
convention will commit no act
hostility asteord Ibminvelt.
There win be no coademasasion of
the Roosevelt policies. .ad il le riaci
declared dist ea Kum boom will be
larenthel SD fierce wee the 'Mita
*on aisiltatAt 0. Penrose Dot the
later boo agreed to lime Os state
movension indorse the mishears-
dm al Nesidsist Roosevelt. There
in moth likeidooties is didat tie%
des today at the amplille meat r in
which this saideoesevelt cenipirary
was nipped bathe but
The peesideat has board also that
Mader Owe ore on foot in New
Jersey and Nassachieitts. It is un-
derstood Ora Semler Ems is re-
epoosible for the antintion to take a
fall oat of the prellidist wises the
New Jersey Mate Readdkas comes..
ties meets.
The presidium ha* been warmed of
what is ender way, amid it prepsred
to tabs nab elope an easy be neetwaery
lillzfle Ike pin and confound the
matehaNits.
IS Whisaldieseatte Senator Murray
Crowe Is supposed to be the -ash-
Roosevelt plotter. Such, at least,, is
the sews that baos come to the White
Home. when its accuracy is s011
doubted. Both Craw raid /Gases 411e
said to be closely ids:Milled with diet
corporatism interest* of the stelae
which they represest, mid both hem
degionse the aggressive pelsnt poli-
cies which the president has advo-
cated.
It has been generally supposed that
Crane and the presidiet are close
friends, but aecoadkorio behludilliso
of most edible chonaist Ilbeiatoir
is sow workbag with interests decid-
edly hostile to the.presicknt
$45 FOR MATCH TO
LIGHT Sip CIGARETTE.
41.111••••••=•••
M " Lad Steels &loco and
it UMW,.
•••••••.-
MemPhis, Tenn., April ja—Thir-
teen-year-old Henry Thompson, of
Gulfport. Miss., who stole $1,000 from
the Southern Express office at Jack-
son, Tenn., Saturday, and was arrest-
ed at Humboldt, spent money lavish-
ly while he-had it. He gave a negro
$so for a match, hooded flan to a fire-
man as a gift and paid off a dosen
laborers at a Humboldt factory.
He overlooked a package of $4.000
under the one he took He will be





























THE EQUAL OF WHICH, PRICES AND MATERIAL CO*
SIDERED, CAN NOT BE EQUALLED IN THE CITY.
THE MATERIAL OF WHICH THESE GOODS ARS MADE
g HAS ADVANCED FROM as 'PO ts PER CENT. DI THE LAST
a SIX MONTH* WE PLACED OUR ORDER LAST SICIPTES-
• MIR FOR THIS SPRING'S DELIVERY. THZILEDY 11111CUE-
ING THEM AT THE OLD PRICES. IT IS OUR PURPOSE
ANiD PLEASURE TO GIVE OUR CUSTOMERS THE AD-
VANTAGE OF THE LOW PRICE* THU'S SEICURED.
THIS LINE IS MANUFACTURED UNDER HEALTHFUL
CONDITIONS BY THE "ROYAL" FACTORY, ONE OF THE
Is&DOEST PLANTS IN THE EAST. WE DOIef OWN 4
vacs MADE IN SWIFA2142Itealia
ttrittitht5WS7
ThE " lillAitRIAL USED IN-- +fir -Eo-Witucrtow
THESE "ROYAL' oiRdicirts cotourtfoiraverT Prima
ED LONG CLOTH. NAINSOOK AND MUSLIN.
MUM AM A FEW OF THE PRICE& USW GOWNS
soc. sse, ogle, lbao. Ilea& $1.41. $a.y,$11.114 ildesieleC. LADIES'
LONO SKIRTS iv.. plc, Sz.3e. slob sea% 0.-75. tole• $44.• 4-44
ETC. THESE SKIRTS ARE ALL WELL FINISH= AND
ARE MADE PULL. MANY OF TH211 HAVE DIM GRAD-
UATED LACE "%ovum
LADIES DRAWN= FROM as TO plc.
CORSET COVENS pc TO plc.
A BIG ASSORTMENT OF OtORT SKIRTS AND amt.
ILES.
WE HAVE A FEW LADIES' UNDERWEAR SETS CONSIST-
ING OF ONE GOWN. ONE CORSET COVER. ONE DRAW-
Eli ONE SHORT ILIC/RT AND OKI LONG SKIRT TO
EACH SET. THESE ARE SPLENDID VALUES, BEING
MADE OF VERY SOFT FINISHED MATERIAL AND THE
TRIMMING OF COURSE MATCHES THROUGHOUT EACH
SET. WE HAVE THESE AT Dog. Swim Stites AN
A SET
Children's Underwear
YOU WILL BE SURPRISED AT TIM AMOUNT OF
MONEY AND SEWING YOU CAN SAVE YOURSELF BY
BUYING YOUR CHILDREN'S UNDERWEAR KIM
WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF °MAIM WEAR IN-
CLUDING LONG AND SHORT DIUSISES. GOININK WAISTS.
SKIIRTS AND DRAWERS.
ALSO A GOOD LINE OF CHILDREN'S AND MISSES'
GOWNS, DRAWERS. ITC.
WE WISH TO CALL THE EINFIDC.IAL ATTENTION OF
MOTHERS TO THE MERITS OF THE "H. lk W.
Waists fix Boys and Girls
THESE ARE MADE IN SEVERAL DIFFERENT STYLES
AND ARE CONSTRUCTED WITH A PURPOSE LOOKING
Is TOWARD COKFOIT TO THE CHILD AND COMM- a
• =CZ TO THE MOTHER. THEY ARE COOL A/CD CON- $
PORTABLE, YET VERY STRONG AND DURABLE. THE
BUTTONS ARE PUT ON WITH TAPE. MAILING IT ALMOST
a
a
a IMPOSSIBLE TO BREAKTHENOrr THE MOCKS OF gig









Galesburg, Ill., April 3o.—A re-
coil/4)f the votes cast at the recent'
city ion made in the circuit court
today before judge Gray gives J. D.
Welsh, people's party candidate for
mayor, a majority of seven votes. over
his oPcknient., George Shama's.- of
the liberal party.
Shunrway was inducted into office
before the reviler time for the iota**.
nr-fion by a partisan conneil and bed
a majority of six 'votes on the face
of the returns. If,, principal appoint-
meets have been made and the ap-
pointees have qualified.
Messrs Richard D. Bakrow & Bros.
wc-
e14,
Arawarice the Opening of Their New '
cs_ar and News Stand
At the Palmer Home Wednesday, May I. ige7, sea. inspection of









U. S. SUPREME COURT
VICTORY FOR RAIL-
ROAD COKK18810111C1111.
Con Compel Traospertatioo Line to
Newt *Wok fir Public's
Accommidation.
Washington. April 3o.—The su-
preme court of the United States to-
day decided In effect that the raikoad
commisaloaers in the at ate of North
Carolina can compel a railroad com-
pany operating in that state to so
It. schedule as to accommo-
sengers on other lines from
/cultr part of the state. The
was delivered by Justice against the
make connection at Selma at Cis p.
tn. with a train on another lintenne-
ning from the eastern part of the
• state, with the object of accommo-
dating pasSe/Ifeel whose destinebon
wai Raleigh. The railroad connOnlP
resisted the order on the groun&iliatit could not be complied with
out putting pa a special train,
would involve extra expense
it was contended antottoted
property withal* due process-of
The commit** *Deified its alarm
on the ground 4kt;e4lOpliance
the order was neemeary to
date a large pert of the p
dileY
supreme
White is the cue of the Atlantic ideeision was afrmagotit
S
o teda
Coast bee Railroad company vs. the tion of the supreffie court
corporation commission of North United States on the ipotesi.
Carolina,. The case arose out of an order of the etemerd' mina





































































'sum WALTER EVANS HAS LEFT L(NIIVILLX AM) CON-
TINUES UNTIL LATER DATE THE CITATION AGAINST
COLONEL. GUS 0. SINGLETON—AMERICAN 'GERMAN NA.
TIOMAL BMOC HAS CLAIMS OF Swag AGAINST THE E
IRICHKOPF IMDIVIUAL ESTATE, AS SHOWN BY DIVIDEND
DISTRIALMON.
Colrekl Gus G Singleton y ' filed • medics. with Reims Septap
. imonstes teemed a letter. the
, eiselh of the Unite! SWIM cart at
Nisiasue ainaanoser. oat
wait*rc"si Ina 
. 6C-Ibat. el the city aril lidless
email some tiew the War part of
this —. hut ebelt &piers he loft'
dm jedrotoldianid iem ne Nisi olOm be pest-
Jisady I be der set for
ems Satesday ks which tism
.e
aseam
of the boiling. mum, shslls. that
the treas. kild deetarei-s toper cent
*Masai that will to credited to the
t i efoTeri 47•0001. with alleor-
tie* ed Om whom dikes sedan the
mese* See mudested sin& being field up
for intertigeties
41. trisioe's report be shows
that the Afaerican-Gennan Rational
bosh has a claim of Ssisoa sad
Coliend lindletenr is Aid to west ths re per cent paid to She
• at Loatisdka, Wats aka judo and I sensusts en Wass* The Wait
above duet why- he limit& not be man-ememted claims of ail
eSeed for contempt of court os the immeets so $17,oet4t. tad tZt7
of 'regime A. K IMO of the deed to them swisusta tois.anist
:'Y N. Itelikepf Individual The drone* sets jaeth Orlin that
1=1:5 aika allarloo di* Mr. JO* 0. Sehlrope bee a doh. ot Ste.1e. reaseke while the Rob- soe..6 spine the father'. rotate and
bort ProProdes wore halm owed at dist Tellies* Coal Lad of the E.
kelatettel Saddler cowpony bankrupt
lies a claim of 614.116.101 egainst the
E. Kelskopf inifrvidept tiseihrspa rs-.
sate These jobs Reitkpf
Cecil Reed claim, are the enes ie
comest. sod not reh MOM bee*
passed es bar the combs whatever
claims are proven indid.sraftil
*Mimi daft MB go to
addipl Rea..140-eS The trustee'. riport sinters that the
oTrst:ft A. E. Boyd of the Rebhan' combined deism those metested and
ifindividualnkrty case, yesterday so cose reser , stavat so sa04.24043.
the coon haw here ferreral weeks
ego interfered with the M SoUs "
wools eider Judge Ever' dressiest
The letter so the colonel froorthi isof
toettarile *Or said duit'wheo
be woald Sn a date
the order Reaolleiek.
are Colonel
FINED Sim POE UT. • )011 PRINTICIIS
TING 9I12 TO DOO. Naar ss
Leninism Wasson Given the Lt
Mern.1111 alaa
e-Voto. '
tr., iniarv la - Gra..
k lined *NO god . its • the poise*
s eioatan. Ihaa
i sin dlis maradig setting raw to




it iss a livery stable. bit, Waite be
cosid dryscwidroen the ilellSor who
burned to death with the tn.
SNOOK SPRIXOS SIOTILL.
FOR RNNT--Ready furnished. Write
, J. IT. LONG, Mgt, Rinses
Snrinsl,.Taisa.




Good cigars are not all
ported.
Imported cigars are not all
good.
However. every cigar we
heap—whether imported or do-





Lassoing. April ' ji—Meettig' s to
he held today by the Typothetaa and
Typographical anion. Na to, may
have • bearing on the settlement a
the printers' struggle. renewed yes-
terday, when about lifty ewe were
'lelted out of the Bradley & Gilbert
did the John P. .1dortue job Online
boom. This itrikep. whit% has he..
inadbennibesei She Welted 'States since
111.1111r/ P. leek b iiir4W prandial,
eallled?in an cider bet Lboloilik•
Phltaiblphia. Detroit. Cieeinnati ad
Clevebeed.
Late yesterday afternoon. t he
TYllothirtas or mastee priaters' asso
asked fer a conference with
lbpert TM. member of the Interns-
tiosal Eateestimp committee. of Indi-
an/poke, sad President Stanley, oi
Typographical autos, No. to Mr.
Hill said after the meeting that, while
negotiations are on foot. nothing of
importante was accomplished in the
.eterting. It is likely there will' be
another conference of employers and
employes today.
'The strike is no. a part ef the
tteueral labor agitation of May t. but
is intended as the end of the fight.
in wt, which the ordeitiretion
.s been waging for one arid one
Mall fears for the eight-howf shy
!The 'ideation will be ite..)be elandsof International Organiser. if311, /endclic union is deterntiordUf erariern-
trate all its energier f( Va speedy
et t lenient. The met were called out
the Bradley & Gilbert and the
.\iorion plants as a_ girt of feeler. It
said that many more men will be
called our all over the city within
the next. few days if 'there is not a
decided tendency toward betterment
from their:point of view..
SUSPEND CUBAN COLLECTOR.
Charged WIth Demanding Tribute
Prom Railroads end Importers.
41••••••••••••••10,
Havana, April 3a—Governor ?Ls-
goon ha.s suspended Ygnacio Mon%
talvo, collector of the port of Guati-
taname who is charged withoiltt
nestsdiog tribute from the hails
and hnporeere.
4 44.W ,,•17.14#4-*:
FUNERAL WILL INCREASE PAY




Jesse. the Infant San Mr. Jesse
Ihusdesmon, Will Be Interred This
Morass at Oak Grove.
Thin afternoon at o'clocli the
funeral services will be conducted
over the remains of the late Mt. sob.
eel Stallings at their home, 6at North
Fifth street, the ceremonies being
conducted by Rev. Warner T. Boll-
ing, of the Broadway liethedist
church. The burial foilows at Oat*
Grove cemetery under auspices of the
Knights of Pythias, of which the de-
ceased was a valued member.
Ths renteine arrived at oiso o'clock
yestrelbse Moielthlir irons Hopkinsville
where the ificeasd passed away ia
the sanitarium for the insane, where
tie had been for a year or two.
Child Passed Away.
Jesse, the iniant son of Mr. and
Itrs. Jesse Sapderson, of the units!,
pot motion. (bed of peemnesie,
owis. whoopeeg cough, and this
Loosing at to o'clock the fumdtel
‘ervices will be held, with intimated
iollowing at Oak Grove cemetery.
BAND MAN COMING.
Director Imes Expected Her. Lest
of Week From Chicago.
'Director lanes, of the famine hand
busing his name, is expected here
the last of dai week from Chicago to
ampplete she arrangements for the
alfilleasee here May 14 *turf
milk festival to be given the
betels* park is Wahine perk loader
the direction of the mak departneent
of the Woinser's chi of thisApp.
There for ftftY Wititt
sad they will be implesesill* an
adult and *Urn% sibeent al wend




Shoat of Cotton Compress Company
1Demohsbed—Natimmted Den.
MP-
Memphie. Tenn. April 3a—A ape:
cial to the News Scimitar fronstCev-
ingseagsizami. says last night's wood
and "wenn did donates to
the amoteet at eletOOM Several "abll
homes aid Omen eallated dialliege•
The dm*. 04 the 0* Cow
yea. comps, were and
among the other buildings damastwl
was the Madre Central depot. An
Mleeds Central solith-hossi pessen-
*Mho was detained at Coatheston
666111161 hours by the sterile and
of debris along the
creek.
A severe miss pad electrical storms'
was general be thle tricinity No
lives were lost.
Another Accemet.
Covington. Tens, April 3s.—A
young cyclone steeds Covina*
shoat at dela* haat eight had ow
roofed the -ittSse sheds at the to
tore's, entailing 6 loot of Idpoo or
SillooR A sumber of Om and sev-
eral frafollst curs wen soreeted sod
Cowie/item was ii dtelmess owlsg to
the sesobestedi at the power OW
being blown down. No one wee in-
jured.
WOMAN LAYS CRIME TO RUM
May Flansk‘, Who Has Akohobe
Misery: Admits Check Frani.
Chicago,. April 30.--May H. Flem-
ing, &called of having passed worth-
less cheska, in melons parts of Chi-
eisovooss seohnteed be three mouths
iet tie; house of correction yesterday
by Mhtnicipal Jodie R. Newcomer.
The defendant made no denial to
the charges ...ad said that liquor was
the carise of her downfall
Seek Pughive &deem Men.
Spring Valley, Ill., April 3o.—Sher-
ill Shoe/unit of Bureau eoenty. and
several deputies are searching for
twenty-nine indicted taloonlreepersof
Hal/ township who fled to escape
paying their. fines. The grand 'err
indicted sixty for keeping open on
Sunday. The aggregate amount paid
was $5,000.
THEIR GOOD SERVICES REC-r
OGNIZED BY SUBSTAIN-.,
TIAL INCREASE.
Several New Peeitions Craned and
Filled hr John Schroeder, James
Hotlich end 0. A. Garber.
The Illinois Central railroad yester-
day granted a ten per cent, increase
in pay to the following foremen at
the Paducah shops:
R. T. Fulmer, general foreman of
the shops; J. H. Schroeder, foreman
of the machine shops; Tom Scopes.
machine foreman; Jerome Stohh.
foreman of the blacksmith shops;
William Tocker, • foreman of the
boiler shops; Ed Wheeler, foreman
of the tin shops; 0. A. Garber, flay




. 1: ,ir in
i.id ho e
ao foreman in roundhouse; r-
ot)? *Smith, foreman of tank gang;
I,. C Martin, foreman of the paint
shops; George -Bonduraist, foreman
of the planing null; B. Wheeler,
foreman of the jacking track; E.
Goariese foreman of the car repair-
ing shops, and oeveral other gang
foremen.
Accompanying the order raising
the salaries. John Schroeder as given
**trot of the machine shops under
Me. Fullmer, while the place of gen-
eral rosadhouse foreman is created
and James Hoflieb installed. The
second place of "engine dispatcher"
was created and 0. A. Garber placed
therein, his duties being to see that
no delays ate encountered in getting




u NEWS TN BRIEF. Is
saananuanaaaaanaa
v.. —May to the ladies of the Ken-
tally avenue Presbyterian church
'will give as old-fashioned school en-
tertainment at the church lecture
mous, rehearsals for the affair mow
bead in progress. asid pempects are
for a most enjoyable event.
— Listemsass Wm. Rosette of the trac-
tion company is la#6 up at his home,
et.) Jame ,strect. with hie left Ian
broken at the ankle and hit arm
lammed at the wrist. ISti Sail from
a pole at Moth and tessidtp, the
beschrt in which he steppe* or ii4e
# the pole breaking sad kfilmtildin
down twenty-five feet.
—Mr. and Mrs. Percy Paxton of
ttus Jeffers°. street have a mew boy
baby.
—The Ladies' Aid society of the
German Lutheran church meets at it
O'clock this afterepoon with Mrs.
Laos Miter of mos Brood street.
—West End residents east
Monday night present to the councit
petitions asking that EighOmoth
street be opened from Nreadmap to
teilerscia end Monroe street- omitted
from Fountain avenue met several
block towards the city lisieu.
—Dr. j: T. Reddick yesterday re-
ceived a letter from Dr. D. K. Grif-
fith !of Owensboro,' who said be
woold be here May ta to attend the
annual meets& of the Sines !wrests re
Medical society antl=4 to the
toast of 'ILemtuden 
i 
Society"
at' the' hasmanet the esiming of the
convention. Dr. GSM* is president
of the 6tate illedical Society for Ken-
tucky.
-tdr. and Mrs. James P Smith
have a new stki baby. born ,Sundayt
at their home on Washington near
Filth street.
--Mr. and Mrs. George Matlock of
Twenty-fourth and Keloncky have a
new boy baby.
TEXAN SOLON TO EXPOSE
BAILEY'S RECORD IN HOOK
'Austin, Trx.. April 30—Represen-
tative William A. Cocke, who pre
(erred the charges against Senator
J. W. Bailey and contacted the
prosecution during the investigation,
today announced that he has ;written
a book of several hundred pages, to
be entitled "Joseph W. Bailey, Hit
Political Career and Character." Th,
book' wiljeeontain many things which
ieere ntfe brought to light in the in-
vestigation. Mr: Coder says he thinks






MADE TALK TO THE
STUDENTS.
The Camas liamsraters far the




As the opening exercise yesterday
morning for the studenta of the high
school Colonel Joseph Desberger,
the clothier, who is an unusually tal-
ented and highly educated emstlessan,
delivered a series of reeding- that
proved very enterta—seiggre serdeerurt-
iv to the pupils. He - "The
Uncle," by N. P. Willis, "The Fellow
Without a job," "Lasko" and others
that wit preceded by a flu hilis es
oration and elocution.
Desherger is jail artieas of ;ex-
eeptiona ab ty, meg held .a ;lath-
gent pci•iitinii tr,iim the ititaltrsepi
stage -4oe-yesweetiefore entharkis. in,
the clothi* busier's.
Cesar EININISMota.
The maw atenserstors for the
public schools of ttaa city have fin-
ished tilting the as of alt inhabi-
tants between six and twenty-ma
pears of age and turned them is to
President List, of the board of trus-
tees, but the name* have not yet been
counted up and the 11014 strived
The result at a itleimile5 destigh, shoes
quite • large increase over the em-
ber of school age of last year. For
each of these names the city schools
will get about $3.so from the state
school fund at Frankfort
EXCITEMENT IN POSTOFFICE
ladernal Machias Sent Lorimer
HAMS of Toledo. 0.
Toledo, O. 'April .mi---Great ex-
citement prevails in the loam post-
office as the resat of the discovery
of an animal nsachine in the private
drawer of Inspector Heonen. It is
said that a fete days ago Hennen dis-
covered the naysterioue box and tuns-
ed,it OVtr to secret service otheers.
Xey employe of the Toledo poet-ises been sworn to secrecy, bet
eeklogh islinowa to indicate the goy-
einvithot is very mach coneereed in
the matter. Affidavits from Post-
master Tacker down to special deliv-
ery boys and including men at oat-
lying stations are being taken in-
spector Hennen refused to discuss
the case_
AGALIDIST N., C. It WY. L. ROAD
lensemate Commerce Camisoles
Hesting Cambia at Omaha.
Omaha, Neb.. April ir.—The inter-
state commierce commission began a
session in Omaha this mortisg on
emptiest of the Omaha C000enste
company against the Nashville. atat-
taeuoga & St. Louis and tbe Baling-
to. Railroad companies. The cooper-
age company complains of alleged-
martesossable and excessive freight
rates on cooperage materials from
Tennessee to Omsk* as compared
with rates to Keokuk. Ia., and Alex-
sear* Mo.
Commissioner I H. Marble is con-
ducting the iaveseigation.
The monis* session was gives
over to the introdoction of tariffs
showing rates in effect, of freight
bills and other papers of this class.





- 25 cents Per Jar
11 IL BACON
Pharmacist





Mr. Chalice Hinkle, tfae abaft drum-
mer. has returned front a trip through
the 'oath.
Captain Mike William. ,uperintee
dent of the marine left I
evening for New Orleaue Se be gone
a week figuring upon a-boat for re-
pairs.
W . W. S. Crawfqr4 04 Memph
has returned from a vhdt to the fam-
ily of his brother, Mr. Prank Craw -
ford, of this city.
Mr. Miller, of leadisosville, KY •
• is visiting his brother, Manager Oat. 
raceMiller, of the local agency fr -
the Hederson brewery.
lass Ethel Sills, of bias •
visiting her sister, Mrs. TrIcr
Mrs. Mat Antonia anll granddasala
ter, Miss Lora Street, are visiting
Mame county, Illinois.
Architect 0 D. Sehmeitt was to
Priacetoo yesterday on business.
Mrs Sallie Morrow and daughte.
Mies Emily, rimmed yesterday froir
Asking Mr. and Met Robert G Mu-
tow, of Memphis.
Miss Maxie Wbitnell, of Felto.
is visiting the Misses ea'kei. cNf-i•
boos street.
Wass Lissie Dyeas. of luka.
Ur. P. B. Dubs, of this city, ye •
day went to Greenville and mart, I
The groom worke at the I. C.
Deputy County Jailer Bed Howf
is visiting rels'ves near Slater.
Mitt Matilda Areehreelet. of Co
condi'. Ill., and Mrs. Annie Ante
twee*, of St. Les* '. visiting Mt •
Canis Fritts, of South Seventh 'Pee-
Rev Calvin V: Thompson his
gone to Fulton to preach at a revival
Meeting
dies. Jahn Haskel bee returor'f
frogs waiting her parent*. Me. stud
Mre. Pm* Cloys, of Mayfield'
• Miss Rebecca Wailing hie re-
turned irons violas Mime :Lillie
and Ada Covington, of Mayfield.
WILL SHUT UP am SALOONS
Se Lovis Commissioner Ware on
Bars Near Public Pada.
Sr I cui. 'April 3o —Excise Coo-
Minioner Thomas E. Molehill to-
night aneounced his imitation to twe-
eted ininiedately to chime 'too sa
loons lacoted *air publie perks be St
Looka., Mt. Miliviltin ears the Jew
posits saloons from locating with-
he doe feet el a. public park and tha-
he will adore* the law. He says thc
masher of such stionni in se Losi.
is me.
Reading Standard
Bicycles and Motor Cycles
FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO'S.
Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Windmills, etc.
—
.CATALOGUES AND PRICES GIVEN UPON REQUEST.
S. E. MITCHELL
OLD PHONE eilz-a NEW 743. 326.28 S. 3rd St
Best Kentucky and Illinois Co&
Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Whitehall and Agatite Cement
ICING OF MUST"
H. M. CUNNINGHAM









ilecause it irons sznothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or nod
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons




It irons either 6tiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
'hump" so often seen is aim-
No other hire it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by





ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET CO.
The cheapest and best excur-
sion out of Paducah.
1113.00
for the round trip to Tennessee
River and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
end rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boat hoarse sock
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
Sloe other information apply to
JAMES EOCIER, Sept.





Continuous Passage, ka.00; Unlimited
Ticket, $5ots, Meal. and Berth
Included.
Round Trip to Cairo,
1-, five or ‘.1ver, $1 s each. with-
out $aco with meals.
Goal music on all the boats. For
farther particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, G. P. A., or
GIVEN FOWLER, City Par-
ana& Agent. Phone 33.
H. I. RIVERS. M. D.
Oftioe, 419 Broadway.
TELEPHORIES:
Residence, age; Men Sa





Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
• Rooms o, 3 and 4, Register Beld-
ing, $ae 1-2 Broadway.
E H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law.
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Bldg.
$23 1-2 Broadway, New Phone ego;
Old Phone 1487 R.
Specialties: Abstracting of Ti-
tles, Insurance, Corporation









OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear
of Marshall County; Paducah,
514 Fraternity Building.





We are authorized to announce 
the
candidacy of G. R. Davis for 
mayor,
subject to the Democratic Primary 
to
be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
We are authorized to announce 
the
candidacy of Joe E. Potter for may
or,
subject to the Democratic Primar
y to
be held Thursday, May a. guy.
City Clerk.
We we authorized to moonset
City Clerk Henry Paley as a 
candi-
date for re-election to the offic
e of
city clerk *subject to the Democra
tic
Primary to be hold Thursday, May 
2,
1907.
We are authorized to announc
e
Maurice M. McIntyre as a c
andidate
for city clerk, subject ta the De
mo-




We are authorised to annonsoe the
candidacy of William MINIS for city
treasurer, subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May
We are authorized to ateassoce the
candidacy of John W. McKnight for
city treasurer, 'object to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thiamin,
May a, ropy.
City Attorney.
We are satimmised to MISMNIOCe the
candidacy of Jobe G. Maim Jr.. foe
city attorney, subject to the Dente
cystic Primary to be held Thursday,
Maya. 1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Frank A. Loam foe
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
May 2, ISM..
We are authorised to announce the
candidacy of A. L Harper ieir
city attorney, subject to the NNW
erotic primary to be bald Tuesday.
May 2, TM-
Clee Masses&
We are authorized to eilitomtee W.
Stewart Dick ati a candliate ler re-
election to the °See of city asseasor,
subject to the Democratic Primary
to be held Thursday. Kay a, tgo7.
City 3aller.
We are authorised to annoonee the
candidacy of Joe A. Perebase for city
Jailer, subject to the Deameratk Pri-
mary to be held Thursday. May a.
I907.
We are as•intized to saartuace the
candidacy of 11111: T. (W) Seat fog
city idler. Oddest to she Demserstic
Printery ee be bald Thursday. May
Yen.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Sam L Beadles for city
jailer, subject to the Demi:sera* Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May a
1907.
We are authorized to moosace the
candidacy of Al. Hyman& for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held 'Thursday, May s.
tem
We are authorized to annomice the
candidacy of Mann W. Clark for city
jailer, subject to the Damien& Pri-
mary to be held Thursday. May a
7.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of R. M. inks for city
jailer, 'object to the Democratic Pri-
mary to he held Timersday. May a.
'917.
School Trimble.
We are authorized to animist, the
candidacy of Ben WeWe for school
trustee from the Sewed ward, sub-
ject to the action of the city demo.
critic primary to be held Thursday,
Maya.
El-CONVICT SAM HIGGINS.
Fulton, Ky., April na—The little
town of Dukedom, Tenn., a few miles
southof here, was 'throws into great
excitement yesterday when the fifteen
year old daughter of J. M. Mart con-
fessed to her parents that slot had
been criminally assaulted by Sam'
Higgino, Mr. Marr's brother-in-taw.
and an ex-convict. The girl stated
that the 'ime was committed several
day, ago, but that Higgint had
thre tened to ki'l her if she ever told
it, a d that fear had caused hef to
remain silent for a time.
'Hearing his daughter's story, Mart
we* in search of Higgins., The two
overt Mat in front of the Dokedom
Hardware store. Marr accused Hit-
e= of the crime and, as the latter
turned to run, struck him a tenific
Mon on the heed with a heavy piece
of timber Tiiroins fell to the ground
stymied. and Mary otood guard over
him until the arrival of officers, who
took charge of the man.
Higgins wae released several days
ago from the state penitentiary .t
Nal2hville, Where he served a four-
Bank years term for bigamy.
KY.. He was given a preliminary tri
al
I today and held to await( the actibn Of
the grant; inry.
484R 1 The afarr family is a re ctabie
  one and possessed of condderable
REGISTER me
ans, Feelhvg against Higtir la
very errone.
•
fesend a good pitcher in George Tye
Limning's,* am! Farmer, the former
HolsoloeseRidgewood battery, have
ingised with tier lbooklyit Adessille
Weft nom They owe earemethe
luoiseaks of defeatist bot% -the
Wow Yee % Americans and Nationale
in the same week
Umpires for the flow Mimetic
league include Dan kilualmet of Ttoy,
Thomas Phelan of Philadelphia. GM
Mier Brooklyn sod George OWL
heart of Reading.
So far it looks like a tbree-conaered
fight in the Seolth Atlantic League
with Macon Savannah and Jecinons-
vine in the corpers.
Cappy Grotechow is momodlolf the
Grand Rapids team this eassort,
The Western Penosylvaida lessee.
a new organization. epee
s 'iss swoon
today. The schedule pr
ovide* few
126 gneiss, the season to continae e
n
Sept 30
Rehm@ to Tern Over Kithilhita.
New York, April to --Justice Fisk-
gerald. in the snore/vie court, today
echoed to sign an awder ‘to
the custody of /tassel Peabody ,the
exhibits introduced hy.the defensie in
the Thaw trial. Mr. Peabody: who
is one' of Thaw's regular . attorneys.
had asked that. all the exhhite. in-
chiding the letters .bffered before' the
lunacy comatission, be turned over to
him.
S.
The exhibits -are now in the cus-
tody of the clerk of the court before
sibich Thaw 'was tried. .
DELIVERED THE GOODS.
The late Senaior M. S. Quay of
Pennsylvania, kept all the left-era ins
conetiteems wrote to him asking f
or
favors. He bad stacks of them when
his list great fight for the smote
came along.
Then he sorted out the letters,
eliminating those from people who
were dead and on -the back of eac
h
letter Wrote:
"Dear John Or Bill: Do you re-
member when you wrote me this let-
ter:" and do you remember that I did
a,hat you asked? I want your 
help
now in my fight for the senate. Can
I have it?"
The politicians in Pennsylvania say
those letters, mailed to the origin
al
senders, with Quay's request "bn th
e
backs of them, had as mach as
 any
one -thing to do with Ormy's win
ning




WHY WAR DOESIOT CEASE
BY REV, THOMAS B. GREGORY.
—
Lord Byron astonished and *noon
ded all Europe one day by declaring
that he would "mightily like to
know how it felt to be a murderer."
The noble lord was perfectly hon-
est. lie really desired to experienc-e
the feedings pf th man whose hands
were red with his brothr's blood. This
does not mean that Byron was a
bent* or a nsonater, but only a time-
otighbred henna being of the mas-
culine gooier, with the normal pre-
dilections of that strange produet of
ItaBturyreOn was, according to his Olin
humble confession, "as mild • moo-
erred a mars as ever mit a throat or
scuttled a ship," and yet, isecasnie he
was a thoroughbred. he wanted to
know " how it felt to be a murder-
er."
Giftod as the author of ^Chit&
Harold" was, be was a true tinsel de-
scendant of the ''ape and ties? men
of the aboriginal times, when hems
nature was one half passion sod the
other bail ferocity.
But to leave the noble lord and
Conn to Inimanity in general, it um?,
be said that in that humanity aby 12-•
get is everywhere apparent.
The tig•er loves blood. There is
not sort of doubt of it The Inge of
the jungle mightily enjoys debility
tion for destruction's own sake. He
is a great bonnet, and e bigger the
game the greater the enjorusenst.
.It is hard to say how long it has
been since man was a tiger, dint to
know history is to dosow that there is
still much of the tiger in man's eons.
position.
Man, like the tiger, is a great tint' .
er, and, like the tiger, he enjoys
bag game. The blood eg the
setnir. the blood of the eleehilek
the blood of the moose, plessoShien
=mod that most royal game, Man.ely. tint not so 
much an the
Is other words, man enjoys killing
4111102 Enjoys it. I nay. There bo so
exhilaration like that of the battle-
field. Mountain air is a fair met of
tonic, champagne is a decided tat
ener of the heart, love's young
is calculated to hasten the poles mime
what, bat none of these are do be
compared with the game of weri in
SPORTS
The Richmond team of the Virginia
league won its first three games this
season.
The Western tsetse teams opted
their season in bliseard.
Los Angsfles is seethes a fast re
in the Pacific Coast hitiegoe. 
Washington, D. C., April gtx- -Is
Dam nod Poet Werth look to abe 
nest t•enty.four holes two ga-
rb. hard he in the Time beim. Neguished milita
ry end meal rem-
Edward Holland, weeklies, on
iesiMei roprweewaknj Japan and Chi-
Three-I. knew, in mayor of 'Illoons• 
as are ens to reach this coaster to
'neon, re
present their gavermonsts at the
Looks an though Manager armor. Jamest
own expossbon. The Chives.-
of the Cs:Atomises. Ohio. team has combrih
rsios is Dee to reed) Saa Fran-
cisco and the japeinese omenris-
si by GM. 1101i444, *Re of
the hereto of the recent war. Is ex-
pected to arrive at Seattle alsivon
muharseceisly.
The thei..ell States govenmeent. hes
the dimiuguished eisitort. 1144-
arranged dial special bottom be
mime commissiou will be olSelaily
wekonsed en arrive: at &Mk WY
I ieut. Gest. Minn Mac/Water. the
bigtitet melting ollker the UMW
States army. The Chins** comma,
nonce% are to be me* and escorts,
across the continent by Capt. An-
drew W. Brewster. who was foonser•
ty in rommaad of the ariny sod ma-
rine legation guard at Pekin. It is
expected the two parties will 'make
tie surely trips across the continem,
slopping sjidel • citio• and also
paying vial ts1 Fora
Riley, Feet, 4theellseriereb and otheIr
iniportant gams. The yin-
missieerre will be received in Wash-
ingests by President Roosevelt and
will visit the Jamestown exposition.
the Aire .priti% travel acadensy and
the West Point military academy
which Whig touuati beings are pit-
ted agahme living human beings, the
biggest game that .itari can play!
The glory with which the ages have
wreathed the soldier's brow es the
tribute to this indisputable fact in hu-
man nattire---a lamentable fact, a
shameful, disgraceful fact, but still a
fact.
It is ;the tiger in us that all the
culture and refinement and religion
of thoosands of years have not been
able to climitette—and will not be
able to eliminate, perhaps, for thous-
ands of years to come.
The Hague has jint berm its, ben-
eficent work.
If you don's believe that thus is so,
look around. Behold the patent facts
that on an sides challenge our atten-
tion 
•
Ste all the "civilized" peoples arm-
ed to the teeth ready at a snomenrs
nook, to spring at one .another's
throate---my, hoping that the chance
may come and COMO quickly.
Nina-tenths of the thing called "pa-
triotism" is simply the coneluoit tig-
er in re, anxiously waiting for the
chasm to lap its cho's in blood.
Look at this most "Christian"
nation. "God's country," with its high
ideate and larger 'Neysamakies"—bow
it is Inmeyeotsbed with militarised
See the iittle boys all over the lead
all dressed orti la khaki, with knits-
time gime an thee, shudders, and ion-
itatioa swordhaynakts at their sides.
marching I. the men,: of the drum--
!ranging to be professional warder-
erel
Peace congresses are all right. but
it will be • long tient Wore %ear
beautiful dream is realised. When
the nations so many armed maps.
with the presklent of the
nation killing thin just for WI SIAS
of killing them, or what amounts to
the same, just for the exhilaration of
the hone, it looks rather dirrouraging
for the "Dove.'
Still the weed is--Coorays! Truth
and right can afford to wait. assa 
if
need he, to wait a long time. The
titer is dying slowly, but be is 
dying.
and Peace will yet sat crowned tri-
umphant above the rinim that war
has wrought
WITH HONORS
MR tha japineer and Choi's*
-NW 
 MLII-




WORDS TO TELL STORY.
,—
Borglars with a craving for sat 'fin-
cation stole a dictionary "from the of-1
lice .of the Weekly Sentinel at Deer--i
field. Ill., and so crippled the equip- I
mem of the paper that tile editor
could not fine words with which to
ireksion his readers • of the calamity
that befell him.
Edward Detwaller. the editor of
the Sentinel, wet' alnsold overcome
,by the shock he Amivett when he
discovered lin loss -early Setectley
morning. 
• .
- "Twenty initiates tiil press t
ime'
his gasped. "A great story and
 no
Words with which to tell it.'
Ile paced the floor nervously for a
few minutes, and finally was st
ruck
with an idea which the burglars care
-
lessly overlooked in their raid.
' Grasping his ,en and a *lice: 
of
paper be wrote:
"Some illiterate thief or thieves 
in-
vaded the office of this paper 
and
stc,lc the editor's dictionary. We 
re-
great that we cannot find words t
o
tell our readers of he details of 
the
horrible Crime"
When the Sentinel appeared 
with
this account of the editor's p
redica-
ment, three sympathetic subsc
ribers
hastened to the office and present
ed
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MONUMENT
We have a fine lino of Marble, Granite and Stone Monu-
ments which elbow the ban of hjp and high de-
gree of artistic conceptiSit. Our And lowest priced
Monumeit. have an nieilifttild"
Pardee desirous to Dea litelr lots should inspect our
line of aublag and monuments in
WHITE BLEACHING STONE
Remember we have the largest, best and Inset Amami,s






All of our plumbing cos-
tracts are executed by the best
stilled niecbseics, under our persona/ sap-
ervisioa, sad DO detail, no matter how
unimportant h may seem, mespes our accen-
t*. We me the fastens Tlhmensior
Part:ham Esateekd Plumbing Fixores,
which are the best made, lie placiag
your work with as, you are assured ef the
hest aseterlal and workmanship obtainable.
Let us croon you prices..




Read these Prices they will help
you make your bed rooms looks
fresh and new.
GET YOUR ORDERS IN BRPORE THE RUSH C
OMES ON.
I cost wall paper "stag at....
so eget wall piper going et....
is sent well peper WWIit... 
es-oent wen piper going et
Al high grads papers is
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Lt 4 ANGELES, CALIIPORNIA.
Mystic Shrine and German Bap.
as Brethren, April asth to May




Nee kit to ssth, limit August
pm; round trip den.yo.
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
April soh to November yeth—se
thye--des.ys. Coach mowskam
on dates—dtIne every
Tboaday, limit le days.







Oeed resarsinc 'special train Lea,-









Mos WI 1-2 Broadway.
Pb: Moe 870; Rea. 272.
PADUCAH, KY.
DR. ADRIAN ROYER,
011os, 112 1-2 South Fifth.




Will practice in all courts of
Kentucky.
DR. W. C. ZUBANICB,
(Homeopathist.)
OSCO 3o6 Broadway, nose :so.
Residence, lie Broadway, Phone lap
0. IKANNING mita, X. D.
011ee 1707 Ileyers Street
Telephone 377.
Paducah, : Ken,tacky.




L C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REID,
Lawyers.









CUT FROM PARTS OF IDAHO,
WASHINCiTON AND ORE-
GON.
Spokane Wants to Be the Capital of
the New Commonwealth.
Spokane, Wish., April .30—Acid-
milk a., may have seemed to outsid-
ers the discussion of plans ito form
a new state out of parte of Idaho,
Washington and Oregon, with this
coy as the venter, the project hat
taken on defirione as and forcce as a
result of a r•-rort to the Spokane
chaneber of commerce, just made by
the "new state" committee and given
out to the poishe after adoption.
The report reviews the conditions
this brought about the present un-
netural arrangeroent, advance.* rea-
tee they have pledged it to the Bur- sone for making a new state, which
Icy Tobacco society. The injunction many want to have called Lincoln.
waif secured by the Woodford board t and suggests the boundary hales.
of control. Mee Boundary Limn
The questions presented to the ‘i It is proposed to 'stades Adie, new
court here in the record brought i•-i ; 'tale include easter°
are: 1-tern Oregon Mei no 0,
Is the act of mob, permitting p term Wash.; ngt on and on
ing of tobacco crops eemetitistirie . lir off from the western of
are the contracts made with rai•cer eicir respective states by she Oases*
,idia ace eneurepubk? Dora *au range or mountains, and notthern
tion lie to p 'event a threateued Idaho is jest as effectively sepgrated
breech of contraet by a part) there- r front Soothers Idaho by a anotintain
to? range and almost impassable desert.
It is urged by the board of c..ntroIi There in aismitioely. no railroad
tliat if fareeers can now break the comectilm year them stimentaies, and
color-arts wah the widely, it will re- only the traikoe bails and wagons
suit in defeeting its purposes:410 main roads. The people of northern Idaho
fester* of which is to prevent any to- to reach their capital, are seder the
Immo corporation from pooling the necessity of leaving their Mato solog
weed and conteolling prices. The ' into the state of Waillitilltdos paplag
matter before the court here wadi thence into Oregon, hews est of
Mourn beiore Justice Barker, it be- Oregon into tendiers Idaho. mid
trimellite etyma& hundred miles over
the deser• resiho$ Iiiiie. This en-
tails an eacemoide waste of time and
miltsta -e dem do people et northernr
!dale and the inesinem interests of
southern Idaho.
Way nuit4 the same eonditioas ex-
he between ...atm Washington and
west eels . Mistiest. • f
ing the rule of the court to have tem-
tioas beard before a single judge, but
all the innoliere of the court beard
the arpmeent and will sit in deter-
mining the genuine' presented. I
U. I. STULL DIVIDIU11).
New York. April ye—Speetilation
is rife among the timed& men and
itock-brokers on the qemptiow of the
United Siatew Steel Comers** sew
mon dividenA The finagle* edesmit-
tee of the steel COIVOPM611110 WWI
this afternoon to agree upon thti div-
wined rate for the casino* stock.
wield they are to reattialatad to the
dintellarir meeting to be SeW humor-
daddy adesiewords. Warty maims
ars trouthimied as to die probable ae-
tiop det will be taken, but all arc
adhokteder pure gueeswotit.
Sem eg litandasism.
Dante. Col-. April ox—The na-
te:owl matey. Sone of the American
Itmoluilen, laws its um& emigres.
fithr-avii. and will ettinsio in
orlon mobil Friday. The ..toelety.
k& is devoted to the iimeoleatious of
Mdissa ammo the people.
emir poepie of Nam in de aiddliorr-
eidp. ammo them Prod/hid Sow-
red. Admiral Dewey. former
President Levi P. Mortise, Senator
Henry Cabot Ltidge and Gen.. Nekton
Wes, Horace Pieter, S. B. 1111AP-
Iill. NW Fred 13 Gram. A dinater at
Aide idiresses wift be delivered by
a einraber el noted speakers fla oat of
the principal teatime of the convene-
.* progsarevie.
First its the TWA
gliareemport. April al—Quietly
sod without beseda or banners tiw
first rL,t so mohe the rate fon
presider* id the United *sites in time
will be ureniumed hem antotattossr. it
its the date set ice the natiatioi con-
=of the United Christian party.9. Seder., of this, city. the
chairman' of the *pima' executive
cosielliblee. capitols delegate, to be on
I oof from a mambo of Mates. They
will meet at the meal tower, a pleas-
resort near Rock Island. So far
there has bee. hide or no disease-
/to 10 candidates, the selection be-
ing left entirely NO the convention.
- The United Owimiest pasty was
foemdedtweive years ago and has had
peseldential dame in the field in- Out
last two presidential electiono The
party advocateg governmeitt accord-
;mg to the golden ride. At one time
it tweed the remqval of the national
mein' from Washington to the gave
mowed island m the Mersisektoi
river opposite Ilevenortrt. on which
the Rock Wand are/0W is situated
Kindergartners at Work.
New York, April to—More than
ricoo diltelliee, coming from ihnost
men- stain in the Union. Arietrel‘.
Canada ail o-veral tertmeries,
pre•ent today at the opening of
the fourteenth annual cenvesition of
the interrationai Kiddie-rat-ten Un-
ion. Mrs. Ada Marren 1-Ilighes pre-
sided over the initial semion.
The convention it to continue until
the end of this week and from ail in-
dicationr it will be the most succees-
fel and profitable ever held by the
rirganizations, -Amble the speakers
to be toned are Dr. Felix Adler,
founder of the Ethical Culture Socie-
ty; freatilicsir Wrioht llabie, editor of
the Outlook; 'Arthur Mow, head of
the art department of Tee-titers' Col-
lege; Mies Sumo F. Blow of New
  York, Mite lotira Fisher of Balton,
fifer. rielies in the tine cleat of ‘6" eleniklirve (Krrarte of Broc4r4rh
, 'eidaffy idndne saes Mther titan int the




BEFORE THE COURT OF AP-
PEALS IN ACTION FROM
WOODFORD COUNTY.
American Tobacco Company Seeks
to Have an Waned* Dissolv-
ed Against Tobacco Sales.
Ky . April 30.—Ques-
' ebee ii..h :-: the future of the Bur-
ley Tobacco Society, known a* the
Society of Equity in Kentucky, were
Presented to the court of appeals to-
day is on action brought from Wood-
foga migetty. . The American Tobac-
co company and individuals engaged
in nisino tobacco have edited the
court to dersolve an injunction secur-
ed in the Woodiord circuit court ft-
straloing those individuals from sell-
ing their tobacco to the plaintiff a1-
Mies Bertha Payne, rif Oticatto. Mane
Knaus-Bolete Of New York and Mies





Oeirles P. Tett, ft neer Ohio con-
•_- mma owner of the Cincinnati
Thom-Star and brother of the Wise
Seminary. Is emitted with a &worse
of Sioneneco.
Windsocks admirers of Carl Schwa
have raised -Owe which will be
owed to innintaio mehonee cheer
thaveraity of Wisconsin with
S umo &dam unlvetsity.
layer Robley of Macon. Mrs* as- the
leoleag spirit of the Missouri Auto-
mobile asesseiation, of which he its
peeN e Aare that as prasnot-
ens Of plod roads amenss are mem-
WO law tweditel.
broom mane of John W. Mack-
ey le so lir esmd arillem, Nev. ia
Sepiembere die Mockey Schots;
of Hines io eiteditoise at the Nevada
State university; The star: mire-
Mr. Mackey in slrisseett clothes.
A gremitteti-drainhon of Gamma
waseinpren's kudos. Sanwel. Caps
'Mervyn C INtbei. is Ism an duty as
on maw enalimor in Petrel Soomg
If. it bartered to he the taleY 
sentative of the %Valiant-von family
now in the ..ary or "levy.
Herman Lamm-ants the neve Swe-
dish minister to this country. 'she»
formally presented to President
Room-vat received exceptional honors
and in addition to Ins own wenn
greeting, liowre. the Swoosh people
and King Oscar very highly praised
Army of the Potomac.
Weathermen. C. April 30.—The
hotel register,i today coomisa the
mimes eft many ante of wide huh", an
of them prominent civil wee vete!.
ask come on attend dte thirty-sev-
enth animal reunion of the Societe of
the Artery of the Poem:nee. The ne
onion ieto open tomorrow and :-_•on-
tense three daps. Thereday will he
the big day of the gathering, when 2
handsome equestrian statue of Gent.
George R. Meaellan. bon commander
of the Army of the Patonanc, will be
mooned with impesing ceremony.
Tbe statue bite heart set up in a coo
epiemeee-jocatioa at the intersection
of Connecticut avenue and Coinntto
road The speaker* at the terveilIng
wil include President Roosevelt. ryes.
Damiel E.' Sicktes, Gen. O. 0. How-
ard, Gets.- Grenville M. Dodge snd-
Gen Iforatio C. King
Covent Garden Opera.
London. April „to.—The annual
season of grand opera at Covent Gar-
den operre tonight and will coatline
-till the end of July. The programme
embraces two fun performances of
the Wagnerian Cycle without abbre-
viation. "Tatruhauster" and "Lotten-
gem" will be sung too. Fifteen Ital-
ian operas have been selected, and
two French operas. "Carmen" and
"Faust'
•••=••••••••••••
Madrid's trouble ts the solano,
simmer wind irons the *moire:est. It
is exceedingly hoe and accompanied
by blinding, choking clouds of dust,
so that notwithstanding a tempera.-
torte of roe or ITO degrees, all win-
Ocriee must be closed.
DmetA- sis To
I i•IT IS THE LITTLE I IiINGSBE DISSOLVED1 MAKE THE 13i0 Ti INOS'•
ATTACK ON ARMY MAY CAUSE
BODY TO BE DIS-
SOLVED.
Zubiiroff in Harangue Declares Army
to be Worthless Except
Against the People.
St. Petersburg, April ot—A say-
age attack made today on the arm(
and the government by the Social
Democratic member, be. Zstbaroff,
during the font executive session of
the lower house of parliament, caus-
ed a rapture between the ministers
and the doutna which for a time
threatened to precipitate the dimes-
lotion of the boost.
After If. Zubaroff's harangue, in
which be declared that ender the aut-
• , retie regime the army was. worth-
i -. except againat the people, and
eit a was beaten whenever engaged
i- a foreign war, the ;ministers with-
.'e-.y from the house and served an
alternation" upon President Codovin
that unless the offensive expressions
were retracted by ?di Zobaroff and
the rule providing for litX11pOrtf y sus-
pension was applied -game him they
would sever all future relations with
the dome+.
14. Galorin •ntas unable to have the
danand complied with, an the radi-
cals supported their colleagues solid-
ly sod the Pelee refused to vote. The
euspensiou and formal rebuke of M.
Zaheroff. however, was pronouoced
by the president of the chamber, but
this failed to satisfy the ininieter-
wbo subsequently ordered the 'overw-
ritten experts to withdraw from the
evening session of the budget com-
mon.
Immediat ely after adjournment
Premier Sooty-pia suntomosell on ex-
traordinary session of the ablate,
which apparently brought ameters to
isme between the preasier and the
reattimary members of his Meister.
Vilest happened Is not known. but it
modoight Preset**. Stoirpie stomunt-
ed Si- Galovie and Wormed hies
that the incident had caused serious
Wearer iv the cabinet. Ho hoped
tl,mever, that a way stoidd be found
!(1. arrange matters without fatal con-




Then Ste Uses Sbot Gun and the
Burglars are TIMIS Over to
ra. awes.
semsw.
Waterloo, II/. April ase---Aseisted
by kin wife. Chtestian WIrdt. • Si
Clar county fanner, captured two
nten who badelluted an entrance sa-
to his home isurb, today and thew
with a leveled shot pun Mr. and Mrs.
Werth marched the two captives See
Mika to Watedoo and deliveeed theme
halo the canto* of the abed!.
The prisoner, gave astir names as
Hamer -Gillette and S. Sotto* from
Indiana. They are charged with 6*.
glary. Farmer Worth stated he had
SaIrprised the nocturnal visitors and
act Me drop on them with a dot
sm. He held the dreg as them sto.
ida wife dressed and den shorn
tont Mid the pin while her husband
dressed.
-Having cremated their toilets they
docked up the house and marched the
pisonere to jail.
"THIS IS MY seTH BIRTHDAY"
—jamas lisCrea.
James McCrea, who became presi-
dent of the Peartaytrania Raderad
Mispeely on the death of Akaandee
Cameo last year. wan born in Phila-
delphia Ilby a, OWL Ile entered the
„railroad service iri !Me as a rotheren
sod assistant •ncr own the Con-
& Penns's? rani&
Railroad, whicbisribon he held until
. The ioilmitnip year he was
Odiployed is ommerintion work on
*a Wihnfetrion & Reacting railroad,
sod in Oka be became an assistant
engineer on the Allegheny Valley
road, serving with that company un-
til ibet In that :ear hhe entered the
service of the Peni,--ylvanix road in
which he remained moil rift:, Olive
the positions of assistaut engineer
and division superintendent. mana-
ger and fourth vice president of the
Pennsylvania line* we of Pittsburg.
In rem he was made second vice-
president aed later he became first
vice-president. In recent . year. he
has been president of several of the
Made belaingias to the Peitiveyhrania
System, among them the Vance/ilia
line and the Grand Rapids & Indiana
railtoad.
Talon Command of the Missouri.
141orfolk, Vs.. April 30—Capt. G
A. Merriam today succeeded Capt. F.
C. Pendleton in command of the• bat-
fleshly Missouri, one of the fleet of
warships now anchored in Hampton
roads. The event was accorranied
by the cractomery etre/rimiest. The
officers in full uniform the civet and
the marines werie noirstered aft. Capt.
Merriam thee react has order. mono-
ing command of the ship, and his
flag wee hoisted at the main truck.
The tonal salute completed the cere-
mony.
The practice 'of happiness does.




























lii Ploalas, Nickels, Dios aid Quarters Mali. tie lilian
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVZ A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings4ank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. . CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH







Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Cdammisom of on paarmai aid the Mom of Polltoelk we
have placed eapin el do Sassasim of die dew ammell Itaismr ha So mums
big Register sew at sas lirearkray, wham the gills Is issiaid ml
tilos deekkag the alarms of any smidgen ad the deism namid.
ME SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
an 13,000,000




List of Directories on File
ALLEGMINT CITY, PA. MANnou, COLO.





























COPIES OF PADUCAH TRECTORY POE sash•od lib
SAL.:
PRICE $4.00
CARON DIR.= ORY COMPANY




Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Mit 133. 1 20 N. Third 4
11110411011041104101101111041 111010111114100111011111111411P4W4ININNII
ACCIDENT INSURANCL
Abram 1. Well .& Co
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance Co.
BIGOEST AND OLDEST. IN WORLD





SALE ALL THIS WEEK
87c
FOR YOUR CHOICE OF a,000 SkliCPLE
RAZOR
The Famous $1.343 to $3.00 "WOSTENHOL111," "I. X. L." "PIPE."
"ERN" and other famous makes--choice of them all tomorrow
and Saturday 87c
Each and every one absolutely guaranteed same as if you paid the
regular prices of $t.6 to $300 Don't miss it,
During this Pec sale, our Razor Expert, Mr. Roberts, will bone
your ld rotor fret, making it good as new. Bring it in early as
you can.
A new Razor, sharpened ready for use, worth $1.5o to $3.00, for
E7cAt's a wonder, sure enough, and hadn't you better buy a half
doses or so?
Sale at drug store,




• - FOR RP/INT—Nicely Ecru I shed
amof room, all conveniences 837
Viersori.
Call on Mn. Easpme Moos for
fsabioaable dimulliadting at 726 id-
lers°. street. ON "bine raos.
FOR RENT—Eight•roorn house.
earner Ninth and Clark. Will be va-
cant after May 1st. Old phase IRA
Bargains in secood-band upright
pawn. some nearly new, cash or pay-
stiente 'Illone mats. W: T. Miller
Jc RTO,
ROOMS FOR RENT-3 rooms up
stairs or 3 TOOMS down stairs Water
electric lights. ya., etc.. fir tight
house keep's. 5t3 North Sixth St.
. WANTED mat U.. S. .ARMY—
Able•hoded smmarried men betweea
ages of kt sod IS citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak read
and write English. Poe information
-181147 to Permitting Officer, New
" likilenond House, Paducah, Ky.
ERIROc 41.8.1gRat.
IVO POBt. Ite.e,OrltiaLatitt and
istedit books by the day, week or the
Pub. Terms reasonable.
JOHN D. SMITH. Room tot, No
lithslitort sae Broadway.
4361 'time tee-r.
LEX WOIMAN IN A
YORE POLICE COURT
=Chian' Protested AgainstSaw* Treatment
After Dont% of Sister.
'New York, April 3o.—Mrs. Alice
Chatipta, _daughter of Robert Canoe-
bell, of Lexingtoo, was arrested here
because protested at Ihe Chris-
tian Science treatiMent which was fol-
lowed by the death of her sister. Mrs,
Robert MUIride.
Yesterday Mrs. Chasroa, who had
been constant in her attendance on
her sister, said she„had, afte,dernand-
ing the'services of a physician for trer,
gime to the MkBride apartments in
the 'Varnna building, on West Eigh-
licth sliest, 10 be Wormed that Mrs.
Westa-BffetiasiMs,teni *Bei during the night.
. She says she was refused permission
. to see her dead sister, and in return
lie (*rated her brother-in-law unt*
Mr. McBride had her arrested,
with-disorderly condi/et. She
. Ira= arraigned in the west side (emit
yesterday and remanded for further
Investigation.
A physician who performed an au-
*PT said Mrs. McBride died of ;men-
Mamie mid might not•forve recovered
oven if she Ind had a physician.
Mrs. Chasms made charges again.t
two healers who officiated.
Mtv. Chasrret and Mrs. McBride,
opehlle eusidents of Lexington, made
mitt presented to President Palma
'4511sts's firsc,t)iiillne. still preserved
" I
ifir*-"test • n•-)* dean
-• , /ernes J. TIM is .aid neve: tei lock










Mt. Vernon, in. rising










The steamer City of Saftillo reglad
come Dot of the Tennessee river to-
morrow night or Friday. bound beck
for St. Louis.
The John S. Hopkins comes I. to-
day from Evansville and departs at
once on her return.
This morning at R o'clock the
steamer Dick Fowler departs for
TR
POPULAR SONGS
AUTHOR SAYS TITLES WERE
_SUGGESTED IN DIFFERENT
MANNERS.
Mr. Boyle Wooifolk Seems to Ha
the Knack of Seeing the Good
Points at First Glance.
Nir. Boyle Woolfolk, the author and
composer who is producing he play,
"The Traveling MID," in this city on
May to for the benefit of the Ho-
tnane society apd 'Charity club, was
asked how he happened to think of so
many covet ideas for his songs. In
reply to the question Mr. Woolfalk
stated that nearly every title was
suggested to him by some special
event. For instance "Ash Sherlock
Holmes," be said suggested itself to
me one night when attending a per-
formance of the play in New York,
as. a fine title and capable of many
opportunities for extra verses. "
"She Looks, I.ike Candy To Me"
was suggeotod to me one day when
In Hesaaloss, Tex. I was °Loans on
,the atneat ..mith a friend AIM the
prettiest little add I ever saw goosed
by. My friend called my attention to
her and said: "She looks like ste
just came out of a candy bola, don't
she?" I said , "Yes, she loan like
candy to me," and from that origi-
nated one of the bits of 'Tie Trav-
eling Man."
"When less Hortense Conies Up
the Street" ents suggested by some
small toys Doe day in a little town
whistling to a tall young lady as she
passed by the old tune. "Here She
Comes and There She Gees. All
noised Upin Her Sunday Clothes."
and upon that little strain ate ensIody
Is founded and is ,bronght la _in the
reft,ain.
Street)" was written one Mier
"I'm Huntint a Home Easy
having an unusual streak 'tough
luck, while waiting at the &Pet for
train.
_-Dbrie Daisies" was called by that
title on account of being dedicated to
the girls of Kentucky and It's title
page shows ten pictures of pregaisent
Kent achy girls
"Sahara. Sahara." was given that
title, as the desert of Sahara was the
only %airy left that thtre had never
been tong written about.
'"The Traveling Kan" was written
for the play 'which bears the saint
some and when sellin7 cigars or the
road.
When asked how abrint his song.
"The Reason We Love." he replied.
"I decline to disceas my personal
Ohba."
The pole& will have the oppor-_
tawny of hearing all the *boos $01110
on May to as The Emitted"; when
"The Traveling ?dan" arrive*
A nuisance is nuisance, en nut-
ter wives particular kind of a nui-
sance be is.
ENGINES, BOILERS AND PUMPS
Structural Iron for ballades; Machinery and Boilers Re-
paired; Mill and Steamboat llopplise; Heavy St ens Hammer
Furgiulls; New Work Our EFertr1t7; Sealed Head Machinery
Bought and Sold. Agents for Machinery and Goa Itarikras.
Works Salesroom and Office Firm and Kentaeley as.
JACKSON FOUNDRY MACHINE CO.
Cairo and comes beck tonight.
.The Bottorff comes in today from
Clarksville and detracts at once for
Neatens,.
This afternoon at 5 o'clock the
steelier Clyde gets away for The
Tenesemee river and canes back next
Mbnday night. .
The steamer Keinuelty comes Out
of she Tennessee raver late tomorrow
night and seayt here mini 5 o'clock
Saturday afternoon before departing
on her return trip.
The Georgia Lee leaves Cincinnati
today and gets here Sunday bound
for Memphis.
The Peters Lee left Memphis yes-
terday and gets here tomorrow en
route to Cincinnati.
The towboat Joe B. Williams had
to stop at Memphis and have new
boiler sheets rt in, the government
inspectoos finding that her old boilers
needed repairs. She will get hei,e by
-the last of the week on the wa'y up
to nits-burg with a tow of 26 empty
coal boats.
The •stearner Chattanooga gets out
fertile 'Peonessee ,river this aftereocet
en her return to Chattanooga.
The excursion boat W. W. V. er: to
St. Louis yesterday to remune her
excursion busiueirs. Slit has been
laying here all winter.
Capt. Less Bennett has become
einnotander of the Fannie Wallace,
stsoreeding Captain W. N. Wiens.
who has bone on the Condor at lop-
The towboat Meter has arrived
from Memphis and will be pulled on
the dry docks for repairs.
The towboat VV. W. O'Neill has
passed tip bound for Loulskille with
twenty-six empty coal boil*
Tli!"•111,03 lIarth yo.te wee
4
to the Casey. iile mines after baptiser
tow of coal for the Wks* Killincky
Cold csispasy. She arrived here
Illsaday dela with ass MI
The stointer Chattanooga departa
today for the Tennessee river.
PEOPLE DRIVEN
FROM HOMES.
One Hundred Thousand Forced to
The for /lair Lives.
Odessa, Russia, April 30.—One
hundred thoosendl people are esti-
mated to have been driven irons
their homes by the overeownig of
the Dnieper. Dniester and Drina. The






















HE Quiet Dresser Is just as particular about the cut of his Snit as
the ultra Fashionable Fellow. While radical changes in styles
do not appeal to him, he insists upon all the little variations that
each season introduces. His Coat and Vest must be of the correct
length and the lapels of the latest width and debth; and the
Trousers neither too wide nor too narrow, but just right.
This is the store for these conservative and refined dressers.
Our eyes are always focused on the new features as fast as they
come out. 4 choice variety of conservative models in evety kild
of Suiting—blacks, blues, many shades of grays, browns apl
all sorts of neat *dares.
$10.00, $12.50, $15.00, $18.50 and up to $20.00
Remember that we mune it a pleasure to show the man who drops in lure fur • look."
aa-61•116 4•11.
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Minn Imeigimate Fantod to Time
Away Their Weapons Bake*
as Itirrered toLest
New York, April 3e.—Neerty atm
intenigranta as the steamship Otta
di Aides* and Nord Ainn. of the
Italian Rae, just its from Naples sad
Genoa, gee a Mete of the law of the
cowboy when agents of the Sae aP-
'wad la the *ridge el each marl
and Aosta that ad wermons and
beeves meet be thrown awe, or left
with the officers of the dog Wore
the immigrant, would he aliebetsgasintsi
land. There was en
.
shower of stiktom,
naives and revolvers of moire
asseleat-lookiag ambea Toolorroii
when the hanolgraare land oa WS,
Island it is believed that they will the esagnaser.
the Must harmless set of aliens re-
ceived there is many a day
MISGUIDED ATTEMPT
TO PION KAT W Ricrac.
Boy 'runes $EM* Train in Diecned
sod Sogiume East
Mantas* Tena , April Ns the
result of the asimpeilled Aerie et is-
year-old Eddie Taylor to groom a
wreck Tiegiatter W. W. Dew* of
lake lip* Ark, is dead sad the lad
is MIS at Corning, Aseuriare a charge
of tamp wiering th a
The Ti ithe boy the anisaind
switch oa the Iron 11111•1010 NOW
He thug* the sae&
the wear tem eallibrhei
. how th• *ores. a nossibie
dela He was mistaken and the
/truck the °pox- switch
and was ditched, kill-
For the sumo natpr,:ved rota I of
L-117Pst cleaving. plume tan.
Beautify Paducah.
Ileuason's cutlets plant s;k is
am es at *dr rasoeuis• at Sow-
la w. place. We ollimesaltors.
tem coleus, candy telt. loshedia, re-
flatfeet'. petsefee, etc, at acotes
etch.
Roses, gerarekaarn, parlor ivy. eal••
via, sultana, hellearege verbenas, etc..
at 3 tomb mak
Other planes of all kinds at km
-CM. early and got the bees
seleatlas.
C L BRUNSON Ift CO.
3I9 Broadway aad Rowland Rosa
Put your best hot byword wheo
rots an into a store to try ou a pelt •
of Aims.
1 tt SI tt tt 13 It tt U St Ulttitt lt et It It II X It It X it it 31UUUit it U SI 1331311:21 X 213221 it II X II ItGuard Yo ii 1 the Mayor's Race
Don't throw your vote away, but vote for the *
candidate that will look after your interest.
aussaannattnannattanassastaastattaattatta attuatitsaaana
JOE POTTER
is known set the kfuracipal Ownership
Canada,* in favor of purchasing the
Paducah Wane Waite sad In favor
St of adrochig the latter of the law




is known as the
dictate. and for
progressive







is hems se the Aatimisdotration
Cimilidata aesadiag for a siren men*
Ned • new netime.. He chime sup-
port as the watch dog of the fran-
chisee and the friend of labor.
D. E. WILSON
the Book mei Musk man, stands for
a squire deal aoil low prices in the
Book End Sernemary trade. Don't
throw your trade where it la not ap-
preciated ,but give it to Wilson and








FOR THE BEST COAL ON TN MARKET
PHONE 254
GENUINE
fltADEWATER COA 11 REAL
est Kentucky Coal Co.
Office and Ektvato;Nird Lirguohio
a...mak a L. • a -
